
Name State Commented DateComment

Chloe Harris-
Adams TN 3/13/2022

"I genuinely cannot see at night due to these lights. I've caught 
myself in the other lane or on the side of the road because 
these lights blinded my vision to the point I could not see the 

Helen Wilson UT 3/11/2022 "Helen Wilson"
graham gibson ENG 3/10/2022 "Blinding people indicators need to be more visible not 

Shari Hagewood CA 3/8/2022

"I live in a southern CA mountain/lake resort town with very 
challenging road conditions.  Many people from out of the 
area use their high intensity lights indiscriminately.  This 
causes many accidents with people being blinded and forced 

Patrick Woodcock 3/7/2022
"The breed of today’s headlights especially those decorative 
and blue filament types dazzle and should be banned."

Gerry Woodcock ENG 3/6/2022
"They are fitted to appeal to the feeble minded who think they 
look 'cool',  car manufacturers are more interested in sales 

Robyn Song NY 3/5/2022 "I hate LED lights. Bring back amber and sodium vapor."

Jaime Cormier WA 3/5/2022

"I'm 26 and can barely drive at night due to the sheer amount 
of cars with these lights. They blind me from my rear and side 
mirrors unless I hunch over the steering wheel, which is 
incredibly dangerous. I am also autistic and suffer from 
migraines so even a drive around the block is a guaranteed 
pain attack unless I pull over but even then I can't avoid the 
oncoming brights. These lights have even stunned me DURING 

GINA BEDEA TX 3/5/2022 "These lights are a hazard to oncoming traffics ability to see 

Pete keyes TN 3/5/2022
"Yesterday I looked in rear view and a new trucks light was so 
bright I was coming to a light n couldn't see ,I stopped in the 

Gary Pierce PA 3/5/2022 "I am tired of being blinded by on coming bright headlights."
Bruno Madsen 3/4/2022 "I’d like to live another few years!"

Robert Bonaiuto FL 3/2/2022
"This shit is ridiculous now.  Enough is enough. Brighter lights 
help the driver behind them and then temporarily blind the 

Olivia Primanis TX 3/2/2022
"These lights are blinding for those in on coming traffic, 
particularly on country roads where city lights do not balance 

linda kelly NY 2/24/2022 "Lights blind other drivers and cause deaths and accidents"
Gloria Allan SCT 2/24/2022 "I'm no longer comfortable driving at night"
Carol Brown MA 2/24/2022 "I am concerned"

Makaila Carpenter OR 2/24/2022
"I have an astigmatism and these LED headlights make driving 
dangerous and nearly impossible."

Vanessa Herrera CA 2/23/2022
"I have to pull over every time someone with led headlights 
comes towards me. If I look at their lights. I'm blinded for 

Andy Anderson MA 2/23/2022 "I’m tired of being blinded by oncoming headlights!"
jason lyle WY 2/23/2022 "I'm tired of being blinded"

Ken Monaghan ENG 2/23/2022
"Some headlights are absolutely ridiculous and certainly not 
required in an urban environment.This is made worse by some 

David Brien SCT 2/23/2022 "They are a danger to on coming traffic"
Ruth 
MacGabhann WLS 2/23/2022

"These lights are blinding and make driving in the dark very 
difficult!"

Tina Dougherty TX 2/23/2022
"I totally agree with this petition.  I done like driving at night 
for this reason!  It is so dangerous for these lights to be used 



Holli Coker TX 2/23/2022 "I’m tired of getting blinded by assholes when I’m driving at 
LU ROD TX 2/21/2022 "BAN BLINDING LIGHTS."
Javier Javier E 
Rodriguez FL 2/21/2022 "Ultra-white-high-intensity lights are risk for drivers."
wilmot Price FL 2/20/2022 "I have been blinded by these kinds of lights many times."
Richard DeLuca NY 2/19/2022 "I have good eyesight, but find the blue-white LED headlights 

Louise Dell ENG 2/19/2022
"I have been blinded far too many times by these lights and 
have had many near misses! In the dark they dazzle you, and 

Nicola Tomlinson ENG 2/19/2022 "It's so dangerous to blind someone that's driving."

Benjamin Fisk WA 2/18/2022
"I hate being blinded by stupid LED headlights.  I have to drive 
a lot at night working Door Dash. We are all going to be blind 

Cristi Carlson CO 2/17/2022

"I am tired of being blinded by HID and LED car lights, even in 
day time, but especially the night time. Furthermore, The 
American Medical Association stated they find that increased 

Tonja Hetrick 2/17/2022

"I encountered a car today that was a pair of blinding suns 
moving towards me DURING DAYLIGHT. I had no idea what 
kind of vehicle was behind the light until it passed me, because 
I couldn't see anything else on the road at all. I expected 

sherri wilcox NY 2/16/2022 "No one needs these headlights on he automobile. They are 

Naomi Hildebrand WY 2/15/2022

"These lights are great for seeing....if you're the one driving 
with them. For everyone who has to drive with these lights 
shining in their face, it can cause or worsen a migraine and/ or 

Dr Rhomboid 
Goatcabin 
Goatcabin 2/15/2022

"For a long time now people have been driving with LED lights 
that despite the dipped position are still glaring drivers on the 
road. I am a learner driver and spend most of my time as a 
passenger in my partner and my friends car and the glare from 
oncoming LED lights is unbearable. Several times when I have 
been in the car with other people they have had to slam on 

Paul Plant ENG 2/15/2022
"They are a danger to other road users  as they are too bright  
and could easily  cause a accident due to dazzling"

Joyce Hinman NC 2/14/2022
"As someone with an astigmatism in both eyes, these lights 
are quite blinding. I have driving glasses that don’t even work 

Karen Stillings FL 2/11/2022 "Karen Stillings"
Stephanie Moss PA 2/9/2022 "It’s hard to see in front of you when you’re blinded"
Angela Smith 2/9/2022 "I have experienced dangerous driving conditions due to LED 
Shirley Borlace TX 2/9/2022 "I get blinded by them and can’t see where I’m going."

Kyle Manduch MI 2/7/2022
"Europe already has these laws and it saves lives.  We can do 
better in the United States.  Trucks and large SUVs are the 

R Em 2/7/2022

"It seriously is causing me harm. I drive on single lane 
highways often throughout Ontario and I am fearing for my life 
because of oncoming and even traffic following me. I cannot 
see, it is basically a guessing game with me praying that I do 



Александр Е 2/6/2022

"Can not drive at peace anymore. Especially now, in the 
winter, when the glare is ever more prominent.And the worst 
thing is - since most cars come equipped with DRLs nowadays 
and it's considered "more safe" - makes my life even more 
miserable.Obviously, my issue won't get fixed by any sorta 

Tammy 
THRASHRR AL 2/5/2022 "These lights are dangeroys"

Diane Melendez MA 2/5/2022 "They blind me when driving not safe at all"

Christen Croft MA 2/5/2022

"I wholeheartedly agree. It's dangerous! When they are 
coming toward me in a narrow dark road at night, some 
headlights are so blinding and I have to hope for the best until 
the other vehicle passes. When they are directly behind me, I 
have to fold my rearview mirror up (which is dangerous in and 
of itself, but still less so than not doing it) so that I can see on 

Lisa Stone MA 2/5/2022 "Sometimes I am blinded by these headlights"

ryan hansmann WA 2/4/2022
"I am a professional driver and the harsh white light makes 
working dangerous and hard to see while driving at night."

joseph johnson MO 2/2/2022 "hate being blinded by headlights"

Kenneth Moya CA 2/1/2022

"We're in Southern California where there's streetlights every 
15 feet. You don't need these here, and we NEED to be able to 
see in front of us instead of using both hands to block the rear 
and side view mirrors when you're behind us.In backwoods 

Shirley 
Rightenburg FL 2/1/2022

"These type lights are blinding. And I can’t see good at night 
already."

Doug Agee CO 2/1/2022
"I drive in the dark in the morning a good part of the year.  
Usually these ultra-bright lights are on lifted pickup trucks, 

Sherrie Britton 2/1/2022 "Th se headlights are dangerous.    They should definitely be 

Cheryl Huber SC 1/31/2022
"These lights are blinding and dangerous. Impossible not to 
squint when someone has these lights coming towards you. 

Reyna Look IL 1/31/2022

"Sadly, we've all seen how some people act when "it's for the 
good of others or the environment"...My question is when did 
BRIGHT lights like these become LEGAL?!I remember getting 
PULLED OVER & TICKETED 20yrs ago (in a mid-90s car) for 
having my "brights" on since 1 of my headlights was out. As 
DIM as those lights were, the Officer said I blinded him when I 

Jenny Isadore IN 1/31/2022
"LED head lights are blinding and very dangerous. Especially at 
night in the rain when you can’t see the lines on the road or 

Vera Riley FL 1/31/2022
"These light should be banned they are blinding when you 
meet them head on. The glare and blinding is so 

Jenny Thompson OH 1/31/2022 "I can't see anymore driving at night!!"

Matt Szymonik IL 1/30/2022
"I drive daily. And I see people using LED light bars as 
headlights. Even during the day. And the light is beyond absurd 

Taggart Williams UT 1/29/2022
"If we're having issues now and nothing is being done, it's only 
a matter of time before car manufacturers start increasing 



Oliver Newman ENG 1/29/2022
"You think they are on main beam when they are on dip, you 
cannot help but look straight at them. So sad they have been 

Kathryn Jackson NC 1/28/2022

"I absolutely cannot believe that these lights are legal! 
Everything about driving a car should be about safety, seat 
belts, air bags, etc but it’s okay to have blinding lights on your 

Zara Vaux ENG 1/26/2022
"I work in lighting industry and I know the effects of blue light 
and think this should be addressed globally."

Eve Daniels ENG 1/26/2022
"I struggle to drive at night with bright lights like this and 
almost had an accident. I had my eyes tested and they are fine, 

theresa mcgowan SCT 1/25/2022
"Blinding brights lights at night are a nightmare   you think it's 
full beam that's on  accident  waiting to happen"

Daniel Wanpler MD 1/25/2022 "We need regulation on headlight luminosity."

Libbylou Bramhall 1/25/2022
"I have lost my confidence in my abiy to drive at night because 
of this and so avoid going out at night."

Esther Smith 1/25/2022

"I know first hand the effects this has on my health and how it 
has made my life so restricted both indoors and out . People 
need to know the effects it has on photosensitive people and 
in fact non photosensitive too. The impact on health is 

Kathy Schrum PA 1/24/2022 "They are blinding!!!  I hate them!!"

Leslie Hepburn 1/24/2022
"I know very many people, including myself, that fear driving 
at night because of these lights. It's unsafe and unnecessary."

faye roberts FL 1/24/2022 "Because led headlights have blinded me during nighttime 

Eileen Lanati CT 1/24/2022
"These auto lights are causing much distress to my eyes during 
daytime but especially at night and I know I'm not the only 

Andrew Tonkin 1/24/2022

"Agree with the cause being fought here.  LED lights are 
particularly glaring - its the directional intensity, colour 
temperature (if only they were at the very least a 'warmer' 
colour), they often have high-frequency but discernible flicker, 

William Babington AL 1/23/2022
"LED lights can cause seizures in people with epileptic 
photosensitivity."

Erik Werner PA 1/23/2022
"https://www.ama-assn.org/press-center/press-releases/ama-
adopts-guidance-reduce-harm-high-intensity-street-lights"

Rachael Lackey CO 1/22/2022
"Some people have astigmatism or blue eyes and there are no 
regulations on how bright LED headlights can be they are 

Tim Eames ENG 1/22/2022 "It's ridiculous they're legal"

Rena Woss 1/22/2022
"No where in nature do you see lights this intense and 
blinding.  It's un-natural and harmful.  Time to reclaim the 

Rena Woss 1/22/2022

"No where in nature do you see lights of this intensity and 
brightness.  The whiteness and glare is harmful on all levels to 
people and the environment.  Best way to send a message to 

Doreen Hickey CT 1/21/2022 "We live in rural area and these lights are incredibly 

faith rich ENG 1/21/2022
"I have Irlen's Syndrome and walking in the dark is horrendous 
because of these lights, worse when I am driving in low light! 

Kate Towey ENG 1/20/2022 "I find driving at night very dangerous because the headlights 
Lisa Taylor OH 1/20/2022 "They're blinding to other drivers on the road"

Steve Billingsley UT 1/20/2022
"I fully agree.  LED headlights are unsafe and need to be 
regulated."



Donna White OH 1/20/2022 "Tired of blinding lights"
Laura Deacon ENG 1/19/2022 "The LED headlights blind oncoming drivers.  They should be 
Margaret 
Woodward ENG 1/19/2022

"Since the introduction of LED lights I am noticing getting  
'blinded' at times by the brightness glare causing much 

Jeanette Park ENG 1/19/2022

"The new LED headlights are too bright and very dangerous, 
particularly for those who suffer with photophobia migraine 
and other similar conditions. These new lights are not a move 

Dee Cunnison ENG 1/19/2022
"LED Car lights are a irritation and dangerous… they are 
unnecessarily brightcausing temporary blindness to people 

Kathryn Jackson NC 1/18/2022
"I can’t for the life of me understand how these extremely 
blinding bright headlights are legal. It’s frustrating driving at 

Gill Benet ENG 1/17/2022 "These headlights are unnecessarily dangerous and potentially 
Ian McIntyre FL 1/16/2022 "I've been temporarily blinded by these ridiculous lights. They 

Anthony Tidwell MI 1/16/2022

"LED headlights are way too bright and they're dangerous. 
Whenever a car with LED headlights is driving past me, I can't 
see anything until they're gone, and I have 20/20 vision. Please 

Suzanne 
mcdonnell LA 1/15/2022 "Bring back yellow lights ��"

Larry Perry OH 1/13/2022

"The intensity of the led headlights is beyond all possible 
reasoning.  I'm 46 with no health issues and drive with 1 hand 
over my face for oncoming traffic.  A ridiculously tall pickup 
that has no use other than to feed egos had 6 lights on each 
side of the grill, and were at least 5 feet above the ground. 
Additionally, a behemoth truck passed me and the lights shone 
sideways as well and blinded me as it was passing me. How did 
this pass government safety regulations.? Guess the auto 
lobbyist bought a few more politicians. Where is the 

Amit 
Bhattacharyya FL 1/12/2022 "This light are hazardous and blinding"

Jaime Aguirre CA 1/11/2022

"I remember growing up in the 70’s and 80’s. Any off road 
halogen lamps, which are a lot weaker than today’s modern 
cars’ lights, being used on the road would la d you a ticket. 
Today corruption is evident, the motor vehicle departments 
and the legislature as well as the transportation department 
has given in to manufacturers, for profit, and prove of it is that 

Ray Fouts ID 1/11/2022 "It's gotten to the point I drive at night only if I must. Jeeps and 

Alison M 1/11/2022

"Like other comments these lights are great in an operating 
room, not so good on the road. There is a time and place for 
everything in life and LED headlights DO NOT belong on 
vehicles.  The government nneds to regulate the LUMENS we 
all know 60 lumens LED are not comparable to 60 Lumens 

Alison M 1/11/2022

"I am all for banning LED's on headlights. They belong in an 
operating room not on the road. I really hope more people 
start opposing these lights as more and more are going to be 
seen on the road in the next 2 years. It's going to come to a 
point where you will feel like you are in the twilight zone just 



Michelle Lee 1/10/2022
"The ridiculously bright headlights are SO dangerous.  For 
everyone.  Motorists, cyclists, pedestrians. PLEASE DON'T USE 

Angela Delsanto FL 1/10/2022

"Went out last night and on the way home on a narrow road 
the oncoming Suv's lights were blinding the crap out of me! I 
had to slow way down. I don't like flashing them but I did! Bas-
ard had his hi beams on! Really! Even after lowering his high 
beams I was still blinded! Pisses me off! According to police 
data, accident investigators report ‘dazzling headlamps’ as an 

elizabeth taylor CA 1/9/2022
"Im tired of being blinded at night and scared im going to hit 
someone or something while blinded! I cant believe these 

ANNA BENNETT TX 1/8/2022

"Because I feel that these headlights are dangerous & deadly. 
My mom almost got in very bad accident because of these 
damn lights!! How many more people have to get hurt or lose 

Laura Ann Sterling TX 1/8/2022

"I am signing this petition because the high intensity lumens 
(3000-4000) from LED highlights should be illegal, not the 
specially-designed glasses that are an alternative solution for 
driving at night. Once again it is a matter of money and power 
supported by the stronger lobbyists.  I thought it was my 
imagination, that the headlights today are stronger and 
brighter than yesteryear. With almost 29,000 people 
supporting this petition, how is it these lights are still legal. It is 
clear the powerful lobbyists have a strong  government 
backing and consumer affairs are of no concern.  What horrific 

disasterjunkie 
from NY TX 1/7/2022

"I drive my car now with high beams all the time bc it bounces 
back some of the light and even though I know this is illegal; I 

Alison M 1/6/2022 "hurts my eyes"
Alison M 1/6/2022 "I hate LED lights so painful on the eyes"

ADRIENNE 
CONGDON PA 1/6/2022

"I am only 41 and have been struggling to drive at night for 
years already because of these headlights.    Just last week the 
driver behind me had lights so bright that the reflected off of 

Daniel Porteous OH 1/6/2022
"Blue lights or light containing more blue lessen a persons 
night vision. These new lights blind other drivers"

Elizabeth Murphy MA 1/6/2022

"When I drive at night, and there's an oncoming car, I can't see 
a darned thing until it has gone by me. I try to look at where 
the road in front of me SHOULD be, and pray that I don't hit 
anything on the side of the road.It's even worse if I am driving 
in a regular car (I drive a light duty truck.) I have friends who 
refuse to drive at night because they are blinded by oncoming 
halogens.Please, please, just angle them DOWN a bit??? Why 
do they ALL have to look like highbeams are already on? And 
when they do switch on their highbeams, then I am white 

Alexa Ogno MA 1/6/2022

"We were just talking about this at work yesterday. Extra 
bright headlights, coupled with people having their high beams 
on, plus the fact that truck & SUV headlights are at the height 

Al Murphy FL 1/5/2022 "Alferd  Carl Murphy!!!!!!"

Arild Shirazi VA 1/5/2022
"My motorcycle's headlight is not distinctive in a sea of bright 
DRLs, putting me at risk with inattentive drivers."



Sally Dawson CA 1/2/2022 "I have been blinded!"
Chris Presto NY 12/31/2021 "Should be illegal"

Mark Adams PA 12/30/2021

"I have had to quit my job as an Uber driver because I can no 
longer see when driving at night. This directly leads to bar 
patrons deciding to drive themselves because they don't have 

Alen Pidhajeckyj ENG 12/29/2021 "Headlights on new cars are a joke"
Melinda Mott WA 12/28/2021 "my astigmatism blurrs led headlights so they’re the only thing 

john mcdonald MI 12/27/2021
"I deliver for a living and these lights are so bright that I have 
to block them with my hands or pull over and let them pass 

Elizabeth Seamore CA 12/24/2021
"This has been an issue for me for years!! My eyes are 
sensitive, and I also suffer from severe migraines. Bless the 

Darcy Rosenbaum TX 12/23/2021
"These lights are harmful and are going to cause many 
accidents!"

Yazmin Shroff ON 12/23/2021

"not only is it harmful to myself and other human road users 
outside of said vehicle, it is also penetratingly damaging to 
living creatures, notably insects who are disoriented, and 

Sierra Sinkey UT 12/23/2021

"It's so bad that I get migraines any time I go out at night. It's 
just not reasonable to expect everyone with sensitive eyes to 
never drive after dark or in stormy weather. These lights are so 

nick wood OR 12/22/2021

"I drive country roads often where conditions can be 
challenging without blinding bright white lights causing 
temporary blindness. A lot of the time road lines are faded or 
nonexistent in foggy, rain or other inclement conditions on 
windy roads these bright white lights. That have become the 
standard instead of a exception create a perfect storm for 

Jen Dacanay AZ 12/21/2021

"It is so distracting and dangerous while driving and having 
these kinds of headlights blinding you! I have feared for my 
safety when I could barely even see the guide line to the right 
of my truck. Before these new LED lights became wide spread, 

Wanda holcomb TX 12/21/2021 "It's dangerous, when you're blinded by these lights"
Judy Asarkof MA 12/20/2021 "I get blinded by cars with LED lights and LED streetlights. We 
James Boniol TN 12/19/2021 "bright led headlights with auto dimmers still to BRIGHT"

Matthew Schrock OR 12/18/2021
"In really tired of "driving by feel" everytime a car with a set of 
these lights passes me by.  I'm likely going to crash soon."

veronica vazquez LA 12/18/2021
"bc fuck them im trying to see to drive !!!! fuck u too if you 
have headlights brighter than the sun"

Martha Valentin IL 12/18/2021 "It blinds you when u driving"

Martha Blanchard MO 12/18/2021 "If this saves just one life it’s worth it."
Dipalee Shastri NJ 12/17/2021 "Driving stately is utmost important and this change can help 

padma kondapally VA 12/17/2021 "it’s highly dangerous"
Martin Taylor ENG 12/17/2021 "Becouse these headlights are dangerous"
Will Bennet WA 12/16/2021 "These new bright headlights are dangerous and blinding to 
Don Stephens WA 12/15/2021 "Led lighting has its place but not for headlights or streetlights. 
Allison Walczak AL 12/14/2021 "I’m tired of being blinded with these bright lights! It’s 



Marissa Muro KS 12/13/2021

"I can't even see at night while driving anymore, and I'm only 
25! With everything going online nowadays, were stuck staring 
at screens for hours. Sometimes against our will, with work 

Gina Marie Di Dio FL 12/13/2021
"I can barely drive at night anymore. I’m afraid of an accident 
because I am constantly blinded by LED lights aimed into my 

Rachel McBee FL 12/13/2021 "I hate these lights. They hurt my eyes and head so bad."
Deborah Kenney-
Hood NH 12/12/2021 "Deborah Kenney-Hood"

Glenna Oram PA 12/11/2021

"I have nearly died in the car because of blinding headlights. 
I’ve swerved off the road, I’ve been unable to see the road in 
front of me, I’ve missed bends in the road and I’ve nearly hit 

Alicia McCoy OH 12/11/2021

"I can  no  longer  participate  in society  because  of  how  sick 
I get  from  LEDs. Please  join  me  and  the  many  who's lives  
have  been  turned  upside  down  by  radiation  emitting  
deathiodes in  the  fight  to  bring  awareness  to  the deeply  

Devin Silva-
Labourdette NC 12/11/2021

"I can’t see at night with those blinding lights and it causes me 
to swerve and lose sight and once I gain my sight back another 
car comes with bright lights. It’s ridiculous. It’s dangerous. 

Emily solano FL 12/10/2021 "I am blinded by theseights"

Richard Mills FL 12/10/2021
"Not only do these light make your side of the road not visible 
creating a safety hazard but if you're like me they give you an 

suzanne malik PA 12/9/2021 "I can’t drive safely with these brighter lights behind me and 
Marvin 
Schumacher CA 12/8/2021 "I hate excessive glare in  eyes on night highways."

Cathi Travis TX 12/8/2021

"I suffer from chronic Migraine Migraine and night blindness. I 
have to drive to and from work on very dark roads with these 
headlights either coming at me or coming up from behind. On 
very narrow country roads, it's hard to look away and stay 
safe. It's even worse when it's on a work truck displaying two 

Shawn De Vries IA 12/8/2021

"The LED headlights on these new vehicles and semis blind me 
so I can't see ANYTHING. These ****ing things...I can't even 
tell if they are on low or high beam they're so bright. If I think 
someone's halogens are on high beam but they aren't and I 
flash them, and they flash me back...no big deal.  But if that 
happens with LED headlights and they turn on their high 
beams in retaliation it's like being forced to look at someone 
welding without a helmet and my eyes hurt for hours 
after.Anything that damages your eyes and creates deadly 
conditions is not a headlight: it is a WEAPON. And that's just 

Gina Fabrizio CT 12/8/2021 "These lights are extremely blinding, and also a threat and 

Gio Tisera FL 12/8/2021
"I drive alot at night & these new lights are so bright & blinding 
it's ridiculous how it's even being allowed! Take these lights off 

Cathy McGuire IN 12/7/2021 "They are dangerous and I haveto avoid night driving."

Jodi Gee NC 12/7/2021
"These lights make it difficult to drive at night, are blinding, 
and induce migraines and other issues in many people."

Renate Bob NY 12/7/2021 "These lights are dangerous! You cannot dim them, and they 



Gorica Stupar MI 12/6/2021
"I can’t drive at night , specially approaching any curves on the 
road , if this lights are coming at me I have to slow down 

charles mertens CO 12/6/2021 "Sick of it…it’s already dangerous enough to drive at night."

BILLY Vice OH 12/6/2021
"Driving at night especially in rain and snow you cannot see 
when when you approach a vehicle with led bright lights"

Suzanne Morabito NY 12/6/2021 "Its blinding"

fran hoetker OH 12/5/2021

"I have a hard time gauging the distance or speed of an 
oncoming car with LED lights. Not only because of the way it 
looks but also they are often blinding. Whenever a large truck 
with LED headlights is behind me, the lights reflect off of my 
rearview mirror and are painfully blinding. This creates scary 

Emily Gray AZ 12/5/2021

"I live in a dark sky city where outdoor lighting ordinances are 
enforced to preserve the night sky. This makes extremely 
bright headlights all the more dangerous in areas where there 
are no other light sources. I went out to run an errand around 
7:00pm two nights ago and had to turn around and head back 

Brandan Pinnow MI 12/5/2021

"I’ve almost been in several accidents involving 12 ft ditches 
because I’m blinded my trucks and suvs with insanely bright 
led headlights. Headlights brighter than my high beams ! 

Tahira Farooq 12/4/2021 "It makes driving dangerous"

Umair Ghazi 12/4/2021

"Driving at night has started giving me headaches. Earlier I 
used to wonder what's causing this but over the time I have 
realized it's the bright lights from oncoming traffic in the new 
cars. I don't feel this with the occasional cars having old 

Naheed Azhar 12/4/2021 "Naheed Azhar"
Olaa Alnumi NY 12/3/2021 "I like to see some changes."

Michelle Simpson 12/3/2021

"I am hardly able to drive at night anymore due to the strong 
headlights and lack of consideration of others not attempting 
to turn down their overly bright lights. It has become 

Helena Csorba PA 12/2/2021

"Joint Congressional Hearings & DOJ Investigation of 
Microwave Assaults on U . S. 
Citizenshttps://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-president-of-the-

Helena Csorba PA 12/2/2021

"Joint Congressional Hearings & DOJ Investigation of 
Microwave Assaults on U . S. 
Citizenshttps://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-president-of-the-

Helena Csorba PA 12/2/2021

"Joint Congressional Hearings & DOJ Investigation of 
Microwave Assaults on U . S. 
Citizenshttps://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-president-of-the-

Margaret Massimi MA 12/1/2021
"These blinding lights are dangerous. I’ve been blinded by 
them on the highway driving home from work."

Morgan Hurley CA 12/1/2021 "These led lights blind me regularly. Not sure why they are 

Valerie Dixon IN 12/1/2021
"These lights are blindingly bright and so unnecessary in city 
driving. They make it hard for other drivers, to see what’s 

Amy Richardson ENG 12/1/2021
"I was driving with my family the other day and the headlights 
blinded me and could have caused a serious accident"

Sandy Jareczek IL 12/1/2021 "I’m tired of being blinded!!"



Donald Crawford KS 12/1/2021 "These are way to bright for cars ahead and behind..."
Gary Kasprzyk IL 11/30/2021 "I believe these lights are a hazard on the road"

Stephen Triplett 11/30/2021

"These lights are absolutely dangerous and I hope to god we 
can get a new law in place to save lives. I’ve dealt with these 
lights on two lane highways and it’s not a nice feeling, you 
pretty much have to brake and wait cause you cannot see 
anything. Enough already, I know the whole inconsiderate jerk 

Linda Logan ENG 11/30/2021 "These lights are a joke and should be banned."
Jennifer McNeil SCT 11/30/2021 "They are too bright! No need for it"

Chris Ware KS 11/30/2021
"I am tired of being blinded by these lights. I have to wear 
special glasses at night to drive and even then sometimes they 

Christina Rose AR 11/30/2021

"I have stopped driving at night because I can not handle the 
bright lights.  Every time I pass a vehicle that has these 
headlights I end up having trouble refocusing and arrive at 

Lynn Avants KS 11/29/2021 "I don't want to die so some entitled douchebag can follow 

R H CA 11/28/2021

"I have driven over 250,000 miles over the last 20 years.  The 
recent change to bright lights on an increasing number of 
vehicles is not just an annoyance, but a serious safety hazard 
to other drivers.  If the oncoming traffic has any vehicle with 
this new type of lights, I find that the light is quite blinding, and 

Pamela Coblentz IN 11/28/2021
"They have blinded me to the point that I’ve had to completely 
pull off the road and stop!!   I no longer can enjoy evening 

Roxanne Duttko 11/28/2021 "It's hard to see when headlights like that are coming at me."
Keith Lyle NJ 11/27/2021 "Night driving has become a danger imposed on drivers by 
Michelle Emery FL 11/27/2021 "I CAN'T FUCKING SEE AT NIGHT"

GUFFEY BARBARA IL 11/27/2021
"It's hard to drive at night, dangerous,  and scary for me with 
my kids in the car"

Marci Urdanick NY 11/25/2021
"I've come close to hitting parked cars and pedestrians walking 
because of these headlights. Some lights are way too bright. 

Lance Mendoza CA 11/24/2021

"Those Led lights are way to much blue light for those who 
were glasses. At some points at night we can’t even see the 
road because of overly high Led lights blinding us from behind 

Patricia Santiago NH 11/24/2021

"The public would benefit from a serious inquiry into how 
these lights affect other road users, and regulation to ensure 
that manufacturers are not putting out products that are 
unnecessarily unsafe for others. Car manufacturers should be 

Lisa Jensen NY 11/23/2021 "The led headlights are getting out of hand!!!"
Sean Freeman OH 11/17/2021 "I feelEndangered by these new lights!!"

Mieke Kang 11/16/2021
"I've been blinded by those dangerously bright LED headlights 
more than once. They're a menace on the road."

Jill Couture 11/16/2021
"I've been snow blinded because of the LED lights won't melt 
the snow and from drivers coming head on.  They look like 

John Harvey NY 11/16/2021 "Its needed."
Robert Turnbull 11/16/2021 "I've been blinded!"
Mary Zanders ID 11/15/2021 "You can’t see at night for them blinding you"
cathy christian NC 11/15/2021 "they blind drivers coming towards them"



Gena Apo WA 11/14/2021 "These lights totally blind me.And no I don't wear glasses."
Daniel Joyce IL 11/14/2021 "Blinding lights are a nuisance"
Jan Painter OH 11/14/2021 "The older I get, the more I hate them!!!!"
Jenny Doores ID 11/13/2021 "I’m signing this petition because this is a justifiable cause! Just 
Kattianna Rouse-
Riley WA 11/13/2021

"I have an astigmatism in both my eyes & these lights have 
caused that worst starring of any lights I have ever seen. It 

Amanda Bray OR 11/12/2021

"LED headlights are painful, blinding and dangerous, creating a 
situation where we can no longer see at night while driving, 
which is especially dangerous when approaching a crosswalk 

Sheila King MA 11/11/2021 "They literally blind you"

Claudia Berlinski OH 11/11/2021
"These headlights create dangerous conditions for oncoming 
drivers. They are blinding."

Erin Strouse OH 11/11/2021 "I find the bright lights difficult to.navigate around and 
Kevin Pettes MA 11/10/2021 "Morons Drive With These Blinding LightsThat's Why They 

Rosalee Sutton KS 11/7/2021
"they need to outlaw these lights. They blind you so you can't 
even see what lane you are in. DANGEROUS"

luis cast TX 11/6/2021
"I just click on my high beam on them they click on their even 
brighter ones but I leave mine on till they go by."

Cher Renke WA 11/5/2021

"LED headlights have no place on our roadways period!!! They 
are so blinding! And you see spots afterwards.  I find myself 
looking at the far right side of the road, but then I’m not even 

DeeDee Beeler CA 11/3/2021

"I think safety should always come before selfish and/or 
“cool.” It used to be law to dim high beam lights as a courtesy 
if another vehicle is coming. These new halogens or whatever 
are even brighter than older high beam brights were/are.  

Charlotte Rains ID 11/3/2021 "I'm signing because I have been blinded by LED headlights and 

Alison McGregor PA 11/2/2021
"Ban the blinding lights!Light pollution is ruining 
neighborhoods, commutes, and a serious danger on all roads!"

Renee Smith IL 11/1/2021 "I really hate those bright lights at night."

Erin Norton Miller KY 11/1/2021

"Bright lights in vehicles cause issues for the rest of us on the 
roads. This is dangerous. While the person driving with LED 
and HID lights may see better, the rest of us are blinded by 

Sahara Lawrence HI 11/1/2021 "I hate the LED lights on cars & trucks!"
John H 11/1/2021 "We made it!  25,000 signatures!  Let's get some action."

William Weston IL 10/31/2021

"I am signing this petition, because I suffer from chronic 
inflammation of my optic nerves (which causes bright white 
vehicle headlights to be impossibly blinding). I am able to 
handle the soft yellow headlights without too much difficulty. I 

L Blake ENG 10/29/2021 "I am sick of being blinded by over bright headlights that make 

Susan Rotondo IL 10/29/2021
"These lights are blinding and absolutely dangerous for 
oncoming vehicles!  Sure glad THEY can see!  And some of the 

Pat Martin IL 10/29/2021 "I can't stand these blinding lights. They are unnecessary!"
Vincent Price GA 10/26/2021 "I cannot see when driving at night and passing other cars that 

Donna Minatra TN 10/25/2021
"I support this petition. Please review, sign and share my son's 
petition to Dell. Thank you! God bless. <a 



Karen Brokken OR 10/25/2021

"Passing by a whole line of cars coming from the opposite 
direction is scary. The brightness makes it more difficult to see 
in front of me. This increase in brightness has become 

Robert Curtis CA 10/25/2021

"In one particular scary instance I remember being at a four 
way stop late one night and all three opposing vehicles had 
these extra bright lights glaring into the intersection, and as 
my vision was practically blinded I barely saw, at the last 
moment, some pedestrians start to come in front of my car as 
I began to drive forward. Thankfully I noticed them in time and 
stopped, but that was too close for comfort, not to mention 

Ryan Major PA 10/21/2021 "These lights are totally unsafe!"

Ted Kozlowski WA 10/20/2021
"These blinding lights are making it very hard to stay on the 
road when approaching a vehicle equipped with them."

Matthew Shaff NV 10/18/2021 "I hate driving at night because headlights have become 
Dawn Planton ENG 10/18/2021 "Blinding headlights are dangerous"

Linda Gallagher NY 10/18/2021
"These harsh and blinding LED headlights are a danger to all. 
You’re not driving safer if you are blinding other drivers. Please 

Roger Harris ENG 10/15/2021 "The headlights are too bright."

Shawna Vaudrin OR 10/14/2021

"As a wearer of glasses these produce a ridiculous amount of 
glare, and as a driver of a newer care with them there is no 
discernable advantage to visibility.  I would rather not have 

Brock Raynor MD 10/14/2021 "I hate it to honestly people need to be Courteous and careful 
Dot Nelson VA 10/12/2021 "I believe this to be true."
Jane Tomblin SC 10/11/2021 "They are blinding and very dangerous"

AnnieLaurie Burke WA 10/11/2021

"Because of our northern latitude, we get early darkness in fall 
and winter.  On several occasions, I have narrowly avoided an 
accident because of these blinding headlights.   Even when a 
driver switches from high-beams, the headlights appear overly 
bright to oncoming drivers.  On our rural roads with minimal 
installed lighting, drivers tend to keep headlights on high for 
better visibility, unaware that their lights are blinding 

Jeannie Schrick MO 10/11/2021

"I live off of a dangerous road and have been blinded so many 
times by oncoming halogen headlights it’s a miracle I haven’t 
veered off the road. I am shocked that such a dangerous 

Denise Hill NC 10/10/2021 "The headlights are blinding!"

Patricia Girard NY 10/9/2021

"I almost lost my life twice because of these  stupid lights. I 
was blinded by oncoming traffic and couldn’t see that traffic 
stopped in front of me. These lights should’ve been banned 

Diana Hatton WI 10/9/2021 "Mine too!"
Diana Hatton WI 10/9/2021 "Can you get Tac Night vision in prescription glasses?"

Diana Hatton WI 10/9/2021
"I hate them so much.  I have gotten quite a few migraines 
from bright sunlight and and sensitive to bright lights."

Diana Hatton WI 10/9/2021 "I have pulled over and let people pass because of this"

Nancy Hasty FL 10/8/2021

"I agree there have been many times I almost wrecked and 
literally felt like I was not going to make it. Many people do 
blind other people on purpose I don't think some people 



jan billingsley KY 10/8/2021

"It is not legal for a blind person to drive and therefore should 
not be legal to blind someone while driving.  I have 
experienced these 'blinding lights' and because of them, now 
only drive at night when absolutely necessary.  I regret that my 
ability to go out at night has been restricted. Since AAA and 

Amber Yeezer AE 10/8/2021

"I have a hard enough time seeing at night WITH my glasses 
much less when someone is brightlighting me with the light of 
1000 suns and your eyes take time to recover after and if 
anything is in the road in front of you there is a good chance 

Chris Roberts GA 10/8/2021 "These new headlights are even to bright for daytime usage"
Robin SanJuan 10/7/2021 "I hate those lights u cant see shit when there coming at u 

Amanda Finnegan ENG 10/7/2021
"Forced to pull over and let vehicles behind take over and 
nearly closing eyes from oncoming vehicles"

Amber Ealey TN 10/5/2021 "They hurt my eyes"

Antoinette Freije MI 10/4/2021
"I agree 1000% I actually bought Tac Night vision glasses not 
ready to give up driving! But the experts say you get 40 more 

Jan Brown ENG 10/2/2021 "I have stopped driving at night because of these awful lights."
Patricia Nash CA 9/30/2021 "I hate those freaking lights"
Jonathan Dillard TN 9/29/2021 "Ban  Blinding  Headlights  andSave    Lives!"

Aubrie Thomas UT 9/29/2021

"I have personally had trouble seeing momentarily while 
driving at night due to blindingly bright headlights either 
behind me, or oncoming the opposite way.These can be very 

Marjorie Sener TX 9/28/2021

"LED and HID headlights blind me when I drive at night.  I have 
to slow down because I really can't see because of these super 
blinding lights in my eyes.  These lights cause a danger to 

Carol Bahr CA 9/27/2021

"This is a safety issue-clearly!!!We,the public should not have 
to insist that the producers of these products cease and desist 
production and distribution ...it should be illegal 

C . K. Lucky CA 9/25/2021

"I’m signing because I have experienced many times the 
dangerous hazard of being temporarily blinded by oncoming 
overly bright LED headlights and nearly wrecked my car on 
numerous occasions because I couldn’t see the road nor 
anything or anyone around my vehicle while those lights 

MELISSA COON FL 9/25/2021 "There has to a limitation set on the blinding headlight 
John Russo 9/24/2021 "This needs to be done"
Daron Calico 9/23/2021 "These lights are dangerous on rural roads for oncoming 
Mitchell Kotler NJ 9/23/2021 "I have been victimized by many drivers at night with blinding 

Shaniqua Jones 9/23/2021
"I suffer greatly from these HD blinding blue ray lights that has 
evidence that it’s HARMFUL for human eyes."

RON CAVALLARO RI 9/23/2021
"RON CAVALLAROThis and police car strobe lights are a 
menace!"

Phyllis Abrams IL 9/23/2021 "Phyllis Abrams"

Bob Butler 9/23/2021

"I have to look away when faced with the LED lights in 
oncoming traffic. Even the low beam lights used in the daytime 
are a problem.AN OVERWHELMING majority of drivers believe 
new car headlights are becoming far brighter than they need 
to be, according to research by The RAC. The motoring group 



Sue Gould IL 9/23/2021

"The super bright lights make it very hard to see the actual 
traffic, much less pedestrians. The LED craze is in so many 
stores now, and some make it impossible to look up, but at 
least they're stationary, and I can avoid them. But the one on 

Nick Patterson SD 9/22/2021

"LED lights and the light pollution they cause have negative 
effects on our health and environment. People share a 
common heritage to the skies and stars. Enjoyment of this 

Michael LaTour OH 9/22/2021

"The last time I visited my family in the city I came down with 
a severe migrane headache from the continues onslaught of 
extremely bright, blinding LED headlights. The sheer amount of 
light pollution between the streetlights (now LED) and the 
headlights in virtually every cat on the road destroys my night 

David Paul NY 9/22/2021

"In my experience, bright lights at road level create a halo of 
darkness, where you can't see the vehicle itself or what is 
behind or around those lights.  A significant contributor to 

Mel Beckman CA 9/22/2021
"I’ve been blinded by these ridiculously bright lights in a 
construction zone and hit a barrier that wasn’t visible as a 

Daniel Sweeney OH 9/20/2021

"I just purchased a 2021 VW ID4 with LED headlights.  
However as a driver age 70 I have noted that headlight glare is 
definitely more of a problem for me at night AND I do not have 

Patricia Sweeney OR 9/19/2021

"Add these dangerous LED headlights to under lit cyclist 
weaving in and out of traffic and unlit pedestrians dashing 
across the street wearing black  at night in the rain during the 
early dark days of winter in high density neighborhoods in the 
city and it is simply a cluster bomb of accidents waiting to 
happen.  So scary to imagine a car accidentally hitting a 

John H 9/18/2021

"Please stop this nonsense!   We got 3' lifted trucks/jeeps with 
LED headlights and LED foglights.  Only one who can see is that 
guy in the jeep.  No-one else can see around him!  Subaru, you 

Jon Chapman 9/17/2021

"LED headlights are blinding even when dipped especially in 
rainy conditions. I use my fog lights all the time now just to 
pick out the road nearside and centre white lines which are 

Katrina Holley NC 9/16/2021 "These lights create a hazard for all drivers!"

Nathan Toke UT 9/12/2021

"This needs to be addressed at the national level with a total 
recall of all of these new vehicles using this technology. I think 
given a choice, most people wouldn’t choose these awful 

Debjani 
Chakravarty UT 9/12/2021

"Do not like being blinded by headlights that have no business 
being that bright. They do not increase safety but are instead 

Sue Jones WLS 9/10/2021 "Peter jones"
David Coe CT 9/9/2021 "Also daytimes lights are a hazard.  DC"
Ka Ming Law 9/4/2021 "It blinds my eyes at night with headlights that are too bright. 
Shelley Reaves NC 9/2/2021 "Shelley Reaves"

Derek Green 8/31/2021
"Driving on a road that has street lights or not when a vehicle 
approaches with glaring lights all visibility is lost and the 

Jacqui Harvey ENG 8/31/2021 "I am fed up with being dazzled by these extremely bright 
Susan Jones ENG 8/27/2021 "These lights are dangerous and for people who suffer from 



Cameron Rumsey NY 8/26/2021
"This is common sense. Anyone who hasn’t been blinded in a 
dangerous way by HID or LED headlights is in for a serious 

Michael 
Cartwright IN 8/25/2021

"I am tired of people putting my personal safety and others at 
risk by acting smug with their bright headlights and motorcycle 
headlamps on full bright during the day, as they're passing by 

Allen Takahashi CA 8/17/2021
"Where do you actually sign the petition?  All I see is the Take 
the next step!  which is a funding request.   How about an 

Greg Podolec OR 8/15/2021 "these headlights are dangerous."
Zach Tunbridge 8/10/2021 "I agree"
Sarah Parker FL 7/31/2021 "For Austin Lee Beebe and my road rage ¯\\_(ツ)_/¯"
Deanna De Jong 7/25/2021 "I agree - I’ve been blinded by some of these and nearly come 

Jennifer Graves FL 7/24/2021

"I drive a lot early in the morning for work. Just about every 
morning I experience a vehicle with blinding light and most of 
these people have no consideration for other drivers. It is very 
difficult to drive when these lights remain behind you in your 

Sarah Doull CA 7/21/2021
"Having to face blinding bright white headlights is a painful 
experience, damaging to our eyes, and dangerous.  Thank 

Audrey Fischer IL 7/21/2021

"At the age of 66, these needlessly overly-bright and 
misdirected headlights and streetlights have made impossible 
to drive safely especially on highways. Many times I had to pull 

John H 7/20/2021

"Canada here: - Our divided highways are not level on each 
side, so you may always be below the "cut off" point for some 
parts of the highway- We still have a lot of side roads where 
you will be blinded by these, especially if it has small hills ( 
toyota corolla you are the worst here). If you come over a hill 
you will be blinded- We do not have a law to mandate self 
adjusting headlights, so all trucks with a load in the back or just 
high off the ground will blind you with these headlightsThis is 

Dan Haggerty CA 7/18/2021

"With the blinding head on lights at night on my local two lane 
roads, it is often impossible to see if there is any dangerous 
object in the road ahead.  Most of the time roads are clear, but 
I have witnessed several times where heavy damaging items 
are laying in the middle of the road that likely fell from a truck.  

Laura A Young GA 7/18/2021
"Please ban these headlights.  They blind me even though I 
focus on the passenger side road lines.  People refuse to dims 

Randy Gareth 7/14/2021

"Bright headlights are incredibly dangerous. There needs to be 
strict regulation to limit their brightness.I once couldn't even 
see the road in front of me because I was blinded by the 

usha sreekanthan CA 7/11/2021 "Blinding lights are a hazard to lives"

Sam Coleman OR 7/4/2021

"I read through the petition, and I want to be clear that my 
signature is intended to support a ban on use of LED lights at 
night while pointed at other drivers. It's important on our farm 
to have light bars and such to help illuminate equipment we 
may be trying to fix at night before we need it the following 
day. But we use switches to control them, and no aftermarket 



Nicholas Carr TN 7/1/2021

"I've almost gotten into multiple wrecks because these types 
of headlights blind me. They're beyond distracting - they 
actually become physically painful and it becomes hard to 

Einar Gunnar 
Birgisson 6/29/2021

"The LED headlights on cars are destroying our environment 
and our eyes"

Asa Bazinet CT 6/26/2021
"cause i’m short and i drive a short car. i’m at eye level with 
these fucking mini-suns and i’m tired of the road migraines >:("

Mike R. MD 6/24/2021

"My father deals with this issue regularly and has a huge 
problem seeing the lines on the road when faced with these 
unnecessarily bright headlights. I'm not against HID's but I am 
against the overuse of various types of LED's especially 

Kate Chapin ME 6/23/2021

"Blinding headlights make it impossible to see the road or any 
pedestrian or cyclist beside the road. They are horrible to have 
in the rear view mirror. Driving at night for any great distance 

Bob Hasty PA 6/20/2021

"These headlights should be made illegal immediately. Besides 
being blinding, those who drive with them are not able to see 
what is in front of them and turn on their bright lights and 

Jason Adamik NM 6/20/2021

"I have, like most all drivers, been nearly unable to see for a 
number of seconds while driving due to these terrible lights 
that Never should have been allowed on cars but should 
Obviously be outlawed from being installed on new vehicles 

Anna Ransome CA 6/20/2021 "These lights cause more accidents, affect health and vision 

Glendon Rhodes TX 6/20/2021 "These new lights are to bright"

Alician Quinlan NC 6/19/2021

"Where I live, the roads are 2-lane, hilly, curvy, and unlighted, 
and it's deer country!  The blinding glare from oncoming LED 
headlights make it impossible to see upcoming curves and in-

B. Gies OR 6/18/2021 "I'm one of the older drivers who is blinded by the lights! Fix 

Susan Slade KY 6/16/2021

"My experience is that these lights are extremely bright and 
make it nearly impossible for me to see anything else when 
opposite them. My husband is a trucker and it is equally 

Dionisia Viloria NY 6/12/2021 "Dionisia p viloria"
E Pereira 6/12/2021 "Please sign"

Samantha Rath AZ 6/12/2021

"LED lights have been a terrible addition to our daily lives and 
overall health.  To continue allowing LED lights on a car, either 
headlights or taillights, would only prove that our leaders, car 
manufacturers etc, care nothing about our safety while we’re 
on or off the road.  LED headlights blind drivers and black out 
everything around their glare for only a moment, but it only 

Nathan Currier NY 6/11/2021 "Nathan Currier"

William Merline CO 6/11/2021

"It is vital to restrict the brightness for safety.  "Brights" are 
available when not following someone or approaching 
someone coming the other way.  That is enough.  But what 
really needs attention is the popular trend toward people 
using their fog lamps at all times.  It is illegal to do so in many 
places. Yet it is never enforced.  Some of these fog lamps are 



Albert Warner IN 6/11/2021
"Blue/bluish, too high and too bright even with streetlights on. 
The driver with these lights may see better, but those 

Linda Blachman CA 6/11/2021

"As an independent elder, I have noticed for years that the 
blinding lights are creating unsafe driving conditions. They’re 
also threatening my independence as the lights are a serious 

Scott Slattery NC 6/10/2021

"In the last few years I've begun to find that I can't see the 
road very well at night due to the excessively bright glare of 
oncoming headlights.  Everything other than the headlights 
looks black to me.  I feel this is not only unpleasant, but also 
unsafe.  When in traffic, I sometimes have to avert my eyes 
from the bright red LED brake lights of cars in front of me.  
Some cars are much worse offenders than others.  I've also 
noticed that even LED-based stoplights can be so bright that I 

Ligia Large FL 6/10/2021

"I usually wear sunglasses when I drive at night or raise my left 
hand to block oncoming traffic. Can we also lower the height 
of SUVs & other taller vehicles so they aren't at the level of the 
eyes of the car drivers? Why can't their headlights be at the 
same level as cars, since they need to hit the road rather than 

Dee Dressler MN 6/10/2021

"They are not only distracting but it also difficult to see 
anything past them. I am most aware of this while driving 
through areas with a lot of deer as I scan the roadside 

Susanne Smith CA 6/10/2021

"I'm signing because my eyes have been painfully effected by 
these over-bright headlights for years!  I like the softer old 
lights.  Why do we need these when most cities are so flooded 

Linda Whitener NC 6/10/2021
"These blinding headlights are dangerous. It used to be illegal 
to drive on an interstate with your high-beams on; why are 

Susan Harvey CA 6/10/2021

"SUVs/trucks are the worst because their lights are high off the 
road an aimed straight into the oncoming car.  The headlights 
that automatically dim work terribly on country roads that 
curve or have lots of dips in them and the lights aren't set up 

Antonio Cisneros CA 6/9/2021 "I support this petition."

Ray Fouts ID 6/9/2021

"The extreme bright lites are insane and dangerous. I hate 
them. I also feel that way towards the police car flashing lights. 
What ever happened to the ole single red flashing light on top 

Amy Smith AL 6/9/2021
"I have to pull off of the road every time one of the vehicles 
get behind me or slow down to a crawl when coming toward 

Sandy Hare OR 6/9/2021

"These extremely bright headlights do impair the driver whose 
eyes are extremely bothered by having to advert their gaze 
from the road till the offending oncoming vehicle passes. 
Likewise one has to flip their rear view mirror up when you 
have a vehicle behind you with these LED lights, but they still 
can be very disturbing as when said vehicle is fairly close their 

elaine floor KS 6/9/2021
"These bright headlights are such a problem for me, thus I find 
myself not even wanting to drive at night."

Glenn Barley 6/9/2021
"I feel this is the right thing to legislate as well as have all Truck 
and SUV night lights angled down a bit more as they are also 



Barbara Apgar MI 6/9/2021 "These bright lights are a significant safety hazard"

Ricardo Medina 6/9/2021
"pone en peligro el conducir en la noche porque la brillantez 
de los focos perturban la visibilidad del conductor que recibe 

James Mareck TX 6/9/2021 "I thought I was alone in noticing this problem.  Glad to hear 

Kelsey Kauffman IN 6/9/2021
"I have stopped driving at night due to cars that have bright 
white lights."

Candice Murdock AL 6/9/2021
"There are certain vehicles in which the headlights are blinding 
and cause unsafe and very annoying driving conditions"

Olivia Primanis TX 6/9/2021

"I agree completely with the author and thank him for this 
petition.  I believe this sort of intense light that shines directly 
into the windshield of oncoming traffic and rear view mirrors 

M Chevrette MA 6/8/2021

"I have been saying this for DECADES, even more so now that I 
am a professional driver!What is worse is that many vehicles 
are sporting four or six lights.  I believe that many drivers do 

Edward Riggs PA 6/8/2021 "I'm signing because I still want to be able to drive at night, 

William Beyer SC 6/8/2021

"Drivers can help reduce the blinding effects of their vehicle's 
lights by turning off the fog lamps.  Some drivers don't even 
know when these lights are on and they add to the light 

Catherine J 
Thomas WI 6/8/2021

"We need to keep safety first on our roads  and eliminate the  
hazards that can cause distraction, especially when driving at 

N A CA 6/7/2021

"I'm signing because these blinding vehicle LED headlights 
including, halogen and HID lights are a blinding nightmare for 
me.  In particular, SUVs blind me when their headlights' glare is 
reflected in my rear view mirror as well as, directly from 
oncoming traffic.  Automakers promote them as a safety 
feature when, in reality they pose a danger.  I find myself 
reflexively removing and raising my arm and shielding my eyes 
with my hand,  which further interferes with my view and 
further disrupts my focus.  Lexus and other luxury vehicles 
began coming out with LED lights in 2006 and in the past 

Daniel Duclos 6/7/2021 "Older people are having a hard time driving at night since 
cate nyary MA 6/7/2021 "I've literally had panic attacks driving at night faced with 

Manuil Tonev CT 6/7/2021

"I've been struggling with bright lights for offer 10 years now - 
from oncoming traffic, rear view cars and stop/blinker lights.I 
want to ask to also advocate limiting luminance on traffic and 
road side lighting (such as signage and 
billboards).Furthermore, I would like to see after-market 
lights, typically meant for off-road use, banded for use on 
roads (such as the LED arrays on bumpers, grills, mirrors and 

Mary Horne SC 6/7/2021
"I am constantly blinded by oncoming headlights, to the point 
that I avoid driving at night. This is ruining my social life!"

Steve Brinkerhoff UT 6/7/2021 "I'm signing because the headlights are blinding"

scott gardner UT 6/7/2021
"Number of high position lights shining right in on car 
drivers.Drivers license that will not lower their lights."



O. Gahagan SC 6/7/2021

"I was surprised, but heartened, to find I wasn't the only 
person to find the headlights coming at me uncomfortably 
bright! I thought before reading the NYT piece that it was just 
me.Let's stop and reassess what we mean by "safety..." not 

Jessica Brauner WA 6/7/2021

"Not only are extremely bright lights dangerous to the health 
of our population, but can cause a whole demographic of 
people to stop driving. For example, people with headaches 
and seizures are typically unable to drive due to the increasing 
bright lights that are being put into vehicles. The new Hyundai 
has 9 bright blue-white lights to "assist" people to see safer. 
We have road lights and if the area is too dark then we need 
more road lights. Today, while driving my child they had a 
seizure because of new brake lights on the vehicle in front of 

Ellen Davis AK 6/7/2021
"These lights are absurdly bright and make it hard to see- an 
accident waiting to happen. I hate them so much!"

Rod Dueck 6/7/2021 "Truck driver, and they're too bright"

Shirley Belwood ENG 6/7/2021
"I am being “Blinded by the Light” Courtesy Bruce Springsteen 
and Manfred Mann. And those strobing bicycle headlights are 

William Derby GA 6/7/2021 "hard to see at night"
Ashley Thomas VA 6/7/2021 "I shouldn’t have to squint to drive."
tim whiting 6/7/2021 "having to use rear mirror damping but still get blinding light 

Linda Lavery PA 6/7/2021
"These lights are dangerous!   I have had to adjust my driving 
many, many times, oftentimes pulling over to the berm,  to get 

Eugene Salomon NJ 6/7/2021
"I drive at night and completely agree that this is an 
overlooked danger which  needs to be addressed."

Lindsay 
Eaglesham 6/7/2021

"I find the brightness and glare from the newer LED headlights 
on higher-riding vehicles like trucks and SUVs to be 
overwhelming, and even dangerous. It can often cause drivers 

Sherrie Sacharow FL 6/7/2021

"I am signing because this kind of new-fangled light has nearly 
blinded me on several occasions and NOW I cannot in good 
conscience drive at night.  Fancy for you [whoever you are 
who owns these lights] deprives me of freedom! Maybe 

Gary Miles TX 6/7/2021 "I drive a lot of 2 lane rural roads.It's terribly blinding."

Robert Jordan VA 6/7/2021

"I cannot drive on winding two-lane roads in Fairfax County, 
Virginia at night because on-coming vehicles blind me with 
their bright lights.  Enough is enough.  There are hundreds of 

Douglas Lee CO 6/7/2021 "These lights are a danger to all other drivers on the road. How 
Bill Evans NY 6/7/2021 "I have also been blinded by these after market high power 

Donna Sullivan FL 6/7/2021
"I am very sensitive to light making night driving nearly 
impossible. The risk of facing these headlights is dangerous for 

John Antosca NY 6/7/2021 "The macho 50% of Americans are blinding and deafening the 
Lee Frank CA 6/6/2021 "How did it get to this point?"
Stephanie 
Delgado CA 6/6/2021 "I avoid driving at night because of these."
Thomas Rees CA 6/6/2021 "I hesitate to drive at night because of high-mounted bright 
Michelle 
Amarante RI 6/6/2021

"I'm tired of being blinded by LED lights. I am afraid of getting 
into an accident because of it."



Matia Karrell CA 6/6/2021 "Its dangerous to drive at night. I cannot see for the glare!!"
Albert Kaufman OR 6/6/2021 "omg, finally - thank you! this has to stop."

Vicki Ferguson CA 6/6/2021
"Being blinded by another driver's headlights and possibly 
causing a car crash is the result of an industry that values looks 

Ross Andrews VT 6/6/2021

"I am blinded by these blue-white headlights. I am 68 and it’s 
making night driving harder. There was nothing wrong with the 
warm yellow-white headlights. Just drive the speed limit and 
you won’t out run your vision. Regarding safety, having all cars 

Nikki Longaker 
Longaker NY 6/6/2021

"Each year, in the past few, my discomfort increases with the 
rise of SUVs & led lights; this is also a safety issue for older 

Judy Wolf NM 6/6/2021
"The glare from headlights at night is extremely painful, and I 
have no choice but to drive at night. It’s ridiculous."

Bonny Bellville MN 6/5/2021

"The lights have an intense bright beam that hinders oncoming 
traffic from correctly viewing the road and hazards ahead of 
them.  The intense bright headlights are a road hazard with a 

David Crawford NY 6/5/2021 "lights are waaayyy to bright!"

Chad Schulze PA 6/5/2021

"Oncoming vehicles with these lights blind me. They are not 
safe to other drivers. When facing these light often times I 
have to turn my head away from the road and or hold my 
hand up to try and block the light. None of this is safe and 

Glen Judith Gillies CA 6/5/2021
"These too bright, badly adjusted lights are dangerous and I'm 
scared when I have to drive at night !!!"

Leo Vrana CA 6/5/2021
"I am rendered effectively blind for 3-5 seconds at a time by 
these headlights, and when driving on a two-lane highway at 

Dawn Martin NJ 6/5/2021

"i have an SUV and cannot see when these pickup ups wit 
these type of lights come at me! I cannot imagine being in a 
car with these blinding lights coming at me. We use to have 

Vladimir Tolskiy MD 5/23/2021 "This is one rare case where government regulation can 

Noah Sabatier 5/21/2021

"We've had the science on this for years: white LED lights 
reduce visibility at night. Whether they're on cars, streetlights 
or buildings they are a safety and ecological hazard that need 

Kendall Farrell 5/16/2021
"I have nearly been run off the road by these LED headlights. 
They are so bright the edge of the road can no longer be seen. 

Seth Israel KS 5/11/2021 "I like to see"
Jasmine Kemp IN 5/11/2021 "My eyes ducking hurt"

Caleb Slaven TN 5/10/2021
"They are blinding and if you cannot see good enough to have 
normal headlights you dont need a license."

Viken Magarian NY 5/1/2021

"It’s amazing how something dangling from your rear view 
mirror is illegal and “distracting” but these lights that cause 
you to not see the road are fine. People have these on during 
the day and they are brighter than daylight. The same people 

Mark Orlosky FL 4/23/2021 "Mark Orlosky"

Brian Montoya 4/21/2021

"UNBELIEVEABLE that these blinding lights are legal! I have to 
wear sunglasses when I drive at night because of these 
dangerous lights. Or I have to look away when I drive. Please 

usha sreekanthan 4/21/2021
"I believe what Neela is fighting for is right. Bright lights do 
cause health problems"



Cherie Egbert CA 4/20/2021
"Too much glare coming from the new car headlights l. It’s as if 
drivers have their bights on 100 percent of the time. This can’t 

Tom 
Thudiyanplackal CA 4/18/2021

"Absolutely! Please get rid of these bright headlights. 
Especially within city limits, there's just no reason why cars 
should have such bright lights. Also, SUVs and higher vehicles 

clarissa rangel TX 4/16/2021 "Several bad experiences with this issue!"

Caressa Hancock GA 4/10/2021
"I hate those lights! Even when not on bright they are blinding, 
rather in front or behind."

Douglas CAULEY FL 4/9/2021

"I’ve almost wrecked a few times and I’ve had to come to a 
complete stop a couple of times. I cannot believe that these 
are even legal. I’m all for LEDs but some of these are way too 
bright. And Installed wrong. I am so grateful I came across this 

Uhhh Why? FL 4/9/2021 "The people should have them right!"

Mathew Kumfer NC 4/8/2021
"I'm tired of being blinded at night, losing my night vision for 
several minutes each time. That's a lot of time to not see 

EILEEN BRUNTON ENG 3/24/2021
"these headlights could cause a serious accident , should be 
banned"

Richard Excellente NJ 3/22/2021

"The new suoer vright headlights cause temporary blindness 
much in the sane manner thet oldvcanera flash bulbs did. 
Nultiply this times 2, and veing obe’s eyes are adjusted to 
nightine dark, the new super bright lights cause temporary 

Bill Richman NE 3/22/2021
"I get blinded by headlights on those big-ass "petro-
masculinity" trucks all the time.  Getting really sick of it."

Lena Bainbridge OR 3/17/2021
"Because these headlights are a dangerous threat to night 
time traffic safety, destroy night vision, and cause eye 

paul imer OH 3/15/2021 "I usually let them pass and get. Behind them turn .y brights 

Scott Wells NY 3/15/2021

"These lawless blinding lights have been getting worse by the 
week since around 2011 AND we have still yet to slow down 
the corrupt and greedy automobile industry from making 
these standard on most ALL new automobiles. You will never 

Crystal Caldwell 3/11/2021 "I’ve been ran off the road with these extra bright headlights."
Nicholas Taake CA 3/10/2021 "My tail lights are someof these, and I have been looking at 
josh fick MI 3/4/2021 "I got into five accidents because of so much LED lights"

Lisa York TN 3/4/2021

"I've not had an accident Yet, though have had Many close 
calls due to being blinded by another vehicle's headlights. 
Turning onto roads where a daylight car/s is coming is 
particularly dangerous as one is blinded when turning and as 
noted many times here by others, it takes a minute or two see 
clearly again. Even when sitting a light or stop, an SUV or truck 
with them blinds me from the Sideview mirrors, so I now wear 
sunglasses as night when driving. And ALWAYS drive with the 
review mirror in reflection position. I spoke with a couple of 18 
wheeler truckers who won't put them on their trucks because 

Lisa Spaulding NC 3/3/2021
"These lights are blinding to oncoming traffic putting many 
people at risk of an early death. BAN THEM NOW!!!!"

Teresa 
Christensen UT 2/22/2021

"So many times I've been blinded on the freeway and had to 
hold my hand up to cover my side mirror to see. Also, I feel 



Angelina Fillier 2/21/2021 "Cant see a damn wink when someone with led headlights 

Jack Bilman AZ 2/17/2021

"I also find it dangerous because the blinding light blocks out 
other light coming from my rear view mirrors, making it 
impossible to clearly see other cars. This makes it very 

Margaret Gordon SC 2/16/2021
"I'm signing because way too many times I have had to slow 
down and almost stop in the road because the lights coming 

Jackie Caplinger OH 2/16/2021
"My husband is an over the road driver. He has been off work 
because the lights blind him at night and he is afraid of having 

Scott McGinnis OH 2/16/2021 "These new lights are horrible at night and actually hurt my 
Allen Boltiador MI 2/16/2021 "These are terrible. It makes it so hard for me to drive."
Lori Macintyre 2/15/2021 "On far too many occasions I have been blinded by these 

Toni Casale NC 2/15/2021

"These lights are blinding and dangerous. I need to be on the 
road at night for work so I have no choice but to put up with 
them. I should not have to take my life into my hands every 

Felicia Shearouse NC 2/15/2021 "Can't see at night with those bright headlights."
Jennifer Prosser 2/15/2021 "They are making the road dangerous!  I have had a lot of 
richard ryan TX 2/15/2021 "I'm a truck driver and these headlights are too blinding."
Sandra Nunes SC 2/15/2021 "I agree. No rules and now became a competition who has the 

Claudia Daventry SCT 2/14/2021 "LED makesroads more dangerous and retinas less responsive"
Kim Atwood UT 2/14/2021 "I’m tired of being blinded and fearful of getting in an accident 

Jen Greis KY 2/14/2021
"I now have LED headlights, they are too bright. I have trouble 
seeing the road in the distance, it's like there is a line...because 

Alan Hutchinson 2/13/2021 "Ironically an avoidable dangerous hazard."

Alex Cavanaugh MA 2/10/2021

"It's getting to the point where I need to pull over until it's safe 
to continue driving. I also have a lot of trouble focusing and 
seeing on the road when they are behind me, forcing me to 
adjust my mirrors which is almost as dangerous as not doing 

Timothy Polacek 2/9/2021 "I can’t see when driving"
Ari Isaak CA 2/7/2021 "Lights should adjust when cars are in lighting levels areas."
Michael 
maufenkamp@liv
e.com NE 1/31/2021 "They’re ridiculous, and flat out rude."

david walton CA 1/30/2021

"I'm a Truck Driver. I sometimes have a car beside me that I 
can't see because all I see is the LED lights on the car behind 
him.With LEDs coming twards me on a busy two-lane, I may 

Cherie Allgood CA 1/30/2021
"It's very frightening, and very dangerous not being able to see 
on the road. Also, those bright lights can cause headaches 

Cherie Allgood CA 1/30/2021
"It's frightening, and dangerous not being able to see while 
driving. I've also experienced the headache inducing effect 
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Cherie Allgood CA 1/30/2021
"It's frightening, and dangerous not being able to see while 
driving. I've also experienced the headache inducing effect 

Mark DeBiase NJ 1/30/2021 "Mark DeBiase"

Lori Goodpaster IN 1/30/2021
"I own a small trucking company and drive after dark. These 
headlights are dangerous to drivers. Cause blindness"

Alyssa Webb OH 1/29/2021
"I've experienced this blinding phenomenon and I think it's 
important for standards to be set regarding hue and brightness 

Lisa York TN 1/27/2021

"It's time the DOT and Congress intervene as they did in the 
late 80s or 90s regarding headlight brightness. About 6yrs ago, 
I asked a young Nissan engineer Why the new bright blinding 
headlights; his reply with a smirk, "If we can save a buck...." 
These daylight headlights are extremely Dangerous. I, as do 
other friends, now wear sunglasses when driving at night in 
the city or on interstates. I also now always have the rear view 
mirror in "reflective" position, though that does NOT help if a 
truck or SUV is behind nor does it block blinding light in side 

bryan horak KS 1/26/2021 "Make the emphasis on the spectrum of light. That is what 
Andy Seibel WI 1/25/2021 "I hate getting blinded by poorly aimed low beam lasers."
Chad Foster KY 1/23/2021 "horribly bright and blinding, so bad that in bad weather it 

Eric McCarthy PA 1/22/2021

"I have only been driving for 6 years now, and HID/LED 
headlights have made those years miserable as soon as the 
sun goes down. I can barely see at night thanks to everyone 

Matthew Amith WA 1/21/2021 "At least start with trucks.  They are in direct line of sight with 
Melissa Nelson TN 1/20/2021 "I can't see"

Kimberly McCall DE 1/19/2021
"I am a shift worker that has to drive at night. I regularly fear 
that I am going to get in an accident. These lights are 

Martyn Westley ENG 1/19/2021 "I believe that some lights are far too bright and actual 

Melissa randall IL 1/18/2021

"Because I'm tired of not being able to see when I'm driving. 
I'm doing this because driving at night I am blinded by the 
bright lights. I'm signing this also because I have a new 
teenager who will be driving who is already complaining while 

Peter Tihlarik IL 1/18/2021

"I agree with this, but I am unsure what can be done to fix the 
problem. A large percentage of newly manufactured vehicles 
are produced with these lights. There are so many on the road 

Craig Brown MI 1/16/2021 "I believe in safe driving and blinding lights are not safe"



Eddie Kendrick CO 1/16/2021 "I get blinded all the time when I'm driving and people don't 

Jacqueline Smith AR 1/15/2021 "These lights are annoying, far too bright and blinding."
Dawn Nilson OR 1/14/2021 "Overly bright, blue-rich white lights are unnecessary, waste 
Matthew Martin NY 1/14/2021 "I shouldn't need special shaded glasses to drive at night"

Holly Attaway AR 1/8/2021
"These lights blind me because I can’t look at then head on. I 
have to look or wear sunglasses. These are dangerous and 

John H 1/7/2021

"We are past the ebay H1 in a civic days! It's 2021 and the 
latest and greatest culprits are: Any 2020+ Jeep with LEDs2017-
2018 Toyota Corolla2019 Ford Explorer2015+ 
Escalade2019/2020 Subaru Forester 2019+ Honda CivicAlso 

freya van midden SCT 1/7/2021
"i'm signing because i'm one of the many who struggle with 
exactly this problem."

Christopher 
Monroe NJ 1/6/2021

"I am about to do further research online, but it is already 
obvious to me that the headlights I am exposed to as a driver 
and as a pedestrian, in daylight and in darkness, hurt my eyes -- 
in the same way that a glance into the sun hurts one's eyes. 
And everyone to whom I have mentioned this problem has 
agreed that it hurts their eyes, too.  Someone has to take 
action immediately, as the damaging lights are becoming more 
and more prevalent on the road, and it looks as if the NHTSA is 
the agency to whom the task of saving our eyesight must fall.  
It is interesting to hear that the excessively bright and blue 

Bill Repka 1/6/2021

"The LED lights are so blinding that I put my visor down and 
this compromises how much I can see in front of me. I get 
headaches from too much exposure to these lights. Building 

Katie Goodrich VA 1/5/2021
"This is a concern that doesn't only affect older drivers or 
people who may already be visually impaired. This is a concern 

Linda Kurtz MI 1/4/2021
"These lights are incredibly blinding. I have stopped driving at 
night because of these horrid lights. And during the day, many 

Anne Stewart MI 1/4/2021 "I can't see when driving at night. It's more dangerous becuase 
Carol Ferguson OH 1/4/2021 "Please ban. This type of headlights is going to cause many 

Libby Pratte 1/4/2021

"I am deeply moved by this petition. I am not often an irate 
person and rarely feel that my options should be imposed to 
the masses but when it comes to the topic of headlight 
brightness I am incredibly passionate and have even 
considered starting petitions of my own. Thank you for 

Lorraine Bush ENG 1/2/2021
"From one who suffers migraines, these lights often bring 
them on, I hate them always having to shift my windscreen 

Michelle Howe TX 12/31/2020
"I'm so glad I found this, I've been saying how I don't 
understand how they are legal when they literally blind you, 

PAUL DIXON CA 12/27/2020

"Anyone who suffers from even a slight stigmatism like I have 
had since I was 30 knows these LED are horribly dangerous. It's 
not just the lumens it's the blue light that is plain awful. People 

anca florea 12/20/2020 "For life !"

Catherine McCoy MO 12/20/2020
"Posted it and have talked to other people who feel like we 
do."



Kristin Falbo MN 12/19/2020

"I can’t deal with being blinded day and night by these 
ridiculous lights. I’m glad you can see 1,000 miles ahead of you 
but it’s horrible for the rest of us. It’s gotten so bad that I have 

Brian Lamar 12/18/2020 "To hell with people who own these things. I vote we behead 
Laurie Schlegel NY 12/18/2020 "they are dangerous and annoying!"
Jeanne Olszowy VA 12/18/2020 "I too have eight issues when people have auto- high beams."
David Roberts WA 12/17/2020 "Because Lights have gotten so bright and Dramatically in the 

Cynthia King FL 12/16/2020
"The lights blind me terribly. I already have issues seeing halos 
around lights while driving at night and these lights are 

Nicholas Ketchum WA 12/15/2020
"I'm afraid I will hit a walking pedestrian one day, due to not 
being able to see from the blinding headlights of these others 

Elaine Baine MI 12/15/2020
"I just watched a news story on how a car safety is pushing for 
companies to phase out halogens because LEDs are safer since 

Serge Ansay CA 12/13/2020

"It has been my experience over the last few years that it's 
becoming very unpleasant to drive at night. More and more 
cars have blinding headlights. Most annoying situation which is 
becoming all too common: SUV or pickup truck behind me or 
just on the left lane super bright lights blind me through my 
side mirror. In that situation I have only one option: raise my 

kenneth howison FL 12/13/2020 "Kenneth Howison"

Cooper Langanis IL 12/10/2020 "I want to be able to see at night when passing cars"

Kim Sweet 12/9/2020
"These lights have caused me driving issues after dark on my 
narrow country roads and I can’t believe these headlights 

Tammy Ofsanik NC 12/9/2020 "Night vision is hard enough for some but add these lights to 
Alijah Muller NY 12/8/2020 "Led lights are annoying"

HOLLY mitchell VA 12/8/2020
"These new lights are DANGEROUS!!!! IVE ALMOST BEEN IN A 
FEW ACCIDENTS BECAUSE I COULDN'T SEE!!!!"

HOLLY mitchell VA 12/8/2020 "These blinding lights need to be illegal!!!"
igeria davis NY 12/7/2020 "I fucking hate led lights"
Bessie Shattles GA 12/5/2020 "Tired of not being able to see when the LED headlights pass. 
Logan Hill VA 12/5/2020 "These lights blind drivers at night for several seconds and 
Angela pizzi NJ 12/4/2020 "I have difficulty seeing at night and these just make it worse."

Jason Shrader NC 12/3/2020
"I can't believe these things are allowed on the road. I can't 
see anything for several seconds when they pass and it's on 

WIll Kinsella NJ 12/3/2020 "Can fuckin see cause this shit"
WIll Kinsella NJ 12/3/2020 "Can't see cause this shit"

enache anamaria 12/3/2020 "I hope..."

Nicholas Scalzo NY 12/3/2020
"I hate the blinding LED headlights! It is dangerous for other 
drivers who don't have them and annoying to be blinded by 

Marco Castro DC 12/2/2020 "I’m signing because I care about the well-being of the 

Valentin Grigore 12/2/2020 "Return to normality! The bad light kills!"
tammie sexton IN 12/1/2020 "I'm tired of being blinded by o. Coming g vehicles with bright 



Dan Payne AR 12/1/2020
"These lights are only beneficial to the person/person's driving 
the car in which they are installed but putting other drivers in 

Brody Allen 12/1/2020

"This shit gives me headaches and as the bright lights get 
closer, my eyes can barely see the lines and what is ahead of 
me. And I have perfect eyesight, imagine what it’s like for 
someone with out perfect eyesight to see, other than blinding 

Andrew Cottrell ENG 11/30/2020 "LED MUST be banned !!!"
David Sabolcik CO 11/30/2020 "Blinded by the light..."
Dick McLane IL 11/30/2020 "Driving at night is difficult for me as is, without that blankety, 
Dalton Rhum IN 11/28/2020 "My wife and have almost crashed multiple times cause of 

Jason Whitton CA 11/27/2020
"I agree that headlights have definitely gotten to an unsafe 
level of brightness over the years. More is not better when it 

Mathew Jacobs FL 11/25/2020 "That shits too bright"

Meredith DeGreef PA 11/24/2020 "These lights are dangerous!"
Chris Weiner NC 11/23/2020 "My mother was killed by flash blindness while driving."

Julie Hardy MN 11/23/2020

"LED lights are DANGEROUS!  I've lost count of the number of 
times I've been totally and completely blinded by them and 
couldn't see where I was going but had to keep moving 

Tamara Cooke ENG 11/21/2020
"These are going to cause a while bunch of accidents. But then 
why should I bother signing, it's just another tally for the 

Maritza Mccarthy NJ 11/20/2020
"They are so blinding in front of you and behind you . It’s equal 
to hanging your brights on. What’s the difference ? None !"

Sarita Kamat PA 11/20/2020 "I feel it affects all and it can cause accident"
Kenneth Cohen NJ 11/20/2020 "These lights are too bright and blind on coming driver's"
Edna Parkes NIR 11/19/2020 "Dangerous in the extreme!!!"
Alaina Zboralski WA 11/14/2020 "These LED headlights are completely blinding and dangerous 

Jeremy jonson WA 11/14/2020
"These lights are a hazard. Causing temporary blindness of 
other drivers and countless other problems that a light that 

Kenneth Hodgson ENG 11/11/2020

"These style lamps are far to bright and cause momentary 
night blindness.  They are just dangerous to oncoming traffic. 
Plus they are bright enough to blind you to obstacles such as 

Nongh Lee Kastor OK 11/10/2020
"I'm signing because I'm tired of being dangerously blinded 
while driving. I'm for safety but safety for ALL drivers not just 

Edward Gomez FL 10/30/2020

"As a professional class a cdl driver with over 30 years 
experience I'm surprised these blinding headlights are legal i 
am blinded consistantly at night to the point of almost 
crashing on certain sections of interstate and highway. Also so 

James Diable ENG 10/29/2020 "Super super dangerous"
Bill Repka 10/29/2020 "SHOULD BE ILLEGALABSOLUTELY BLINDING"

Strong Girl 10/29/2020

"These are so bad for our vision & they are blinding at times, 
esp for those with less than perfect vision. Some do it just to 
annoy people (turn them on before its dark) while other cars 
turn them on automatically. Im sure they cause accidents, its 



Andy Hunt IL 10/27/2020

"I wasn't aware of this blaring problem until my shift changed 
and I leave my house by 4:30AM.  Now that I drive through the 
dark every morning I am regularly blinded by cars.  This is 
especially bad on curvy and hilly side roads.  I thought some 
people were just driving with their brights on so I flased mine 
at them only to be assailed with their brights.It is so bad that I 
have to keep my sunglasses ready so I can put them on then 

Nic Halabicky CA 10/24/2020
"I find it scary driving at night when I’m constantly being 
blinded by headlights that are way more bright than they ever 

Eben Dale Nixon FL 10/22/2020

"- YESTERDAY- THIS HAPPENED TO ME BECAUSE I COULD NOT 
SEE - Driving to a new workplace before daylight in a drizzling 
rain, no street lights, no visible road markings, tons of glare 
from oncoming hyper-headlights multiplied by the reflections 
on wet pavement made my visual acuity so poor that I turned 
into the near lanes of a divided highway... had to drive a half 
mile against traffic (thankfully sparse) before I found a paved 

Pete Barnes 10/21/2020 "Bright LED lights are dangerous."
Rene garza TX 10/17/2020 "Those lights get me dizzy and I was close to crashing and 

Rebecca Buie TX 10/16/2020

"Super bright headlights are dangerous. There's no need for 
headlights that bright in a city or around other drivers. We 
have separate brights for a reason. Install them as your brights 

Sarah Simmons TX 10/15/2020 "LED headlights are blinding! Let’s get rid of a totally needless 

Maureen Smith NC 10/14/2020

"I’m signing because on a daily basis, I am unable to use my 
side view mirror to check lanes when driving to work due to 
these lights. When the interior of your car looks brighter than 

Nancy Wolke OH 10/14/2020 "the lights today are sooo bright they hurt my eyes and often 

Danny Lau CA 10/12/2020

"I hate not being able to see well when driving and these lights 
make night driving terrible especially when it's a new suv or 
truck that accidentally turned on their high beams on top of 

Genevra De Mond MT 10/8/2020
"Because when confronted with these lights,  I am temporarily 
blinded.   Not safe."

Evan Oakley NY 10/7/2020

"This extreme intensity of brightness can’t possibly be 
necessary for the vast majority of driving situations. But this 
intensity and glare is dangerously blinding for oncoming 
drivers. Combine this with the huge popularity of SUVs and 
crossovers and these extremely bright lights seem to hit 
directly on eye level for drivers who are in passenger vehicles 
that sit lower to the ground. If the new, blinding lights are 
intended to be trained at the roadway, that’s not what’s 
happening. It’s very stressful - even for a very experienced 
driver in a familiar area - to simultaneously avoid the 

Paula Lasalandra NJ 10/2/2020 "Because they are dangerous."

John H 10/2/2020

"2018+ Toyota Corollas are still the worst here in Canada. All 
new higher trucks, and even Acura SUVs with their new LED 
units too.  What I won't stand for are the new Jeeps with their 



Mayreni Lopez NY 9/28/2020
"They are too bright and blinding. When they reflect on rear 
view and side mirrors  they are also a nuisance."

John O'Connor AL 9/21/2020
"Your improved vision is not justified at the expense of others 
on the road. Use normal headlights or don't drive."

Jeanine Leonardo NJ 9/18/2020 "I've been blinded 1 to many times."
Penny Melville TX 9/16/2020 "I have severe light blindness"

Abaigeal Dunn 9/12/2020
"I feel extremely unsafe driving with LED lights flashing in my 
direction. It makes it incredibly difficult and painful to drive 

Stephen Simmons MO 9/7/2020

"I’ve almost been run off the road when cars with these bright 
blue lights come from the other direction. The glare seems to 
negate any potential safety benefit to the driver of the car 
with the offending lights. We have high beams that can be 

Patsy Baxter NY 9/7/2020 "Those lights  are blinding , in back of you, or coming at you. 
Joanna Rogers FL 9/3/2020 "Don't forget the damn smart phones and such. -signed, a 
R.T. Morse FL 9/3/2020 "Those lights are blinding and have no place on public roads. 
Louise Gray CA 8/29/2020 "BLINDING LIGHT HURTS MY EYES!!!!"
Anders 
Loftonburg 8/27/2020

"I have almost ran off the road several times due to idiots 
failing to dim these lights. I hate meeting a car using HID. I 

Megan Dempsey TX 8/26/2020

"Excessively bright headlights have repeatedly made it to 
where I couldn't properly see while driving at night, causing 
me to nearly run a stop sign one time and nearly hit a pole on 

Melissa W MN 8/22/2020 "I have had to pull off the road when these are behind me - 

Dawn LaForte TN 8/22/2020

"These lights are blinding! I already have trouble seeing at 
night and these make it worse. It's gotten to the point that if I 
don't know exactly where I'm going, I can drive at night 

Lesley Dimmock 8/21/2020 "I find driving st night challenging when oncoming vehicles 

Russell Timmins 8/21/2020
"I dislike large 4WDs behind me blazing these ridiculous lights 
in my mirrors.  They don't focus well on the road, but rather 

winnie mcdavid FL 8/18/2020

"I’ve been ran off roads numerals times from these bright 
lights. They prevent a normal ability to drive at night. But they 
include unshielded streetlights shining for blocks away into 
private residences. And.... spotlights on houses pointing up & 
off owners property. In turn, this prevents residents from 
being able to walk for exercise! Bright lights disrupt circadian 
rhythms of all living beings, even plants. It appears most 
citizens don’t care or perhaps just ignorant to the damage in 
process to this planet. Not to mention taking away our right to 
see the beautiful night sky. It’s no wonder so many children 

Sara Moreiro 7/30/2020 "Sick of being blinded at night and am concerned about safety 
Rachel Bailey KY 7/29/2020 "I work third shift and I HATE these lights!!!! They give me 

Warwick Moore ENG 7/10/2020

"I find myself often having to stop in the road because I cannot 
see where I'm going due to stupidly bright lights equipped on 
oncoming traffic. The simple view of regulating lighting by 
their wattage is no long accurate, those standard were set 
when filament bulbs were the normal. Compare the lumen 
output from a 35w filament bulb compared to a 35w LED. Also 



Brian Grey 7/6/2020
"I have to pull down a very dark filter to nearly completely 
block my view of the oncoming side of the road."

Louise Bowcott ENG 7/1/2020 "These lights increase the risks associated with driving and 

dorothy bocian WA 6/22/2020

"I am BLINDED by headlights when I drive at night. Those 
coming towards me, and those behind me. The LED lights that 
are a  blue hue should be illegal. The yellow hue is much easier 

Ezra Sutcliffe 6/21/2020 "save lives all lives matter"
Yudelka Lebron NJ 5/31/2020 "This is very dangerous! Please fix this issue before more lives 
Diana Drake 5/31/2020 "Because I cant see when people use those bright blinding 
Lane Miller FL 5/30/2020 "Lane Miller"

Dianna Sherman AL 5/30/2020
"I believe these lights cause more wreckage and night 
blindness when I encounter these on the road I usually have to 

Zella Wilson GA 5/30/2020 "Need to ban them"

Elie Muller IL 5/25/2020
"We don't need extremely bright headlights. Yes, we need 
headlights in order to drive a car, but they can't be too bright."

Marian Kearney 5/25/2020 "I hate being blinded by headlights on cars & bikes. Its 

Kate Forster 5/24/2020
"Information from Australia <a 
href="https://samotor.raa.com.au/the-dangers-of-modern-

Tina Hollis 5/24/2020 "Its time we put our bodies health first above any new 
Debra Northern OR 5/20/2020 "Please feel FREE"
Debra Northern OR 5/20/2020 "Feel FREE to SHARE with your Peeps!!!"

Debra Northern OR 5/20/2020

"I Agree!  And what happened to the studies they we're 
supposed to be performing at two different colleges in the 
Midwest?  Each article I have read states that these new 

Debra Northern OR 5/20/2020 "AMEN !"
Debra Northern OR 5/20/2020 "I See This Too!"
Debra Northern OR 5/20/2020 "Yes!"
Jacob Sulzer TX 5/16/2020 "Ban bright headlights or allow tinted windsheilds"

cam r 5/15/2020
"It is a fact that it disturbs my vision whenever am driving pass 
a car, van whatever it may that uses LED lights. It's two 

alec benedict UT 5/15/2020
"These god damn trucks man, it’s 8 in the morning and you are 
literally choosing to keep your lights on. you’re distracting and 

Jacob Converse 5/12/2020
"Surprised there are not more people who would like to 
address this issue. Thank you for starting this petition!!"

Thomas Perkins TX 5/9/2020

"We need laws in America badly to fight the people that are 
intentionally playing games with their headlights.I've been a 
truck driver for better than twenty years and many people 
know what they are doing I have to use a laser pen to force 
people to turn their damn headlights down and in some cases 

Michela Secci 5/8/2020 "LED are excessive"
Lesley Schwartz 5/7/2020 "These lights are dangerous and unhealthy!"
Al Miller TX 5/6/2020 "I can no longer drive at night due to people using these 
Dietmar Stahl CA 4/30/2020 "It's damaging to your eyes and dangerous while you can't see 

Brian Krum OH 4/29/2020

"Led street lights #1 . No diffusers , the brightest blue light 
they can find . Just wrong . Also the flashing lights off 
emergency vehicles, once again, the rawest unfiltered 



Aarthi 
Chanemougame 4/12/2020

"I’m a young driver who would like to live for a longer time 
and fight climate change and not die in a road accident before 
that."

Owen Gandy TX 4/11/2020

"I come very close to head on collision several times, I work 
driving a fuel transport in West Texas oilfields, on 2 lane no 
shoulder roads these way too bright lights people are changing 
to are extreamly deadly... I've been blinded (temp) and 
regained sight to find I've drifted over the center line... traffic 

Yana Ray 4/7/2020 "I am having to stop driving at night because the car lights 
Janet Mead ENG 4/5/2020 "I hate these lights, they don't need t o be so bright."

Richard 
DeThomas PA 3/30/2020

"Why is it acceptable for people to be color blind but not 
acceptable to be blinded by brighter lights?Very Simple 
Request " TAKE A POLL" The poll I am getting is at least 40 % of 
the drivers don't like seeing these new headlight coming at 
them.  Then why are GM Truck running light even brighter 

Stoph Demetriou ENG 3/29/2020

"I have photophobia (which is quite common), and the blinding 
bright white headlights is very dangerous. It's not just the 
brightness, it's the colour temperature of the whiteness.  
Headlights are usually more a yellow tint, but these super 

Candice Hemby GA 3/15/2020 "I agree with this 100%."
Bill Bukovsky WI 3/13/2020 "I drive a medical transport at night. Constantly blinded from 
American 
Resident 
American 
Resident TN 3/13/2020 "America is a country with no discipline."

Paul Church ENG 3/13/2020

"These LED headlights are a real nuisance and causing 
problems to eyes, they are blinding and even worse in suv's 
and 4x4's as they are higher up.. Nothing worse than a suv or 
4x4 sitting close behind while driving and putting lots of 

Francoise May CA 3/12/2020 "I have been at the brink of fatal accidents because of blinding 

megan hicks AL 3/12/2020

"They ARE dangerous! I am literally driving blind when a car 
with HID or LED is in front or behind me. I have a panic attack 
every time I have to drive in the dark because I can't see 
where I'm going. Praying that I don't run off the road and kill 
myself or someone else. We've gotten by just fine with normal 
headlights!!! Not everyone can afford the headlights or a new 
fancy car with them already installed. So the driver with death 
ray headlights can see 5 miles up the road but I can't see a 
single thing, that just doesnt make sense. People in my 
hometown used to get tickets if they had the blue halogen 



cat Marie MI 3/12/2020

"FIX FOR BLINDING LIGHTS HERE!!!   PAY THE JERKS BACK! 
MAKE THEM SEE HOW YOU FEEL!!! I HAVE HAD IT BEING 
BLINDED. I bought a 14x14 mirror with a handle and a hole at 
the end, I first stabilized the mirror on the flat part behind the 
back seat with some masking tape, it holds but doesn't mess 
with that area , i threaded the string thru the hole of the 
mirror handle, then at the top of the back window i taped 
down a small U shaped piece of plastic to thread the string 
thru, then i looped the string thru the passenger above 
window handle, then thru my handle above my door, the 

cat Marie MI 3/12/2020

"Read my response just above you, i have a fix for these rude 
idiots.  It really works, at least for the ones behind you.   These 
Bad LED lights are not factory installed, people buy brand new 
trucks and change the lights right after.  After begging 

Cindi Fox OH 3/11/2020 "Cindi Fox"
Don Worden WA 3/11/2020 "These lights hurt your eyes."
parker Jacobsen WA 3/10/2020 "this is good, unironically"
anthony zeke NJ 3/9/2020 "Anthony Cunningham  Sayreville,New Jersey"
Rafael Jiménez WA 3/9/2020 "Save lifes"

Dustin Newby 3/8/2020

"My wife had lasik eye surgery and has issues with bright lights 
star bursting.  These insanely bright lights virtually blind her 
when cars are coming towards her or behind her.  I also have 
mild light sensitivity and these lights blind me as well so I can 
only imagine.  These lights create dangerous driving conditions 

luke kelley 3/7/2020
"I can't see the road or or a person should one come in front 
of me if a car with these lights are coming at me."

Roberto Chan 3/7/2020 "Blinding headlights are dangerous."
Michael Beltran 3/7/2020 "The headlights are dangerous and extremely irresponsible!"
alan smith ENG 3/7/2020 "these lights are to bright"

Randy Brisco CA 3/6/2020

"I think all these new supersonic headlights whether factory 
OEM on new cars and trucks or aftermarket bought from the 
auto parts store, are extremely annoying and down right 
dangerous, I get almost completely blinded by mostly every 
other car or truck coming at me with those LED or projector 

John Freeman 3/6/2020

"This is definitely an issue for anybody. These LED headlights 
blind everyone and they aren't any more effective than the old 
fashion headlights but instead all they are good for is blinding 

Carole Shearer TN 3/5/2020
"I have night blindness and these make it IMPOSSIBLE to see 
when coming either toward or in rear view 郎"

Carmen Wurts MI 3/2/2020
"These lights are so blinding!! It's going to, if it hasn't already, 
cause accidents!! I get totally blinded and I'm mad about it!! 

Doug Gross NY 3/2/2020 "Finally some much need attention to this."

wendy ford 3/1/2020

"I was driving on a back road one night and was being tailed by 
a car with blinding lights so had to point my rear view down. 
Suddenly another car approached with blinding lights and I 
could not see the edge of the road and wound up in a ditch 
requiring road service, wheel rim repair and a new tyre. It 



Tony Baron 3/1/2020 "Unnecessary bright lights are dangerous!"

Timi Bell 3/1/2020
"These new headlights are so dangerous. Can we have the old 
ones back please. They  don't help the driver and blind the 

Vilmary Irizarry NY 3/1/2020 "As a driver, I believe there a driving hazard.  Extremely 
Debra Tomecek MI 3/1/2020 "The lights are extremely distracting. Especially at night"

Lynn W WA 3/1/2020

"Due to the brightness of these lights, it now takes longer for 
my eyes to adjust back to normal after having them blind me 
starting from quite a distance away. It's not only dangerous it's 

jenny williams 3/1/2020 "It so dangerous to the income driver"
susan rader TN 3/1/2020 "They blind the heck out of you while trying to drive"
Marianne 
McKenna MO 3/1/2020 "It's awful. I see them and it's a shock."

Lindsay Dickson CA 2/29/2020
"The Auto Club is wrong...drivers will never get “acclimated” 
to these headlights, but continue to be endangered by these 

Aileen Pena NY 2/29/2020

"I flipped my car over 4 days ago.  Actually wnet airborne 15 
feet in the air and landed upside down on account of being 
blinded by LED lights in oncoming traffic.  Luckily no one else 
was involved, I was able to walk away with scratches, bumps 

Marilyn Postell NY 2/29/2020 "Let’s not lose lives for annoying headlamps plz I do dislike 
Tanya carrion NY 2/29/2020 "I despise those lights, they blind me"
Carole Hahn MO 2/29/2020 "These lights are dangerous!"
Ronnie Phelps 2/28/2020 "Signed"

dustin johnson MI 2/28/2020
"I’m signing this because blue light is not good for the eyes, 
and it’s super blinding and damaging to the cornea. Many 

Tammy Phelps KY 2/28/2020 "Blinding LED Headlights are a danger to drivers and should be 

Patrick Goldsberry IN 2/28/2020 "I can and I need to."
ROSE stokley KY 2/28/2020 "I hate them they blind you"

Jeffery Laubinger AZ 2/27/2020
"Blue light spectrum is blinding, destroys your night vision, and 
completely unnecessary, all headlight should be yellow like 

Julie McClary OR 2/27/2020 "These bright lights are dangerous!"

Celeste Fairbanks NE 2/27/2020

"I often notice the lights of oncoming cars are quite blinding 
and different from the lights that we have always seen.  Please 
go back to the original headlights so that we do not have this 

Michelle L NY 2/27/2020
"I’m in favor of preventing light pollution and this is a big 
contributor. Not to mention the obvious potential for 

Caitlin Obershaw NE 2/27/2020

"It is getting harder and harder to drive safely at night. In 
Nebraska, lots of people spend hours on the highway and I 
have almost been ran off the road meeting some of the 

Donny Wiginton AL 2/26/2020
"Modern headlights especially ACURA, Honda and Toyota are 
to bright. They cause you to temporarily be blinded."

Andrea Gara CA 2/25/2020 "I drive at night and these lights make it more difficult to see."

Kenneth 
Muhammad CA 2/25/2020

"I’m a 63 yr. old full time driver who has come very close to 
hitting pedestrians due to being blinded by these super bright 
lights.  I feel that many (immature) drivers use these lights as 
weapons, and get pleasure out of annoying others.  I wanna do 



Mike Goldsman NC 2/24/2020

"I personally hate these headlights! They aren't any more 
effective than the old fashion soft white headlights and the 
only thing they are good for is blinding other drivers and 

Donald Farley CA 2/23/2020 "Long over due"

Angela Lang PA 2/23/2020

"So glad there's a petition for this. Just within the past year or 
so this has become more noticeable and it's becoming a big 
problem. They are so overly bright even when I'm not looking 
directly at them it seems like there's a stadium light shining in 
my eyes. I have to use my hand to shield my eyes becuause 
the brightness is so harsh. I'm only in my 30's and wasn't 

Brandon Hastey VA 2/23/2020
"The new headlights greatly impact my night vision and create 
a hazard for drivers even if high beams aren't used."

Camryn Porter CA 2/23/2020

"I can't tell you the number of times my vision got fucked 
because some guy went and installed bright ass LEDs on their 
headlights. Why these people aren't charged with reckless 
driving or whatever is outrageous. Most all of them don't even 

Ryann M CA 2/23/2020

"I'm signing because I am constantly blinded by these 
headlights lately. These are dangerous. I have to choose 
between either being blinded when a driver with these lights is 
behind me, or seeing out of my mirrors because the only way 
to see is to adjust my mirrors so that they reflect the light 
away from me. But this means that I cannot see out of my 

Brian Graybill PA 2/22/2020 "I experience this everyday."
Soleil Tranquilli CA 2/22/2020 "Im being blinded to the point of danger."
Elizabeth 
Haapanen CA 2/22/2020

"I am really offended by overly bright headlights. It’s hard to 
believe they are legal, considering how dangerous they are. I 

Rhonda Lynn CA 2/22/2020
"Please ban all blue-light technologies on vehicles and keep tail-
lights, brake-lights and turn signals at a maximum brightness 

ashley Aronow MA 2/21/2020

"They are so dangerous with the extreme contrast at night, 
between the headlights in front, behind, maybe addl sides, you 
lose the grey areas...like pedestrians,  cyclists, scooters, 
skateboads, motorcycles, kids, dogs; even other cars nearby in 
your rearview disappear on a multi-lane road. Add rain at 
night. Glare from the wet road reflecting these beams at now 
more angles really fully blinding most ppl, for maybe small 
amounts of time but that's all it takes for a person, dark winter 
coat, to step into a crosswalk.A lot of people dont feel safe 

ashley Aronow MA 2/21/2020

"They are so dangerous with the extreme contrast at night, 
between the headlights in front, behind, maybe addl sides, you 
lose the grey areas...like pedestrians, cyclists, scooters, 
skateboads, motorcycles, kids, dogs; even other cars nearby in 
your rearview disappear on a multi-lane road. Add rain at 
night. Glare from the wet road reflecting these beams at now 
more angles really fully blinding most ppl, for maybe small 
amounts of time but that's all it takes for a person, dark winter 
coat, to step into a crosswalk.A lot of people dont feel safe 



Diane Palma MI 2/21/2020

"The headlights, taillights, LED signs are blinding and 
dangerous. First responder vehicle lights are exponentially 
more bright. Unnecessarily bright at night. I’m afraid it will 

Terry Gilner CA 2/21/2020

"These headlights are so dangerous. Gotten to the point I can't 
even drive at night. They just totally blind you. People have 
survived with regular headlights for many years why do we 

lisa rojas NV 2/21/2020
"I can not drive at night any longer because of the 
outrageously bright headlights! If I do, I usually get a bad 

Heather Ford PA 2/20/2020

"I am an optometrist. LED headlights are causing problems for 
drivers of all ages. In my younger patients the LED lights cause 
them to over focus and their eyes suddenly act a lot more 
nearsighted, in older eyes blue light scatters more than any 
other wavelength of light. See my journal article for further 
info: <a 

Trevor Jackson ENG 2/20/2020 "I'm angry my driving is being impaired by on coming cars with 

Linda Cahan OR 2/19/2020
"I have been close to blinded by these strong lights and almost 
went off the road many times. I'm starting to be anxious about 

Karen Rome SC 2/19/2020
"I am sick and tired of being blinded at night because of these 
ridiculous headlights. Not only are they annoying and glaring 

Carol Koreba IL 2/18/2020 "I'm constantly being blinded by the LED"

Neil Murphy 2/18/2020
"I have regularly been blinded while driving passengers at 
work. And in my own vehicle. They are dangerous no 

Donna LaCount FL 2/18/2020

"I’m tired of being blinded and I don’t want to have an 
accident caused by said blinding. There are high beams and 
low beams for a reason... so you don’t blind people driving on 

Cindy Smaltz IN 2/18/2020 "These lights are dangerous.  They literally blind me."
Philip Howe WLS 2/17/2020 "I agree"
Liliana Spears NC 2/17/2020 "These lights are terrible."

Susan Manning 2/17/2020

"I'm one of thousands who no longer drives in the dark due to 
being blinded by modern car headlights on twisting country 
roads! I'm a confident and competent driver and feel I am 
sadly losing my freedom due to this  common issue. Lorries lit 

Jessica Prickett GA 2/17/2020
"I'm signing cause I CAN'T SEE with these things glaring into my 
car. Even if you reposition mirrors they are still blinding and a 

Darla Morgan CA 2/16/2020

"The headlight situation has become debilitating at times. If I 
get into an accident because of being blinded by the intensity 
of headlights, who is to blame? Will I be at fault? Will the car 
that’s pulled up behind me and hauls A— after I crash, will 

Marisa Didiano PA 2/16/2020 "If you buy a new car and don't remove the new blinding ones 

yael pardess CA 2/15/2020
"Driving at night is becoming a dangerous ordeal. Cars 
headlights are too bright and i find i need dark glasses to dim 

Debra Rogers CA 2/15/2020 "Nothing worse than blinding headlightsPlease ban the use of 

Candace 
Donaldson CA 2/15/2020

"These lights must be eliminated for the sake of public safety. 
The blinding brightness of these lights are typically as bad as 
high beams at night, only full time! Personally dealing with this 
at night on two lane country roads, is aggravating and so 

Lisa Sinon NH 2/15/2020 "I hate the white lights! So hard to see at night when they are 



Gloria Donaldson CA 2/15/2020 "Gloria Donaldson"

Nichole Wagner MN 2/14/2020
"I have been blinded several times my these new headlights 
and don't understand how car manufacturers can possibly 

Pat Frost GA 2/14/2020 "I am tired of being blinded by those super bright lights."
Deanna Blethen 2/14/2020 "I am easily blinded at night now."

Stephen Kiley 2/14/2020
"the old halogen headlights are the only things making our 
roads vibrant, headlights should only be at least 2700k or 

Andreu Lafleur LA 2/14/2020 "I have astigmatism. I have to actively close my eyes any time 

Shar Wilson 2/14/2020
"These headlights blind me at night, and trigger some truly 
horrible headaches as well.... that's not safe on the road, night 

Frances Johnson GA 2/14/2020
"It's hard enough to drive at night and then to be blinded by 
theses lights."

Leigha Morrison MO 2/13/2020 "퓛퓮퓲퓰퓱퓪 퓜퓸퓻퓻퓲퓼퓸퓷"

Mike Mareneck WI 2/13/2020

"How the use of these blinding lights on motor vehicles on U. 
S. roads was ever allowed in the first place is a huge miss / 
failure on the part of the government agencies meant to 
protect us. Their increasing use on tractor trailers cabs  - 
where the headlights are higher and therefore more blinding - 
make this issue even more urgent. And as an avid walker as 
well as driver, I have to cover or shield my eyes from 

Marsha Speed FL 2/13/2020 "This is truly a real problem!"

AliciA Thompson TX 2/13/2020
"Bright LED lights are blinding for me and give me terrible 
headaches, which have made it nearly impossible for me to 

Tim Elmore NC 2/13/2020 "Blinding lights are dangerous and cause accidents everyday."
Dave T 2/12/2020 "Yes, I almost hit a cyclist (riding with no lights) last night 

Dave T 2/12/2020

"I try to avoid driving at night these days - they are bliding and 
so dangerous.  Surely the people who design them must be 
aware when they are driving themselves.  Yes, it's impossible 

Dave T 2/12/2020 "And traffic lights"
Dave T 2/12/2020 "I agree, although I never had/have a problem seeing with my 

Dave T 2/12/2020

"Yes, I almost hit a cyclist (riding with no lights) last night 
because I ws blinded for a few moments by oncoming traffic 
with those awful lights.  Honestly, sometimes they literally 

Dave T 2/12/2020 "These lights even on dipped are much worse than old style 

Laura Garlick OH 2/12/2020
"I have Lupus.  Anytime I come across these headlights.. I AM 
BLINDED! My life and those around me are in danger. 

Lisa Williams 2/12/2020 "I agree with this the facts in this petition. These type of 

william davis FL 2/12/2020
"The lights could at least be properly aimed. I flashed my lights 
once and the oncoming vehicle really blinded me when they 

Logan Hill TX 2/12/2020

"Please join our new Facebook group to further discuss news 
and research about the dangers of HID and LED headlights.   I 
am happy to see how many people have signed this petition 
and I hope we can continue to collaborate to get headlights 

Carol Fairchild CA 2/11/2020 "Carol Fairchild"

Jeanne Hagerman CA 2/11/2020
"The new lights are blinding and distracting. They make driving 
by more difficult and have made greater the possibility of 



Tanya Kelly ME 2/11/2020

"These lights are extremely dangerous and blinding to other 
drivers at night and during the day. There is no good reason or 
applicable safety reason to allow these lights on vehicles. 

Michael Nelson WA 2/11/2020 "Those lights are horrible."

Bryan Wahl WA 2/11/2020
"They cause me to not be able to see for several seconds after 
one of these vehicles passing by me at night."

maria valentino WA 2/10/2020
"I have spoken with several individuals of all ages who 
complain about the brightness causing distortion.  It doesn’t 

Yana Ray 2/10/2020
"I am struggling to drive at night. I find it hard to tell if 
someones high beams are on or not. I hate the new led lights. 

Edie Bellefleur 2/10/2020 "It's truly a Hazzard.. especially in our small towns.. you hget 

Leah Merriman WI 2/9/2020

"Incandescent bulbs are safe and have proven to be safe for 
many years LED bulbs blind incoming traffic and blind from 
behind perhaps the driver with the LED bulb can see better but 

Danny Rehbein FL 2/9/2020 "Not just LED headlights, but also LED streetlights!"
Carmen So 2/9/2020 "too damn bright for us older drivers. We're already at a 

Ayelesha Gibson CA 2/8/2020 "These lights BLIND ME"

Matthew Nance IL 2/6/2020

"I signed because they are blinding and lately drivers are in 
such a hurry that they will sit with these blinding white leds on 
behind you till you speed up way past the speed limit and 5 

Rebecca Jobst 2/6/2020 "I agree with the potintioner 100% we are being blind by the 

Neil Heinjus 2/6/2020
"These LED headlights are blinding oncoming traffic. They are 
brighter than most high beams and people will be blinded and 

Madison N. 2/5/2020

"These lights may make the 1 person driving the vehicle with 
them installed feel more safe but the other 50 or more cars 
that they drive past (oncoming) are blinded! I can't count how 
many times i haven't been able to see or had to squint or even 
close my eyes because the brightness is so intense. Or when 

MELISSA Shawver OH 2/4/2020

"I have to drive every night in the dark and it's awful if it's a 
truck with these lights behind my car because then I definitely 
can't see! These lights are horrible and should never have 

Mark DeMild VA 2/4/2020 "These lights are a hazard."

Tajuana Brown PA 2/4/2020

"I drive to work each morning around 6:15am when it is still 
dark out.  Most mornings my view is obstructed or impeded by 
someone approaching me or following me with those 
dangerous LED headlights and it is especially dangerous in wet 

Julie MacAllister SCT 2/4/2020
"My brother is suffering with this problem and many others I 
know"

Paul Vigil NJ 2/4/2020 "I can only see spots after that BMW blinded me."
Carolyn Barnes NJ 2/4/2020 "Carolyn Barnes"

Mohamed Al-anizi 2/3/2020
"I'm blinded every night coming home from work. People need 
to at the very least limit their use of the "high beam""

James Cook WV 2/2/2020 "If you need headlights that bright to see to drive, you don't 
Paula Mingucci IL 1/31/2020 "Headlights are extremely blinding!!!!!! Please do 
Ann Epperson KY 1/31/2020 "They blind oncoming driver and going to cause a lot of wrecks 
Clare Carter ENG 1/31/2020 "I'm sick to death of being blinded."



Marva Murphy NH 1/30/2020

"Night time is a difficult time for me to drive at Baseline. When 
those bright bright lights are coming at me I am blinded. When 
the lights are behind me I am distracted as I use my left hand 

Pam Eastwood NM 1/30/2020

"Slowly but surely I'm feeling forced to drastically reduce 
and/or completely stop my night driving because of these 
ridiculously dangerous headlights.  Maybe some night the only 

Genevieve 
Beaulieu 1/29/2020

"HID & LED should be banned off our roads. A lot of the 
headlights on the vehicles are not properly installed and 
shouldn't be over a certain amount of lumen in the lights of a 
vehicle. I would compare some vehicles like a Christmas tree, 
so much that they have up to 2 HID/LED headlights one above 
the other on each side and not to mention that they also have 
an LED string around them for decoration. These are just 
blinding for others.If they were low mounted like the Fog 
lights, it wouldn't be such an issue but unfortunately we 
literally have to turn our heads away from the road when 

Ebony Carter VA 1/29/2020 "It’s important to save lives"
Loretta Wongus 
Carter MA 1/29/2020 "LorettaWongus-Carter"

Kelly Adams MA 1/29/2020
"These lights are so dangerous. I can't"r even make out the 
road because I just see bright lights. I try to avoid driving at 

Jackie McKenna MA 1/29/2020 "This is a preventable, dangerous situation."
Marisa Drake PA 1/29/2020 "These lights are accident prone. Blinding and should be 

Cindy Snide VT 1/29/2020
"These headlights are very dangerous to motorists whether 
they are coming at you or behind you you literally can’t see!  

sandy murtha NH 1/29/2020 "It’s dangerous and blinding, it’s worse than high beams !!!!"

Cheryl Waldron MA 1/29/2020
"I agree. Dangerous to all. Trucks with these lights are blinding. 
Lights do not have to be this bright for adequate sight. Adding 

Rachelle Lung TX 1/29/2020 "I shouldn't be blinded by a car's headlights when they are 30 

terri Davis VT 1/29/2020
"I agree light are to bright especially LED light some times i 
have to slow right down to 10mph from like 50mph"

Alicia Verzola GA 1/28/2020
"Agreed, when they keep all of their outside car lights on it’s 
blinding even looking the opposite direction because they 

Heather Parmer IL 1/28/2020
"LED headlights are the WORST! They blind everyone on the 
road and are extremely dangerous in snow and rain!"

Greg Shivers NY 1/28/2020

"As a car travel down the road and the light beam moves with 
the road the increasingly brighter lights get more and more 
dangerous as the beam passes over the driver. I’ve noticed it 

Ed Mier MO 1/27/2020
"Newer vehicles have lights around the headlights, the running 
lights are bright white, is there no regulation or restrictions on 

Matthew Martin SC 1/27/2020 "They need to ban aftermarket LED lighting kits. Those are the 
Lee Jackson 1/27/2020 "They are dangerous to others !"

Roseanne Lugg NJ 1/27/2020
"Police cars need to be included in this.  Their lights are 
seriously blinding drivers. I worry that when I see police lights, 

Arthur Jones CA 1/27/2020

"This issue is out of control.  About half of the vehicles are so 
bright even looking to the right edge of the road doesn't help. 
I'm not usually in favor of over regulation, but something must 



April Flowers CA 1/27/2020 "I’ve experienced problems with the new headlamp brightness 

Jessica Schleicher KS 1/26/2020 "Early bird"

Michael Westfall FL 1/26/2020
"I hate people who drive around at night with high beam 
headlights."

Margaret 
Meissner NY 1/26/2020 "I am blinded by them. Very dangerous."

francesca Austin CA 1/26/2020
"I thought only older drivers were impacted by these brighter 
headlights but it's ALL drivers. These headlights are just too 

Kevin Standlee NV 1/26/2020
"My wife is so blinded by these new lights that she's just about 
given up driving at night. Please stop the madness!"

Nancy Green CA 1/26/2020

"Blinding headlights make the roads dangerous for everyone 
especially in poor weather conditions. They make it hard for 
me to see the lines on the road or watch for bikes and 

Tricia Young CA 1/26/2020 "I can’t tolerate the glaring headlight beams at night. !!!!!"

S Garrett CA 1/26/2020
"I am signing because the glare of these lights at night make it 
impossible to see pedestrians crossing the street."

Jane[ Butler ENG 1/26/2020 "It needs addressing"

Matt Bermenez CA 1/26/2020
"Overly bright vehicle lights cause me eye pain and headaches.  
We need a national standard for head lights and tail lights in 

JOSE SEVERINO DE 1/26/2020

"I'm professional truck driver and the lighting systems that are 
being used in newer model vehicles and commercial trucks 
also have in many occasions caused me to have to brighten my 
headlights in order for me to be able to see the road that I'm 
traveling on. That's because the glare cause by these types of 

Ann White OK 1/25/2020 "I don't see well at night and brights coming toward me is 
Zondra Clunn OK 1/25/2020 "Zondra Clunn"

Brayden McDaniel IL 1/25/2020
"I hate led head lights they blind me from being able to see the 
road"

Mary Helminiak MI 1/25/2020 "These headlites should have never been allowed on 

Jesse Burford IL 1/25/2020
"When bright LED lights coming towards you are the only 
lights you can see at night in the country, you basically go 

Ioana Moldovan MA 1/24/2020 "Way too bright! Dim them down. Blind me when they are 

Marie Armour AR 1/23/2020
"I’m signing because I live out in the middle of nowhere with 
no other lights on the road, and I know I am not able to see 

Genevieve 
Beaulieu 1/22/2020

"From Québec, CanadaHID & LED should be banned off our 
roads. A lot of the headlights on vehicles are not properly 
installed and shouldn't be over a certain amount of lumen in 
the LED lights of a vehicle. Some vehicles may almost be go 
compared as a Christmas tree, so much that they have at least 
2 HID/LED headlights one above the other and not to mention 
that they also have an LED string around them. These are 
blinding for others on the road.If they were low mounted like 
the Fog lights, it wouldn't be such an issue but literally 
everyone has to turn their heads away from the road when 



Genevieve 
Beaulieu 1/22/2020

"From Québec, CanadaHID & LED should be banned off our 
roads. A lot of the headlights on vehicles are not properly 
installed and shouldn't be over a certain amount of lumen in 
the LED lights of a vehicle.Some vehicles can almost be 
compared as a Christmas tree, so much that they have at least 
2 HID/LED headlights one above the other and not to mention 
that they also have an LED string around them. These are 
blinding for others on the road.If they were low mounted like 
the Fog lights, it wouldn't be such an issue but literally 
everyone has to turn their heads away from the road when 
passing by. I compare them as if, you were looking up to the 

Genevieve 
Beaulieu 1/22/2020

"From Québec, CanadaHID & LED should be banned off our 
roads. A lot of the headlights on vehicles are not properly 
installed and shouldn't be over a certain amount of lumen in 
the LED lights of a vehicle.Some vehicles may almost be go 
compared as a Christmas tree, so much that they have at least 
2 HID/LED headlights one above the other on each side and 
not to mention that they also have an LED band around them 
for decorations.These are blinding for others on the road.If 
they were low mounted like the Fog lights, it wouldn't be such 
an issue but literally everyone has to turn their heads away 

Christine Medina TX 1/22/2020

"I’ve gotten pulled over because I was swaying on road 
because idiot behind me was blinding me, which was a cop. He 
asked why I was driving in such a manor and I explained why 

Jamie Reynolds ENG 1/20/2020
"Light pollution is a big problem and car headlights are getting 
brighter every year. It's hard to see where you are going when 

Candice Clark PA 1/20/2020 "I can't drive at night now because of them."

joseph parker WA 1/20/2020

"The vehicle that finally pissed me off enough to join this fight 
was a newer ford pickup. F-250 i think. Not only are the 
headlights ridiculous but the front is covered with about 100 
smaller LEDs , The smaller ones apparently just for decoration. 
It was also lifted quite high making it clearly in violation. The 

Rebeka Hoffman MA 1/20/2020
"These high intensity life lesson lights make night driving more 
dangerous.  My eyes are temporarily blinded by their 

Judy Raphael MA 1/20/2020

"Please remember that a MAJORITY of our population consists 
of folks over age 55 who are beginning to need cataract 
surgery and/or may be experiencing macular degeneration. 

cindy collignon NC 1/19/2020 "They blind you"

Veronique Marchi 1/19/2020
"These led lights are a true hazard! They make it really hard to 
focus once blinded by them on the road and can be 

Laurie Come NH 1/17/2020 "I hate bright headlights blinding me"
Susan Clanton TN 1/17/2020 "I'm tired of being blinded by these obnoxious lights. They are 
Pauline Joy NH 1/16/2020 "I agree!"

Laurie Ng CA 1/16/2020
"The lights blind me so much that I cannot see well while 
driving. I am scared it will cause me to get into an accident!!!!  

LISA Fitzgerald LA 1/15/2020 "These headlights are blinding and should be banned!"
Marie Winqvist 1/15/2020 "I get blinded now and then..."



Mike Guarno NY 1/14/2020 "It's TRUE some headlights are to bright"
Randy Strain TX 1/14/2020 "They make it extremely dangerous for oncoming traffic"
Judith Bodner KS 1/13/2020 "Judith Albright"

Michael Campbell IN 1/12/2020
"I agree! These are a nuisance! They don't only hurt my vision, 
but also anger me."

Candy Anderson IL 1/11/2020
"I can no longer drive safely at night due to these led lights. 
Both oncoming lights and rearview mirror reflection are 

Daniel Twyman NV 1/9/2020 "These lights are a danger"

Rhianna Bracey PA 1/9/2020

"I have photosensitive following a brain injury. I can no longer 
safely drive at night or during increment weather in fear of 
triggering a intense migraine. I miss my freedom, ban these 

Gary McAtee TX 1/9/2020 "LED headlights blind me when driving at night."
Marisa Williams MO 1/9/2020 "Those lights are dangerous!"
faez khan ENG 1/9/2020 "Is deadly stupidity. Wake up you fashion victim sheep."

John Arnold IN 1/9/2020

"The cap on how bright manufacturers can make the auto 
headlamps needs to be now. More public info and news 
stories need to be instigated to make public aware of how 
damaging the LED beams are to the human eyes and how to 

Kim Milton ENG 1/7/2020
"Also the LED streetlights are very danderous to drive to, not 
to mention harmful to health and the environment. This roll 

Gillian Rae-Walker ENG 1/6/2020
"Not only might these lights cause accidents, they damage the 
retina and confuse your body clock."

margaret 
cameron ENG 1/6/2020 "Blinded by these lights all the time"
David Phillips WLS 1/5/2020 "Shining an LED light directly into someone's eyes is assault, be 
Linda Grassi 
Patterson NY 1/5/2020 "The lights blind you, that's the whole story!!!!"
Michael 
McGuinness NY 1/5/2020 "Michael McGuinness"
Miguel Machin FL 1/4/2020 "To save lives one of which may be your own"
Joanne Thomas PA 1/4/2020 "I won't even drive at night anymore because of these lights!!"
Pedro Exposito IL 1/3/2020 "street and auto LED lights are way too bright."
Daryel Miller MO 1/3/2020 "because I have a hard enough time seeing at night with out 

Erica White CA 1/3/2020
"I have a small car, and can’t seem to drive anywhere at night 
without a taller car or tuck with ridiculously bright lights 

Pamela Wilson 1/3/2020
"Led head lights blind both drivers and passengers in both 
oncoming traffic as well as traffic that drives behind your 

VALERIE 
MARTINEZ IN 1/2/2020 "The lights blind me"

Joseph Robbins NY 1/2/2020

"LED lights are known to cause injury to the photo receptors of 
the eyes! No government, industry or otherwise has the right 
to expose us to a product that causes injury.   No excuse or 
explanation is acceptable to justify risking our eyesight!   This 
is an outrageous agenda with companies such as Regeneron 

Jody Shafer OH 1/2/2020 "These lights blind so many people at night when driving. They 
Merry DeJohn PA 1/2/2020 "I hate theses things we don’t need to see bugs having sex!!"



J McKenzie SC 1/2/2020
"These headlights are blinding and dangerous to on-coming 
drivers.  Who ever thought mega-bright lights that could be 

Michael Machin 1/2/2020
"I am so tired of having to pitch my sideview mirrors off the 
road because of these solar flares burning a hole in my 

Leia Kifer ID 1/1/2020

"It is becoming increasingly difficult to drive at night, thus it 
affects my freedom.  In what universe is it safe to blind a driver 
in a car that is coming toward you.  Additionally, owners of 

David Harris 1/1/2020 "Becoming dangerous"
Tanveer Syed MD 12/31/2019 "There are lots of old cars with new LED /HID lights too. These 
Dylan Farstveet CO 12/31/2019 "Headlights that bright can cause visibility issues as they are as 

Iskra johnson WA 12/30/2019
"I cannot see the road when these headlights cone at me. At 
barely 65 I am looking at having to stop driving at night."

Robert Dean NC 12/30/2019 "Those lights are wack."

Alicia Benson WA 12/30/2019
"LED is Dangerous for everyone! Especially people who are 
light sensitive! Please ban these on ALL headlights!"

Chris Brown ENG 12/30/2019 "I know what it's like when your blinded by these led lights."
Nathaniel 
Kunsman IN 12/29/2019

"I'm fed up with incoming traffic blinding me! I drive a sedan 
and I am highly frustrated when I'm blinded by taller vehicle's 

Nathaniel 
Kunsman IN 12/29/2019

"I'm fed up with oncoming traffic blinding me! I drive a sedan 
and I am highly frustrated when I'm blinded by taller vehicle's 

Catherine Davila 12/29/2019 "They are dangerous  and distracting."

Kathryn Richards OH 12/29/2019
"These lights cause blind spots and more accidents are 
occurring"

Abigail Cote MA 12/28/2019
"Like many others I am blinded by on coming vehicles with LED 
headlights, and I find it impossible to drive with those 

Shawnna Mead FL 12/27/2019 "These lights are awful!! I'm sure they've caused wrecks"

Dave Over ENG 12/27/2019
"Not only are lights getting brighter but drivers are driving 
permanently at night on full beam until blinded back"

Doug Page CA 12/27/2019 "Don’t blind oncoming traffic!"
Yasmin Ortiz TN 12/26/2019 "It's dangerous"

Kyle Huddleston MO 12/26/2019 "Halogen headlights are going to kill somebody, someday."

Kit Keegan IL 12/26/2019
"Pretty much anytime I am driving and a car that has these 
halogen light pulls up behind me I’m blind and unable to see 

Anna Meller IL 12/25/2019

"Technology at times can be the enemy. LED lights not only 
blind you as the driver, but for me, give a massive migraine 
headache as well. You can't even use the rear view mirror to 

Anna Meller IL 12/25/2019

"Technology is becoming the enemy. LED lights not only blind 
the driver, but also give me a massive migraine. The rear view 
mirror cannot even help darken the lights of the driver behind 
you, I have to pull over and let them pass in order to see. It is 

William Sullins FL 12/25/2019

"Literally blinds me every time I’m on the road and when I see 
these bulbs. Not to mention the owners are usually pretty 
aggressive knowing that they have weaponized their car’s 
headlights against all other drivers since even without brights 
on, the lights are blinding. I was once flashed by an aggressive 



Henry Badgett WI 12/22/2019 "Those lights are ridiculous and deadly!!!"

William Neumann NY 12/22/2019
"The lights are too bright and the emergency vehicle's are 
even worse"

Lisa Fields NY 12/22/2019 "I have always found it difficult to drive at night with the 
Ian McLeod 12/22/2019 "Light pollution is ruining everything."

London Hancsarik TN 12/22/2019 "I don’t like being blinded while trying to drive safely."

James Fell ENG 12/21/2019
"Unhealthy unpleasant lights, LED streetlights are harsh and 
harmful and the ones on cars are a danger to driving."

Cilinda Witkowski TX 12/19/2019
"It is true.  As an older driver they do blind me at night.  Back 
streets are what I drive on"

Melissa Nations FL 12/18/2019
"I am signing this because these lights kill my eyes and I myself 
have a hard time driving when these LED headlights pass me 

David Heran CA 12/18/2019

"Years ago, anyone driving at night could tell if a car had on 
their high beams or low beams. Low beams did not blind other 
drivers. High beams did. It was illegal to blind other drivers 
with high beams. What do we do today when all low beams 
are now HIGH BEAMS? Those who allowed this to happen 
must be identified. Who signed off on allowing low beams to 
become high beams? Thecar manufacturers could not put high 
beam lights on cars, and call them low beams, without legal 
authorization. We have recalls in this country when cars are 
made unsafe. Recall ALL HIGH BEAM CARS MASQUERADING AS 
LOW BEAM CARS! The science used to identify low beams vs. 

Theresa Vekich CA 12/18/2019
"It’s so hard to see the lines on the road when the lights are so 
bright. You can’t see anything. It’s so scary and I believe those 

Clarence Wilmot SC 12/18/2019

"I wear blue blockers throughout the day and have found they 
also work on the super bright headlights. Without them I find 
the lights extremely blinding, making it extremely difficult to 

Nicole McGillis 12/17/2019
"These types of headlights hurt my eyes and have impaired my 
vision so much so that I feared I'd drive off the road!!! They 

Daniel DeFinis UT 12/17/2019

"I’m a retired aerospace engineer with 28 years experience in 
system safety engineer and management for DOD, NASA, 
Jacobs and Northrop Grumman. There is no “might be” with 
glare. Glare is a very well known Category I hazard causing 

Jake Rose OR 12/16/2019

"It's getting generally harder and harder to see at night 
because of them. They create excessive glare, which makes it 
very difficult to see pedestrians, particularly in winter, when 
it's dark most of the time and generally gloomy and rainy. I 
have stopped using my mirrors completely, which is itself 
disorienting and makes me feel insecure, but at least I'm not 
being blinded by the people behind me.  These things are 
becoming standard on more and more cars, and now we're 
seeing them on large trucks, as well as Semis and delivery 
vans, all of which have much higher profiles than a car, which 

Harninder Mehat CA 12/16/2019
"Glad someone has taken this issue on. Driving at night has 
became a difficult task. There needs to be a ban on led 



Kristi Neufeld 12/16/2019
"I have almost driven off of the road (mountain clifside roads 
in BC!! Not just little ditches) on more than one occassion due 

Brent Lawrence 12/16/2019 "Not quite so bright is a safety necessity."
Kathleen 
Davidson 12/16/2019

"I'm a pedestrian and don't want to get hit by someone 
blinded by these lights."

meg deuchar NJ 12/16/2019 "I can't see when it's dark out and also never can see blinker 

Gemma Palermo NY 12/15/2019 "They cause hazards to oncoming drivers who cant see!"
Jeff Alan Fowler WA 12/15/2019 "#banblindingheadlights"
Jeff Alan Fowler WA 12/15/2019 "I would bet that many accidents already have been caused by 
Paul Fritz HI 12/15/2019 "The lights have been hurting my eyes since their production 

Joseph Dugan NY 12/15/2019

"I want the NHTSA and The USDOT AND Transport Canada to 
ban Daytime Running Lights  (DRLs) because they do more 
harm than good, especially for those who are nearsighted and 
those with low vision impairments. DRLs cause glare for 
drivers in broad daylight, and it causes problems for people 

Maureen Catalina CA 12/14/2019

"These lights are very distracting causing me to not even want 
to look at a vehicle and see which way it is going which is 
obviously a dangerous reaction… But, I would like to avoid 

BriAnna Rader FL 12/14/2019 "I want to be able to drive at night safely"
Dawn Scala NY 12/13/2019 "It’s is getting more difficult to drive at night as more and 
Sean O’Grady MA 12/13/2019 "LED lights are a huge hazard and impair drivers"
Diana Shanley 
diana . shanley@ya
hoo . com NY 12/13/2019

"I am afraid to drive at night because of the glaring headlights 
on the other side of the road. It is extremely dangerous and 
frightening"

Theresa Doria NY 12/13/2019 "I’m tired of being dangerously blinded by these headlights"
Linda Cahoon IL 12/12/2019 "I've had a run in with the insanely bright headlights."
Amy Coyle VT 12/12/2019 "The lights are too dang bright!"

Katherine Swain WV 12/11/2019
"They are way too bright and can not see anything because of 
them"

Aby Edwards 12/11/2019
"Frustrating how bright some of these flashy car lights are, 
unfortunately it won't be long before there's more collisions 

Nancy Salerno NY 12/10/2019

"Please do something, these new lights are painful. I was 
behind an Escalade and the brake lights made my eyes so 
uncomfortable I had to look to the side. Seniors who are 

Randy Michaud AZ 12/8/2019
"Except for motorcycles and emergency response vehicles, 
there is absolutely no need for this kind of blinding presence."

Joseph Fritts MD 12/7/2019

"There is no real need for high intensity headlights. They are 
dangerously blinding on all vehicles, but particularly so on 
SUVs and pickup trucks. I used to enjoy night driving, but avoid 

Patricia Siergiej MI 12/7/2019 "I’m concerned about safety and I hate these headlights!"
Swaraj Mishra 12/6/2019 "I sincerely support this campaign"



andrea jackson MI 12/6/2019

"I hate these over bright headlights so much. They cause 
instant headaches for me. When I am on a two-lane road and 
vehicles with LED lights are coming at me I am completely 
blinded I cannot see my lane or anything else, it's like drivers 
always have their brights on but even more intense.. These are 
so dangerous and we do not need this technology. Whoever  
invented this and allowed it to be put in vehicles is an idiot and 
I find this grossly negligent, because it's so blindingly 
dangerous for other drivers. Have you ever been in a car and 
then a high truck is coming at you with these hideous lights? 

Heather Clift 12/5/2019 "ITS RIDICULOUS HOW BRIGHT PEOPLE’S LIGHTS HAVE 

Shelly Johnson UT 12/5/2019
"I’m sick of being blinded at night by ridiculous bright 
headlights that you can’t even see where the road goes!"

Jared Culling 12/5/2019

"I can no longer drive on the open road at night, I find these 
lights absolutely blinding. As a father I refuse to drive on the 
open road after dark, in Otago that is before 5pm in fair 

Anne Seeman CA 12/5/2019 "These lights are not safe nor are they necessary."
Linda Schultz OH 12/5/2019 "These headlights are so bad!  They are blinding and should 
Emily Harrison TX 12/5/2019 "Tired of these headlights blinding me wtf"
kate Shaffer SC 12/5/2019 "They blind me"
C. P. CT 12/5/2019 "Ban LED brake lights as well. Enough is enough!"
Rema Loeb NY 12/4/2019 "Anything that damages our sight should not be allowed."

Angela O'Malley 12/4/2019
"I am startled by the glaring LED lights. Car headlights should 
not be a dangerous distraction"

Patricia Jayne MD 12/4/2019

"Twice recently a large pickup truck was approaching with the 
blinding led lights on a windy back road I was traveling on. 
Both times I almost ran off the road due to being completely 
blinded. These lights are dangerous and worse than any 

Catherine Beall GA 12/4/2019

"I drive an older model truck, with the more yellow-white 
head lights. My truck is a normal height. It is a step up to get in 
and I am being blinded by small cars. I will flash my brights, so 
they will dim theirs, only to be flashed back, because they 
didn't have their brights on. I am in my 20s, this is not an old 
person thing. And of course then you have the jacked up 
trucks with these new lights.... They may as well have their 

Gerard Hyland 12/4/2019 "These lights are dangerous."
Kim Halm 12/4/2019 "These lights are blinding, and it doesn’t feel safe on the 

Willow Houston 12/4/2019
"These lights induce migraines for me. and during the winter 
months it is especially scary when I cant see the road ahead of 

Christiana 
Paetzold 12/4/2019 "It needs to be done"

Lane Cornett FL 12/4/2019
"I can't see shit with them niggas and they headlights, I'm glad 
he can see lizards fuckin in a tree from 20 feet away but I can't 

Sandra Moyer MO 12/3/2019 "The headlights are a danger to any driver regardless of age!"
Jamie Chilvers ENG 12/3/2019 "Might as well be cornering with my eyes shut"
Mary Colleen 
MacDougall MA 12/3/2019

"I personally have find myself squinting at theses coming at me 
and feel that they are unsafe"



Caroline 
Carrithers MA 12/3/2019 "I like my rods and cones."
Karen Schnitzer CT 12/3/2019 "These blinding headlights are dangerous!  Please ban them 

Inger Glimmero 12/3/2019
"It is really difficult to see when blinded by HID and LED. There 
is NO better light for driving than halogen."

Mishlen Linden LA 12/2/2019 "They blind ME!!!!"
Paul Kowalis CO 12/2/2019 "Enough with the excessively bright headlights on cars. They 
Dawn Latta OH 12/1/2019 "Night time driving is potential dangerous with LED lights on 
Dawn Latta OH 12/1/2019 "Night time driving is potential dangerous with LED lights on 

Michael Heckman SC 12/1/2019 "I would love to see something like this become law!"

Darwin Prophet TX 12/1/2019

"The new bright headlights are worse than someone with 
brights on. I am constantly traveling, and am,blinded at least 3 
times every night I'm,on the road. I have have prescription 
yellow tinted glasses and they only take away a tiny bit of the 

Rose Bratcher LA 12/1/2019 "These headlights are dangerous.  They will kill people."
Debra Rhodes IL 12/1/2019 "It's hard enough to drive at night or when it is raining!!! 

Paul Bonifacic NY 12/1/2019
"Too damn bright! There’s no need. And people drive with 
their high beams on too. Tell them to get a clue! Dangerous!"

Martin Cattani FL 12/1/2019
"The DOT and police depts could make five times as much 
revenue from ticketing people with these headlights than they 

John Pandit PA 12/1/2019 "Common sense says these lights are dangerous but the idiots 
Matt Tartick NY 11/30/2019 "They are blinding"

Jennifer Hughes OR 11/29/2019
"These lights are horrible and cause you to be blinded at night 
in both directions and causing people to almost drive off the 

Dajah Kilgore OR 11/29/2019

"As someone who bikes at night I want to share these are not 
only blinding to me, the person who has to take care not to hit 
obstacles that can cause me to fall or end up in the road, but 

Charlotte Johnson MS 11/29/2019 "I don’t like the bright lights."

m g IL 11/29/2019

"Having Epilepsy alone makes this unfair!!! Ad in someone w/  
a brain injury, autism, even overstimulation & we cannot 
function. I don’t know how this is ok & legal. Pleaseeeee no 

Norm Nichols 11/28/2019 "These things are as much a driving hazard as cell phones"

Kathleen Robison TX 11/28/2019
"It’s getting ridiculous out there. It’s also getting dangerous. 
Something needs to be done or there are going to be a lot 

Julia Matheson 11/28/2019 "The led headlights are way too bright and can cause me to 

Joe Wellington NH 11/28/2019

"These new lights are dangerous. Not too many years ago you 
would get a ticket for having high beams on when approaching 
on coming traffic. Today’s lights are so much brighter than old 
high beams, and more lights on the the new vehicles. Who 

Viviane Goldman 11/28/2019 "Photosensitive"

Lisa howell IN 11/27/2019

"Because LED headlights are blinding and most drivers who 
use them also use fig lights which are also LED- making it hard 
to focus in the rain or darkness- they also tailgate with them in 

Bradley Stevens CO 11/27/2019 "As a pizza guy I drive a lot and these leds gotta go!!"



Cari Stemmler MN 11/27/2019
"These lights are blinding and terribly dangerous, not to 
mention unhealthy for the human eye.  They should be 

Jeremy Tacgere HI 11/26/2019
"I'm signing because I'm happy that they can see better. But 
can they see me DRIVING OFF THE EDGE OF THE ROAD 

Lisa Griffin MS 11/26/2019
"These lights are very dangerous even in daylight! They totally 
blind the driver in the oncoming  car and they are so bright it 

Amber Johnson 11/25/2019 "The headlights have become so bright, they are now a 
Melissa Adcock 11/25/2019 "They are dangerous"

Annie May Flower MN 11/24/2019
"Might also reduce light pollution so we can see the stars that 
are also blocked from our vision"

Anita Beal MN 11/24/2019 "I struggle to see every time I have these lights coming at me 
Deena Lewis AR 11/24/2019 "They are so blinding ! That can be dangerous"

Murty Challa MD 11/23/2019

"I'm signing because I have been noticing the past few months 
that I'm being blinded by these new fangled headlights. At first 
I thought these were high beams, but then I realized that they 
are different and much more bluish. IT makes a significant 

Genelle Gallegos 11/23/2019
"These lights kill my eyes for night driving that I'm afraid to get 
into a wreck. These lights blind me to where I can no longer 

Tracie Gotcher OK 11/23/2019
"These lights should be banned! I’ve had to slow to almost a 
stop numerous times on two lane roads because of these 

Carissa Pavlica PA 11/23/2019
"Driving at night is already difficult. Blinding lights on two lane 
roads are a nightmare and extremely dangerous. If it's raining, 

Tom Rolke OK 11/23/2019

"With my sunglasses on during the day, the LED lights on cars 
are still brighter than sunlight reflected off chrome on cars. 
This is with my sunglasses on. These lights must be damaging 

debra blandin NY 11/22/2019 "They blind you when coming torge you"

Bobbie Cruz MD 11/22/2019

"Have to be at work early in the morning and live in the 
country . I’m always looking for deer and when an oncoming 
car has these lights I can’t see anything after passing and if 

Jennifer Jones TX 11/22/2019

"Highway driving is not so bad. But on dark country roads its 
impossible to see when a car comes towards you... if there is 
someone with bright lights behind you it's even more 

Mary Eckel 11/22/2019

"I'm a migraine sufferer and it's already hard to drive at night, 
but these horrible things are making me consider giving up 
night driving entirely. That would have a huge negative impact 
on my life, including possibly costing me the part time job that 
allows me to live a better life on disability and makes me feel 
like a contributing part of society. Adaptive glasses with my 

shabir n 
contractor 11/22/2019 "it is required."
Jennifer davis OK 11/22/2019 "Yes please let’s save some lives by saving our vision!!"
Marcella 
Rheaume FL 11/22/2019 "Of my friend and myself"

Fred Gatto 11/22/2019
"because it an accident waiting to happen for the other driving 
in the opposite direction. if it hadn't happen already !"

wendy williams OK 11/22/2019 "This affects me"
Ginger Scordus NY 11/22/2019 "Its blinding at night and could cause seriuos accidents"



William Whitton IN 11/22/2019
"These awful things should have never been approved by the 
National Highway Safety Institute. They are way too 

Ruth James MT 11/22/2019 "They are a dangerous product!"
Erin Lambert NJ 11/22/2019 "Light sensitive eyes and there are certain headlights that 

David Salinas 11/22/2019

"I used to enjoy driving at night. Not anymore. The LED 
headlights are the main issue. HID lights never bothered me at 
all. There is something about the intensity and the color 
temperature of LED lights that just kills my night vision and 
causes so much glare. This is even worse on pick up trucks or 
some SUV's that sit higher than passenger cars. Have one pull 
behind you at a stop light and their lights are shining directly 

Linda konsela WI 11/21/2019 "They are very blinding and need to be banned."

Tania Trelfa ENG 11/21/2019

"The headlights are that bright I cannot see its sometime hard 
to make out if they are on full bean or not! They are so 
dangerous both in the opposite direction or when a car is 

Lawrence McGurk 11/21/2019
"My eyes aren't what the use to be. Those lights are blinding 
and cause headaches"

erin green FL 11/21/2019 "I agree! I hate these blinding blue lights. They should be 

Melissa Newson ENG 11/20/2019 "I struggle driving at night because of led lights."

Gregory McFeely PA 11/20/2019

"The new chilling white headlights need to be removed from 
the roads please.  I’m getting blinded from the front and also 
from behind me as well.  Yes.  They look very crisp and very 

Steve Cant ENG 11/20/2019 "I believe they are dangerous to oncoming traffic  especially in 
R Bennett CA 11/20/2019 "These headlights are terribly dangerous and cause great 
Lea McAndrews CA 11/20/2019 "THEY ARE BLINDING! It's entirely unnecessary and 
Angela 
Whisenhunt TX 11/19/2019

"I never had a problem with the old lights. Now the new led 
lights cause me to have photo sensitive seizures. Thank you for 

valerie sanderson AZ 11/19/2019 "These are unnecessary and dangerp"
shelly butts PA 11/19/2019 "These lights are extremely bright for no reason, it isn't 

John Babbitt OR 11/19/2019
"My wife gets ocular migraine whenever those blinding LED 
headlight shines her way. It also blinds me to the point I'm 

Victoria Powell CA 11/18/2019

"Something needs to be done to monitor the brightness of 
these lights, which are more piercing - especially when 
surrounded by darkness.  It’s getting to the point that you 

Jerry Weinberg LA 11/17/2019 "Lights are too bright. Dangerous"

Crystal Brophy AL 11/17/2019

"I’m signing because I’m SICK of these new lights blinding me 
while driving at night!!!! They are FAR too bright and the idiot 
who came up with these lights should’ve known that they 

Eddie Lyons 11/17/2019

"Evidence is mounting about the dangers if excessively bright, 
harsh, glaring artificial lights in our environment, especially 
after dark.  Industry won't act until officials pass legislation to 
make them do so. Officials must listen not only to the science 
(which takes time to do properly), but to the experiences of 
ordinary people who suffer the effects of excessive lighting. 

Sandra Knight DE 11/16/2019 "I cant see in the dark very well. And when these headlights 



Holly Buzdigian RI 11/16/2019
"These lights blind you even when they drive behind you. They 
cause me to see spots when they shine in my rearview mirror 

Holly Buzdigian RI 11/16/2019 "Also,if it is against the law to drive closely to another car with 
Holly Buzdigian RI 11/16/2019 "Also,if it is against the law to drive closely to another car with 

Cody Lebeau NH 11/16/2019
"I’m signing because I can’t see when people forget to turn the 
high beams off and I’m blind it’s not safe."

Craig Bass OR 11/15/2019

"I just drove two nights across the Nevada and Arizona deserts 
on two lane highways 93 and 95.   The glare from headlights of 
many of the oncoming vehicles, both cats and semi trucks, was 
nerve wracking.  Three times I was temporarily blinded as they 

Christine 
Castagnetto CA 11/15/2019

"Those lights are dangerous. Too bright, they actually blind 
you, when they sign in your face while driving"

wendi chesson MA 11/15/2019

"I’ve been doing a lot at night driving lately I have to for work 
since we have our shorter days.  And my eyes are really 
bothering me and it’s been difficult driving the hour and 15 
minutes three nights a week.  There is going to be more car 

Eliza Navias-Bell 11/14/2019

"When I first started seeing these headlights, I thought, "What 
the heck??!!!??  I thought that was illegal!!!"  I still most 
emphatically think they should be.  I used to hate them 
because of how horrible they are when someone is 
approaching you from the other direction.  Then I drove a 

Coletta Hughes CA 11/13/2019

"I don't enjoy driving at night anymore because of all these 
awful headlights from high-end cars and kids putting ultra-
bright LED/HID lights in their cars. It's a distraction and danger 

Randy Robinson 11/12/2019 "most new mercedes are awesome and have some of the 

Pete Creelman AZ 11/11/2019

"I agree with a complete and outright ban of LED and other 
blue-light headlamps and tail lamps on all moving vehicles 
(cars, trucks, vans, etc.)  I also agree with another signer--if a 

Christina 
Buonomo MA 11/11/2019

"I am an optometrist. Patients tell me they are bothered by 
these lights EVERY DAY! I am so happy someone is doing 
something about it, I will share will all of my patients and 

EMILY MILLER CA 11/11/2019

"I had a horrible drive home from Oakland down the 5 to LA. I 
was getting blinded from all directions (rear view mirror, side 
view mirrors, even some oncoming (despite there being a 
large median). I have a pounding headache today and find the 
general lack of concern about this to be alarming. Responses 
like "drivers will adjust as this becomes more common" is such 
capitalist b.s. These lights are terribly dangerous and 

EMILY MILLER CA 11/11/2019
"Also, I'm 34 so this ageism around who is affected is 
ridiculous. I would hop on a class action about vision 

Kimberly Avalos TX 11/10/2019 "I believe this impairs other driver’s ability to drive safely."

Nicholas Pereira MA 11/10/2019
"Led headlights are an absolute menace and should be banned 
by authorities if they are really interested in public safety."

Susmita 
Rayamajhi VA 11/9/2019 "Fuck bright lights"
Alexzander Joseph 
Wipper MN 11/9/2019 "LED headlights are making night time driving less safe."



Julia Zam TX 11/9/2019

"I used to be upset with the consumers who are  naïve  and 
driving dangerous cars.  The problem are the manufacturers.  I 
am now going to start a list of manufacturers and model 

Kyle Tucker AK 11/9/2019 "Fuck bright headlights"

Anthony Geonetta CO 11/8/2019
"I work as a delivery boy. Whenever I work dinner shifts and it 
starts to get dark it becomes near impossible for me to see 

tim engberts 11/8/2019 "Seventh Angel Care Revelation 10:7 / 11:15"

Randy Robinson 11/8/2019

"I am all for bright headlights and being able to see well in the 
dark, but being blinded by these lights is ridiculous. There 
needs to be higher standards for bright lights. For example, 
cars that have really bright HID or LED headlight systems need 
to have auto dimming feature installed, dim the lights when 
ambient light is high enough. We do not need SUPER BRIGHT 

Anders C GA 11/7/2019
"I commute to school every morning. I cannot see even in 
broad daylight with these headlights because of the intense 

jennifer pierce MO 11/6/2019 "These light are blinding when you come upon them on the 
Carmen Kline CA 11/5/2019 "I hate these blinding lights!"
Shannon Fox CA 11/5/2019 "I'm glad I'm not alone in feeling like these overly bright lights 
Jeffrey 
Chamberlin IL 11/5/2019

"This is an unnecessary problem since LED lights can be any 
wavelength or color temperature based on filters around the 

Jami Kulpinski WI 11/5/2019 "I agree 100%"

Reverend Elaine 
BOMFORD MA 11/5/2019 "These headlights are hazards!  Get them off the road, please."
Bonita Utzig NY 11/5/2019 "Bonnie Utzig"
fran mcnellis CT 11/4/2019 "There becoming more an more dangerous , especially to 

Shulamit Lazarus NJ 11/4/2019

"I’m signing because this is incredibly true and sadly so. I had 
to give up driving at night because of these blinding headlights. 
When the transition from daylight tonight is coming it’s even 
worse.  Several times since the beginning of using these 
headlights in cars over the last years I have almost hit 
pedestrians. I now stop in the middle of the road at night 
when a car is blinding me with its headlights because I would 
rather have somebody angry behind me then hit somebody. 
That’s a horrible way to live and this has to stop.  The AMA 
gave these guidelines so many years ago and they have been 

Theodore 
Medbury CA 11/4/2019

"I drive with Uber and Lyft in my retirement. Some of the 
headlights I encounter are outrageously, blindingly and 

christine 
mascialino NY 11/4/2019 "These blinding lights are just overkill. They are not needed."
Dr Ani Kalayjian 
Kalayjian NJ 11/4/2019

"I like to prevent undo trauma of accidents due to blinding 
head lights!"

M Richards AP 11/1/2019
"Time to MAKE THESE LIGHTS a thing of the past! They are 
WAY toooo BRIGHT and impedes the driver heading towards 

Brandon Joseph SC 11/1/2019
"You really can't tell if they have their bright lights on or not, 
and they really do not care that they are blinding drivers."



Brandon Joseph SC 11/1/2019
"They also negatively affect people just walking on the road. If 
a driver gets blinded he/she may not be able to see the person 

Murray Bill DE 10/30/2019

"Yes!! Please, please, PLEASE, write requests to initiate 
legislation to your state senators and representatives - I 
did.Part of my letter - please use this first sentence in your 
letters to them or something similar: This morning, a person 
was behind me and even just a short glance before covering 

Robert Maki MN 10/30/2019

"Too bright vehicle lighting is not only dangerous but also just 
a general nuisance to other drivers and anyone else near 
roads, driveways, and parking spaces wherever there are 
vehicles.  The bright lights ruin the outdoor experience.  What 
a shame.  Too bright vehicle lighting is part of a general trend 
of too bright lighting everywhere, from digital signage, to flood 
lights, to LED interior lights that can be seen a great distance 
through windows, TVs in windows, places of business, outside, 
and high intensity  LED tower strobe lighting that ruins vistas.  

terry quesnel WI 10/30/2019
"LEDs should be banned!! and only the AMBER daytime 
running lamps should be used on all cars, trucks, and buses 

Ricky Long 10/29/2019
"They are a hazard and are a cause for the up swing in deadly 
wrecks in the last 2 years. They should be banned!"

Iskra johnson WA 10/28/2019

"I have nearly gone off the road countless times due to the 
blazing glare of the new hot white headlights. Particularly in 
rain they are a terrible hazard. They aren’t necessary for 

shelia west TN 10/28/2019 "Bright white head lights are blinding and dangerous."
Tammy Harvey TN 10/28/2019 "They are blinding!!!"

Cheryl Korbach WY 10/27/2019
"I'm signing because halogen headlights are completely 
blinding. The rest of us should then use our high beams at all 

Dan Hallahan MA 10/27/2019

"As a roadway lighting professional, glare is the most 
underrated metric in design. Blue light glare is real but difficult 
to measure because it's effects are different per person. Older 
people are far more susceptible to blinding glare because as 
we age our eyes's corneas become less clear and the blue light 
scatters passing thru the eye just like it does in rain, or fog. The 
blue scattering is called "Rayleigh scattering".  Car headlights 

Holly Evans TN 10/27/2019
"I hope to see that ALL LED and HID headlights on ALL vehicles - 
No Exceptions - become banned and illegal. They are blinding 

Tom Rouse 10/27/2019 "I too have been blinded by them"
Coy Wetzel MD 10/27/2019 "Because these lights are terrible and are blinding."
Mark 
Steinbrecher CO 10/26/2019 "These lights are dangerously bright and need to be limited."

Sabine Frank 10/26/2019
"because I am a night protector and know very well about the 
shortfalls of blinding blue light. This really needs to be 

Johnny Hiott NC 10/26/2019

"Due to the fact that blinding oncoming traffic is more 
dangerous than driving in the dark ! It's way past time for 
these so called safety agencies do their jobs and that includes 

Roy Jackson CA 10/26/2019
"This is extremely dangerous especially with raised pickup 
trucks that have not had there lights readjusted. Even more for 



Jane Maxwell NC 10/26/2019
"I’m tired of being blinded by mega bright headlights! I almost 
went into the opposite lane a few nights ago from lights 

Orioles Fan NC 10/26/2019

"These headlights blind me from the opposite direction, 
especially at night and when they reflect on wet road surfaces. 
They also blind me from behind too from high profile pick-up 
trucks. I have to duck below the glare to see out my front 
windshield. I use my headlights during the daylight, mostly out 

Sandra Hartsough FL 10/25/2019
"The glaring headlights make it harder to see and make my 
migraines worse."

David Fassett NY 10/25/2019

"Standards for vehicle lighting has not kept up with the lighting 
technology. Spectral changes in light emission, intensity, and 
the sharpness or transition between full intensity and no light 
have all changed dramatically with HID and LED technology 

Brian Leeper VA 10/25/2019
"A little enforcement of the already-existing laws making it 
illegal to sell or use LED replacements for incandescent 

ken obenski HI 10/25/2019 "In rural areas where it is totally dark the fully dark adapted 
Mike Zorovich MA 10/25/2019 "Im signing because of the bright blinding headlights. Use at 
David Holzman MA 10/25/2019 "These blinding headlights make night driving difficult and 
Zaira Todaro OR 10/25/2019 "Yes.  It is blinding the oncoming driver."

Charles Lemont, Jr 10/25/2019 "Some of these LED and HID lights are too bright"

Pat Goltz AZ 10/25/2019

"Lights that suppress melatonin are a very GOOD idea, but no 
lights should be too bright. I have been temporarily blinded by 
headlights in spite of my best efforts. Some lights are simply 

Daron Calico 10/25/2019 "They are dangerous"

Shawn Rutter 10/22/2019
"They should either be banned or have an annual inspection of 
the lights to ensure they are aimed at an angle that wont blind 

Amber Kalb MD 10/22/2019
"I'm absolutely sick of being blinded by head lights, if it's illegal 
to drive with your high beams on, then why are these lights 

claire hadley ENG 10/22/2019 "Led lights are absolutely ridiculous how are the brightness of 

Stan Welsh OR 10/22/2019

"I drive a lot at night, and these obnoxious blue headlights are 
blinding and dangerous. We need to outlaw them and require 
manufacturers to switch to more yellow spectrum leds that 

Margie Cook MD 10/21/2019
"I detest those LED headlights since they do nothing blind 
everybody especially when it is raining.  They should have 

Lou Lebillon 10/21/2019 "Absolutely BLINDED from FRONT and REAR...!"

Teddy Frederick TN 10/20/2019

"I rear ended someone last Sunday, due to two improperly 
adjusted headlights. I look away and it still didn't help 
anything. I have been complaining about it for a while and 

laurie McWilliams IL 10/20/2019 "Laurie McWilliams I hate them"
Dee Jordan FL 10/19/2019 "It blinds you when they are either coming towards you or 
Taj Lane CA 10/18/2019 "Can't see anything with these idiotic lights"

Nicole Rodriguez AZ 10/18/2019
"Such headlights create a dangerous and hostile landscape for 
other drivers and pedestrians."



Charlotte Romas OR 10/17/2019

"I too have been totally distracted by those LED lights front 
and back, during both daylight and night time driving.. They 
are absolutely distracting and one would require a pair of 

Dorothy 
MacDonald AL 10/16/2019

"I was blinded by super bright headlights the other night . The 
road was wet . The other driver was speeding too. I yelled to 
my son that I could t see and almost went down a 

Kim Lewis TN 10/13/2019 "Migraines, nausea, dangerous!"
Victoria Oliver MD 10/11/2019 "My vision is becoming negatively impacted! We can see with 
Holly Tosadori PA 10/10/2019 "Holly Tosadori"
Holly Peavy 10/10/2019 "My cousin accident"

Christine Bond MA 10/9/2019
"These retina burners need to go!! The pain and blindness 
headlights AND tail lights cause is unacceptable!! Since when 

Marissa Lauren NJ 10/6/2019 "Anything to reduce the brightness of headlights like this!"
Marissa Lauren NJ 10/6/2019 "Me too! I just pull over so they can get ahead of me. Way too 
Hannah Villaire MI 10/4/2019 "I can't drive at night. I mean I can but I'm blinded. I literally 
Victoria K GA 10/3/2019 "YES I HATE THEM SO MUCH"
Kalev Virks MA 10/2/2019 "Headlights do not need to be as bright as some of them 

Stuart warman ENG 10/1/2019
"After spending 15 months in hospital after a car accident, I do 
not want to be reliving those months again, if of course I am 

jessica Barlog FL 9/30/2019 "They make it hard to drive at night"
Carey Lachance MA 9/29/2019 "Personal experience blinded by these lights!!"
Arish Robertson KS 9/29/2019 "I can’t see"
Jacob Hager 9/28/2019 "The headlights are blinding amd dangerous to anyone driving"

cat Marie MI 9/26/2019
"Fed up with those damn lights blinding me and i am not that 
old.  What is wrong with the cops?  Ticket the hell out of those 

Warwick Moore ENG 9/26/2019

"Simply had enough of being blinded by these ridiculous lights 
and I feel bad about directing my wing mirrors to reflect 
straight back at the driver behind even though they should 

Aaron Moritz 9/24/2019 "Fuck those lights"
Zachary Fanning OH 9/22/2019 "It’s effecting my eyes, I have to drive at night with sunglasses 

TONY MILLWARD ENG 9/21/2019
"These new headlights are distracting, dazzling and dangerous. 
They need to be regulated and permitted brightness needs to 

Ralphy Bugos NY 9/20/2019 "Almost got Into an accident today, please ban these bright led 

Daphne Dobie 9/18/2019

"I am signing this because these bright headlights burn my 
eyes when they are coming towards me. If I have been on a 
dark road they come around a corner and my eyes don’t have 

Paul C NY 9/17/2019

"How are these “safer” if I’m blinded to the extend that I 
cannot see ANYTHING!! They are ridiculously bright even 
during daytime. Apart from what should be the obvious 
blinding danger of these things, their sharp cutoffs, bouncing 
around in and out of sight increases stress and anxiety. It’s no 

Jane 
MacNaughton 9/16/2019

"These lights give me a migraine.  Very dangerous, have to 
look away.  These horrible headlights just caused a horrible 
accident with 2 young students being killed because the driver 
had to swerve away from the blinding oncoming headlights.  



A. S. AL 9/15/2019

"Because I have migraines and these horrible lights are one of 
my triggers, and they are so bright I can't see the road even if 
the lines have been recently painted. I'm fine with normal 

Cory Bonds MO 9/11/2019
"If i cant see behind me to merge safely on the highway 
because some asshole in a truck tailgating me has illegal 

Arthur Collard CO 9/10/2019 "I’m blind!!!!!"
Malcolm Weller ENG 9/4/2019 "LED headlights regularly blind me and make driving 

vicky perry PA 9/3/2019
"I have night blindness n it's hard enough for me to see 
without those blinding headlights. Get rid of them! Ban them!"

April Brady FL 9/1/2019
"I've thought these lights were painful from the beginning. I'd 
love to see them replaced by a softer option that doesn't sear 

maureen roche CA 8/31/2019 "Especially with cataracts."

laura cooskey CA 8/30/2019
"I live at the end of a long, narrow, winding country road, 
where i am often blinded by what i call, if you will excuse the 

Larry Burton KY 8/25/2019 "These type lights are actually too bright!!"
Marilyn 
Degmetich OK 8/25/2019

"The life you save could be your own or a family member or 
friend!"

Shayle Cobb MN 8/20/2019 "I like to drive without being blinded"

sheryl wedler IN 8/19/2019

"I drive at night delivering newspapers for 3 hours a night, I get 
home and my eyes feel like they’re burning. I’m sure it’s 
damaging my retna. If someone was to walk in the street, or a 
deer,I would never see them because of the blinding light,also 
have my review mirror facing the right,so behind drivers don’t 

Casey Jones FL 8/16/2019 "Because these super bright lights are out of control & enough 
Dons Savage 8/13/2019 "They are a danger. I am constantly blinded while driving."

Doreen Salazar TX 8/13/2019
"They are extremely dangerous !!  So blinding, when you try to 
look off so to keep control of your vehicle, YOU almost run off 

Joanne Robson 8/13/2019

"LED headlights literally make the road disappear when a car 
with them drives towards me with them on. It doesn't even 
have to be pitch dark for me to be blinded either. Car 
headlights need to be regulated and tested. There's research 
that proves LED lights damage the retina of the eyes.... When 
we drive at night, the lights shine directly into our eyes, as we 

Rafael Sorkin NY 8/4/2019
"Everyone I've discussed this with has had the same 
experience of being blinded by oncoming headlights at night."

Christine turner IL 8/2/2019 "I have had many close calls because of those headlights I 

Amanda 
Borgheiinck 7/27/2019

"While I am driving I have to shut my eyes against these solar 
flares and hope I do not have an accident. Even in broad 
daylight. These diabolical people who put these on the market 

Rebecca Heard 7/27/2019 "They blind me"

benedict patrick HI 7/25/2019

"yes, that's me. if you have those bright LED lights in your car 
and you drive by me I'm turning my hi-beams on full blast to 
burn your eyes out of their sockets and give you a taste of 
what you're doing to me. Anyone who is ignorant and selfish 

Ian McIntyre FL 7/18/2019
"I almost drove off the highway in the Mississippi Delta region 
because of night blindness caused by an oncoming car 



C Stephen Briggs ENG 7/17/2019 "Strong LED headlights blind me when at the wheel."
M Goodman NY 7/14/2019 "These lights hurt and make driving at night even more 

Delton Oxendine NC 7/13/2019
"These lights are a lot worse on a truck because they are up 
higher. I see nothing but glare. I don't even see the cars in 

Mira Mihajlovic 7/9/2019 "I'm signing because blindingly bright headlights are 

Yessenia Chavez 7/8/2019
"Because I get blinded at night, mostly in the rain. This is not 
ok and it needs to change"

Pamela Remme WI 7/7/2019 "They hurt my eyes and blind me from incoming cars.  

Kate Congleton KY 7/4/2019

"I was on the interstate for about an hour tonight and counted 
164 pairs of painfully, blindingly bright low beam headlights.  
My head and eyes still hurt from counting them and I won’t do 
that again.This is getting ridiculous and more and more pop up 

Chris Vigilante DC 7/2/2019

"Good morning Vietnam it’s about time someone took 
initiative to do something about this. I thought I was going to 
have to argue with all the police about not being able to see 
down the road, having police tell me that I’m too old to drive 
because I can’t see anymore. The people that put those bars 
across their top or under the fog lights and every light coming 
out of the vehicle is a HD highbeam in your face burning up 

Lisa Hoag MA 7/2/2019

"Ban LED headlights, tail lights, yard lights, bicycle lights. 
According to this Quora article looking at oncoming LED 
headlights is several thousand times stronger that looking 
directly at the sun. They bleach our rods and cones - needed to 

Joseph Noonan FL 6/25/2019 "I completely agree"
Marian Bernier NH 6/25/2019 "The headlights hurt my eyes."
Anthea Kerrison 6/19/2019 "I drive on rural roads and cannot believe that some lights are 

Wai-lun Wong FL 6/18/2019
"I’m signing because im tired of a**holes in lifted trucks that 
don’t care if they blind other people with their headlights"

Alexi Boshart NV 6/16/2019 "These light create a terrible glare and leave a lasting effect on 

Samantha Roney OR 6/9/2019 "Blinding headlights should be illegal/banned."

Shawn Carroll CA 6/8/2019

"At night on the freeway the glare is so bad from the cars 
behind me that are equipped with the super bright LED and 
HID headlights that I need to disable the rear and side view 
mirrors by pointing them in a direction away from the glare so 

Crosby Ann CA 6/5/2019
"Tremendously dangerous, frightening when you are driving 
and cannot see!! Please outlaw these lights!!"

Cheryl Salzano OH 6/4/2019
"I am signing up because it really hurts our eyes and could 
causing blind us to get back normal on the road."

Emma Zulkifli 6/1/2019 "This is important!"
Luqman Hakim 6/1/2019 "Not only effect on human but also environment and our 

Ann Hakenson 5/31/2019
"I agree;  LED headlights blind other drivers when approached 
from behind or head on, causing inability to focus on the 

Karen Short CO 5/30/2019
"Bright headlights cause me to be temporarily blinded by 
them. Why can't we go back to the normal headlights like we 



Kimberly Helsel TX 5/30/2019
"These lights are dangerous during night time driving.  I hope 
more lawsuits  come about until they are completely banned 

Harshit 
Champaneri 5/28/2019

"It very dangerous for opposite side driver as nothing would be 
visible as it leads to major accidents and may cause death"

Sateesh K 5/28/2019 "it is very much required for saftey of the people"

Paul Shahinian NY 5/23/2019
"I’ve been blinded many times by the “blue” headlights and no 
standards or regulations are in place to protect other drivers."

Mary Melber NY 5/23/2019 "The bright lights make it impossible to see at night especially 

Joanne Spencer 5/23/2019

"Ban bright car lights in uk too. Very hard to drive in uk as well 
at night. They blind me eveytime need banning and normal 
bulbs should be fitted as this is good on the older cars which is 

Lisa Aeschliman MI 5/23/2019
"Waaaayy too bright. 歷 It’s like being a deer caught in 
headlights!!  Whoever decided that, didn’t think too long or 

Nydia Hill NY 5/22/2019 "It’s very scary"

Debi Green NH 5/22/2019
"I often have to hold my hand up to mitigate the brightness of 
lights off oncoming traffic because I simply can't see. Not to 

Shawn Sant 5/22/2019

"I rarely flash my brights at oncoming traffic anymore these 
days because often what seems like someone with their high 
beams on is just someone with LED or HID lights on "low". It's 
hard to tell for sure anymore. Anyway, glad to see many 

Betsy Clasby 5/22/2019
"Those lights are insane and I have a light case of night 
blindness, they bother me even with my corrective glasses"

Lynn Gray IL 5/22/2019 "Lyyn gray"
Mandy Bailey NY 5/21/2019 "I am signing because i am ONE that has a problem with glare 
Barbara Hope TX 5/21/2019 " Save lives, it’s more  important than your bright fancy lights."
Brandy Harrell TX 5/21/2019 "I'm also blinded by these lights."
Barbara Mccorry MI 5/21/2019 "Those lights are blinding. Can’t see anything. They need to 

Missy Satterfield 5/21/2019 "The LED’s make it hard to drive at night"
Jodi Rees CO 5/21/2019 "I cannot possibly drive at night safely with my family in the 

Matt DiMaio III RI 5/21/2019

"Totally agree, while I have a 2019 Buick Envision, it's 
maddening to me that every fourth or fifth driver flashes his or 
her beams at me to turn off my high beams when I don't have 
them on same thing with my 2017 Buick.  The lights are way 

Russell Hande NY 5/21/2019

"We should regulate headlamp manufactures to specific 
lumen/brightness output. That way, no matter what the 
technology, the brightness would be roughly the same.On top 

Vanessa Wagner IN 5/21/2019 "I agree so dangerous blinding."

Mikayla Lynch WI 5/20/2019
"LED headlights are really bright and I cannot see anything 
when those cars with those headlights are coming at me from 

lacy tate NE 5/20/2019 "Those lights kill my eyes so I try not to drive at night."
Christi Warlick NC 5/20/2019 "It’s dangerous all the way around.  Some people have 
vicki davies OR 5/20/2019 "I'm signing because the LED headlights are blinding and cause 
Marc Malec MI 5/20/2019 "Brite light coming at me are unsafe. They make me want to 

Sara Wyffels NY 5/20/2019
"I’m signing because this is very true. These lights are very 
bright and are more of a distraction to other drivers."



Amy DeHart NY 5/20/2019

"I can’t support and stress this enough. I have almost crashed 
several times. Not to mention my head kills me after. I 
shouldn’t have to face migraines due to vehicle headlights 

Laurie Medico NY 5/20/2019 "I have been blinded many times by too-bright headlights and 

debra watson SC 5/20/2019
"These lights are just to bright i have nearly been hit a few 
times because of people not being able to see"

Laura Aurand MI 5/20/2019

"I am diabetic and with fluctuating blood glucose levels, vision 
is also affected. I use anti reflective coating on my lenses for 
my glasses which helps cut down on the glare, but these 
headlights are just plain blinding to the point of needing 
sunglasses just to cut down on the glare of these ultra bright 

Daren Lang NY 5/20/2019 "I drive for a living and these lights are dangerous!"
Cassandra 
Persons NY 5/20/2019 "I can no longer drive at night because of these lights."

Shawntae Podulka MI 5/20/2019

"I constantly have to stare at the white line on the side of road 
because many head lights are so bright.  Glare, blindness, etc. I 
have to blink my eyes several times and weirdly I shake my 

Pat Wahl MI 5/20/2019

"These are HORRIBLE.  You cannot even see the white lines on 
the road when a car/truck with these headlights come at you.  
The can cause so many accidents because the driver of the 

Tammy Perry NY 5/20/2019 "Ban them lights"
Mandy Gosman NY 5/20/2019 "I’m with you! I can’t stand those lights"

Bronwyn Summit NY 5/20/2019 "These lights are not helping, time to change them."

Gail Pabst MI 5/20/2019
"I'm signing because these lights are way too bright on the 
newer vehicles. I pretty much avoid driving at night and early 

SHARON SMITTLE UT 5/20/2019 "The bright lights prevents me from driving"

Scott Lewis Jr OR 5/20/2019
"Not a frequent driver, but as a passenger and a pedestrian, 
the lights does hurt my eyes. As a deaf person, the eyes and 

George Langan 5/20/2019 "I can not see the road when blinded by super bright lights at 
Annie Dimond OR 5/20/2019 "These LED lights are blinding and unsafe."
Bianca Narvaiz 5/20/2019 "These lights really are blinding and you can’t see they really 
Michele 
Widdowson 5/20/2019 "They are blinding and very distracting!!!"
Beth Foley MA 5/20/2019 "I'm signing because I can't see when the car is coming at me, 
Fernando 
Martinez TX 5/20/2019 "Bright lights are dangerous for oncoming traffic"
Julie Archie ME 5/19/2019 "The LED lights are very blinding, especially to those of us that 
Vickie Wolfe OH 5/19/2019 "The lights are so blinding it makes it unsafe to drive."

Barbara Ferguson FL 5/19/2019
"I can't drive at night anymore cause these blind me and give 
me a blinding headache."

Shannon 
Mathews 5/19/2019

"Why are these blinding white and blue lights even legal?  It’s 
illegal to drive around with high beams on, and it these should 

India Stephens AL 5/19/2019 "I  have had several  near misses due to the blinding led/hid 
Pamela Pelkey MI 5/19/2019 "I can barely see the road with the lights so bright. My new 



Kanna Davis AL 5/19/2019

"I have been blinded by them to the point where I've run off 
the road.  Thank goodness for the treads on side of line that 
alerted me by the noise, bumping. If i had been on my 

Teresa Linn IA 5/19/2019
"I have migraines and these lights are excruciatingly painful to 
see coming toward me and impossible for me to keep my eyes 

Christi BAR NC 5/19/2019 "Christi Barrett"
Deborah Reisen FL 5/19/2019 "Amen. Those bright lights are a danger. I despise them."
Tricia Prazer WA 5/19/2019 "They hurt my eyes and make me look away from the road or 
Irene Picardi FL 5/19/2019 "This is way too dangerous. Many times I have a hard time 
Joanne Rowe 5/19/2019 "These lights are horrible!"
Mandi Cornett OH 5/19/2019 "Those lights are terrible on the eyes and I feel like it’s 

Beckie Gestring SC 5/19/2019
"Headlights on newer cars are blinding.  Emergency vehicle 
lights are even worse, those are the most dangerous for other 

victoria ann khan OH 5/19/2019
"because those lights are ridiculously blinding to oncoming 
traffic!!"

marie martin PA 5/19/2019
"Hate Night Driving Because Of These Blinding lights!!!! These 
Will Cause  Accidents!!! Outlaw  Them!! !!"

Dwight Higgins ME 5/19/2019 "I have complained about these lights for years. It's about time 
Susann Green WA 5/19/2019 "Most of them are not at the right calibrated either and being 
Melissa Gordon NY 5/19/2019 "I’ve been blinded by these lights! They don’t have to be that 

Crystal Henderson NC 5/19/2019

"I can't safety drive at night anymore due to the fact that 
these headlights trigger a migraine. I literally have to pull over 
and get my boyfriend to drive or if no one is with me I have to 

Stephanie stout ID 5/19/2019 "They are dangerous"

Jewel McLocklin WA 5/19/2019
"It's about time someone did something about this! It's not 
only oncoming headlights that are blinding, but they also blind 

Lori Hawk Toler AL 5/19/2019 "I have a real problem seeing to drive after I pass cars that 

Nichole Dodge OR 5/19/2019
"When an oncoming car has its new LED lights on, I can’t see! I 
love on a narrow windy road with drop off so that is 

Steve Kenney NY 5/19/2019 "They hurt my eyes and they are very distracting when coming 

Lynn Kurczewski NJ 5/19/2019
"HID and LED lights are terrible! Sure they may make it easier 
for the person driving the vehicle to see, but when I approach 

Kari Sitherwood WA 5/19/2019

"I hate these led lights they have on cars these days. Yes the 
driver can see better but the other person can’t see shit. You 
might as well tell everyone they can ride around with there 
brights on. I can’t see anything except a tiny part of the white 
line when I pass a car with led lights. They look badass but I 
believe it causes a lot of wrecks. I know I’ve almost wrecked a 
few times passing a car with led headlights. All I could do is 

Donald carpenter NY 5/19/2019
"im signing cause they are to bright should be that way can 
cause a accident or the other driver might not see someone 

Cissy Davis WA 5/19/2019
"I can't see crap when someone has these. I have had multiple 
almost wrecks because of them blinding me. So unsafe!"

Latricia Rainy OR 5/19/2019
"Yes, please because it's blinding especially when a person has 
light sensitivity. Almost had accidents a few times."

Thomas Strickler WI 5/19/2019
"These things are going to be the biggest safety concern next 
to impaired drivers this country has ever seen!"



Sean D. WA 5/19/2019

"I've had issues with drivers running extremely bright 
headlights on U.S. 2 at night -- I work night shifts so I'm 
heading home at 3AM. I've had cases where the headlights 
were so bright that I could barely see the side of the road.It is 
a very serious safety risk. On top of that, HID light bulbs have a 
phenomenon that I call "color shift"...it shifts between warm 

Lynne Beach NY 5/19/2019 "I dont like beening blinded by those coming towards me"

kristi hayden OR 5/19/2019
"I am tired of being blinded by tall vehicles behind me and in 
front of me. It's hard on the eyes especially at night."

Valerie Kitajchuk OR 5/19/2019

"I agree that these bright,  newer headlights should be banned 
in every state. They are a major safety issue! Especially when a 
car is coming towards you in another lane. Also, when 
someone with those headlights is behind you it reflects on 
your rear-view mirror and when they are beside you and back 
a little ways it reflects on your side view mirrors and is 

Myron Slover OR 5/19/2019 "I've thought for a  long time that a lot of headlights were too 
Teresa Peirce OR 5/19/2019 "They are way to bright and are blinding!"
Deborah 
Tegtmeier OR 5/19/2019

"The new headlights make it impossible for me to drive safely 
at night. The glare obscures everything in my field of vision."

Ashley Persico UT 5/19/2019 "No one needs light that bright!"
Jewel Kinchloe WA 5/19/2019 "They are dangerous. They are blinding."

Gordon Peirce OR 5/19/2019
"I deal alot with this situation. Even on low beam these 
headlamps are blinding. I believe they are a serious hazard to 

Melody Macready OR 5/19/2019

"please ban these headlights. They are blinding to other 
drivers and they are dangerous for motorcyclists, pedestrians, 
and bicyclists because it is so difficult to see them while 

Clifford Spencer OR 5/19/2019
"Not only are these bright lights blinding to oncoming traffic, 
but the "lifted" pick up trucks make them even worse."

Andrew Shupinski NY 5/19/2019 "Hate them!"

Melissa McCarthy MI 5/19/2019 "Theses lights are dangerous!"

Joanna Mroz IL 5/19/2019
"I drive home 5 nights a week, these lights blind me, 
sometimes making me see black dots like when you look at the 

susan porcaro OR 5/18/2019 "I have to wear yellow glasses in order to drive at night 

Reggie Smith NV 5/18/2019
"Headlights are too bright, people have them on low beam 
and looks like they are on HIGH. It's glaring and it hurts your 

Sheyenne Pannell AL 5/18/2019
"There is no need to be able to see into space. If I am blinded 
by your headlights and you’re more than 50 feet away... 

Pamela West AL 5/18/2019

"I am so afraid to drive at night because of the terrible glare 
that comes with these bright lights.  When I do, I have to put 
on my brakes because I can’t see the road and then I’m afraid 

terea Holley FL 5/18/2019 "These lights are way to bright and cause people to not be able 
Bill Lawson FL 5/18/2019 "LED lights are dangerous when coming at me on the 
Jaz Quinn FL 5/18/2019 "I got eye problems yo"
Catherine B. 
Parker 5/18/2019

"Blinding LED headlights have no place on our highways or city 
streets; no wonder so many pedestrians are accidentally hit! 



Catherine B. 
Parker 5/18/2019

"Unfortunately, those yellow glasses are useless for many 
people—I’ve tried 2 kinds, both useless..."

Mary Shaffer FL 5/18/2019 "Drivers safety is first"
robyn perlman FL 5/18/2019 "I have a problem seeing"

Lori Robinson WA 5/18/2019
"I hate driving at night. The glare from headlights is very 
distracting.  I hate trucks that have them. Up higher, right in 

Phyllis Perry 5/18/2019

"LED lights are so dangerous, esp. on the two lane back roads 
with no guard rails. They blind oncoming traffic to the point of 
not being able to see where center line or outer edge of road 
is located. Too manyHave already lost their lives because of 

Kristin Collins SC 5/18/2019 "Because I’m tired of being blinded while I’m driving."

GINA DYKES FL 5/18/2019

"I drive to work in the dark and have had to pull over and let 
someone pass because they were blinding me.  My husband 
hit a deer because someone going the other direction blinded 

Maritza Cabrera NY 5/18/2019

"I have been blinded and almost got hit head on because of 
those lights. My son was driving and was blinded by those 
lights and almost ran a stop sign which would have ultimately 

Destiny Hardesty 5/18/2019
"I’m signing this because my mom has seizures everytime she 
sees these led lights, so therefore she can’t drive at night."

Allison Burns 5/18/2019 " The lights are blinding! They make it worse for drivers to be 

Louise Tiede NY 5/18/2019
"When these lights are coming toward you, especially at night, 
they are very distracting & make it difficult to see."

Ian Hudspeth AL 5/18/2019 "Because it’s dangerous"

Sherry Dempsey PA 5/18/2019
"These lights are extremely bright making visibility nearly 
impossible when a coming at you"

Simone white FL 5/18/2019 "They hurt your eyes and serve no real purpose in normal 
Juli Wolf NY 5/18/2019 "Bright LED headlights make the street lines barely visible. It is 

Aurelien Montoro FL 5/18/2019 "These lights are a hazard."

Marsha Hazlett FL 5/18/2019
"I have almost been driven off the roads numerous time 
because of the lights being so bright it’s much harder to see."

Sylvia Ward NY 5/18/2019 "These lights are blinding duh!!!!"

Bridget Mitchell NE 5/18/2019

"I get an instant headache to a migraine when encountering 
these headlights. So blinded when these hit that it is so hard to 
see street lines and markers; it's like a temporary blindness. 

Bridget Mitchell NE 5/18/2019

"I get an instant headache to a migraine when encountering 
these headlights. So blinded when these hit that it is so hard to 
see street lines and markers; it's like a temporary blindness. 

rick bartlow PA 5/18/2019 "rick bartlow"
Trevor Morgan UT 5/17/2019 "Headlights are much brighter now, as well as some brake 

Brooke Brailsford UT 5/17/2019 "Brooke Brailsford"
Bret Hutchings UT 5/17/2019 "It is breaking the law, and my eyes."

James Clark NJ 5/13/2019
"They are blinding head on andx in mirrors,  I don't see any 
benefit,  really do not see any better then you did with the 

tracy ady TX 5/8/2019 "Lifetime Migrainer!! These lights blind me and give me 
Jen McPherson CT 5/7/2019 "I get migraines so my eyes are very sensitive to these."



Leanne Johnson ENG 5/2/2019
"The blue-white colour temperature of modern headlights is a 
serious problem for blinding oncoming drivers, pedestrians, 

Nicholas Becker MA 4/29/2019 "You can't tell if the driver passing by you put them on low 
Alan Fowler WA 4/24/2019 "We still need signatures! 500,000 to get to the next level!"
Alexis Latour LA 4/21/2019 "I’ve almost wrecked multiple times because of LED headlights 

Katherine S. NE 4/19/2019

"Every night on my 15 minute drive home from work, I have to 
slow down, (sometimes stop completely), look toward the 
right curb, and hold my hand in front of my face to not be 
blinded at LEAST 10-15 times. I don't understand why, but the 
problem seems to be getting worse. Being blinded while 
driving is not only SO dangerous, it has caused people to drive 
off the road, but is also enraging, causing blinded drivers to 
then retaliate by turning on their high beams, increasing the 
danger of the situation. Why is it legal for these companies to 
make and sell aftermarket HID kits? There are actually studies 
proving that they do not improve the driver's visibility, but 

Julie Thomas MO 4/19/2019
"It is dangerous and impossible to see. When these bright 
lights come into view I have to squint or sometimes entirely 

Katherine S. NE 4/19/2019 "Yes! They are actually physically painful to my eyes too!"

Katherine S. NE 4/19/2019
"I do feel instant physical pain behind my eyes when being 
blinded by these types of headlights, even when holding my 

Katherine S. NE 4/19/2019 "The aftermarket ones that people put on their cars are not 

Eric Ellis IN 4/14/2019
"The use of binding headlights are a danger to the public and 
on the public highways across America.  These lights will cause 

Terry Smith IN 4/12/2019 "Makes it hard to see anything other then those damn 

Ted Marquis TX 4/9/2019

"I’m signing because the new ford truck is running four 
headlights on the low beam button. If you flash them you can’t 
tell the difference when they flash back with their high beam. I 

Kathryn Thomas OR 4/8/2019

"Dramatically impacted with sudden loss of vision whether 
seen in oncoming traffic or the rear view, I am adding my 
signature to thousands of others who have experienced the 
dangerously blinding glare of the HID headlights.  We are 
asking that all blue light technology be banned on behalf of the 
lives of citizens across the country. The AMA stated that blue-
rich light causes pain and damage to the human eye and 
suppresses melatonin at five times the rate of other 
wavelengths. They have urged people to move lighting toward 
the more natural and warm red-end of the spectrum.We are 

John Moody 4/6/2019

"I want all glary LED lights banned completely.  There needs to 
be class action law suits against the manufacturers for making 
dangerous products - street lights, car lights, porch lights, 
motion detecting seizure/migraine inducing etc etc.  The global 
roll out of these horrible lights without regard to sensitive 

Barbara Leake MI 4/5/2019 "I urge continued support for this petition to succeed."

Alan Fowler WA 4/4/2019
"Listen to BLINDED BY HEADLIGHTS by Jeff Alan Fowler #np on 
#SoundCloudhttps://soundcloud.com/jeff-alan-fowler/blinded-



Cindy Bailey AL 4/1/2019
"I had to have brain surgery due to photosenitive epilepsy. 
Bright headlights would cause me to have seizure. YES! Ban 

Chris Arceneaux IN 3/30/2019 "Bright headlights can trigger seizures in people with 
Kimberly 
Ferguson TX 3/30/2019

"I have photosensitive with my generalized inactable epilepsy. 
Bright lights at night sends me into a grandmal seizure"

Gloria moloney NY 3/29/2019 "They are extremely dangerous to on coming traffic"

phil stafford NJ 3/28/2019

"I have been blinded from as far away as 3 blocks so many 
times its not even funny. there are times where they are 
behind or in front of me and I cant see the road as im driving. 

Vanessa Reynolds 3/28/2019
"I have experience the distraction of this light. It is annoying 
and very distractful ."

Stephen Hosking 3/27/2019
"Night driving has become much more unpleasant and 
dangerous than it needs to be. I try to avoid it more than I 

Michelle Soulliere MI 3/27/2019 "These lights are a hazard."
Debby Morden 3/27/2019 "These lights signicantly decrease my ability to drive safely at 
Luanne Easton MI 3/27/2019 "Luanne M. Easton"
Viorica Magreta MI 3/26/2019 "Its hard to see the road when you have flood lights in your 

Paul Boyd ENG 3/26/2019

"These high intensity headlights are dangerous, meaning 
oncoming drivers can be totally and painfully  blinded for 
several seconds. Nighttime pedestrian injuries are increasing 

Tina Graziano NY 3/26/2019
"These lights are too bright.On coming traffic is blinded by 
such bright lights. Not necessary, and very dangerous."

Lukas Cuthbert 3/25/2019 "Because blinding headlight can  danger"
Kamber 
Clemmons TN 3/24/2019

"If it is illegal for us to drive with our bright headlights on and 
LED's are brighter, why is it legal for LED's? It's just common 

C L MI 3/23/2019 "Holy shit get rid of these lights!  They are dangerous."

C L MI 3/23/2019
"Light pollution.  Obviuosly something created to harm the 
natural state of things.  Not good for humans, our 4 legged 

Barb Mendelson MI 3/23/2019
"Enough is Enough! Stop  the blinding headlights!!! Let’s save 
some lives, especially when driving at night!!!!"

Diane 
DeLadurantaye MI 3/23/2019

"Driving at night is a nightmare with these lights. How many 
deaths will it take before they are banned?!"

Alan Fowler WA 3/21/2019 "Lets get 25 million signatures!  Then we will only need 75 
Jean Evinger IL 3/21/2019 "It is the best time for us to watch the news and we liked the 
Duska Cremer IL 3/20/2019 " I don’t like those! They blind you at night"

Shannon Shiflett OH 3/19/2019
"It's so annoying seeing these sorts of headlights, it honestly 
terrifies me"

Alan Fowler WA 3/19/2019

"OK, What was the point of  telling us we need 5000 signatures 
if now the number is being raised to 7500?  I'm guessing at 
7500 they will say we need 10,000.  Then it will say we need 

Alan Fowler WA 3/19/2019

"looks like change.org is ignoring our 5000.  they raised the bar 
to 7500, which then will probably go higher and higher!  Try 
this other petition!  #banblindingheadlights    

Alan Fowler WA 3/19/2019 "#banblindingheadlights"



Julio collazo jr FL 3/19/2019

"I'm only in my 30's and these lights literally blind you in the 
road especially at night. I also see people turn them on in the 
day I have no clue why. Something should be done about this. 

Stephen Rudzinski CA 3/18/2019 "the lights are just too bright, like looking at a blue sun ray."

Alan Fowler WA 3/18/2019
"4997!  Only need 3 more to hit 5000!  When that happens, 
what happens?  Will they be banned? Or will people still be 

Anita Ghazarian CA 3/17/2019 "As a doctor of optometry, I fully endorse this petition."

Emily Rose CT 3/15/2019

"I’m a teenage driver who drives a low car (Toyota Camry ‘05) 
and I cannot see when any car driving by has LED headlights. 
They are especially blinding on bigger cars since my head is 
right at the level of their headlights. I’ve taken to playing a 
game guessing whether it’s a person with high beams on or 
LED lights since they’re so similar. This blinding effect lasts 

Emily Rose CT 3/15/2019 "* edge of my lane"
Victoria Young IL 3/15/2019 "I signed because I have a special love for my retinas and 

william walker NC 3/13/2019

"I have to wear special blue light blocking tinted glasses at 
night and I'm still getting blinded from front and back by 
drivers every night. I have had to completely stop my vehicle,  
because the driver coming at me wouldn't dim there bright 

John Graziano NY 3/12/2019

"LED Light bars coming at a driver are way too much to 
overcome when driving. Also, emergency lighting on cop cars 
is way over the top and creates a hazard when approaching 

Glen Allen WI 3/12/2019

"I had a truck with what seemed like the whole front end was 
"lighted" so bright that I was totally blinded.  Don't know if 
aftermarket lights were added, but I DO know his high beams 
were NOT on...at first, because he flashed them back at me  (in 
a tiny Geo Metro!) when I flashed my brights at him. Somehow 
we both survived, but it was a polarizing moment. Since, other 
vehicle extremely bright lights in other settings have 
reinforced my belief that these bright lights are dangerous and 
in spite of "claims" they are carefully engineered and fall 
within the established standards, I can't believe they can. I 

Alan Fowler WA 3/12/2019 "90 sigs to go!"
Joy Anderson WI 3/11/2019 "These oncoming lights are TOO BRIGHT making it dangerous 
Jennifer Sloan OK 3/11/2019 "Jennifer Sloan"

Barbara Wootton ENG 3/11/2019

"I’m badly affected by the effects of l.e.d lights when I drive at 
night not only on main roads but particularly when I have to 
drive through wooded areas where large cars use they’re 

Dionne Hudson OH 3/11/2019 "The new headlights are dangerous. It always appears as 

sally Costello OH 3/11/2019

"I am signing this because 1.  They are blinding and I would 
venture to say most people are driving with their highbeams 
on so they can see the road in front of them vs looking down 
at the ground, because the radius of the beam is so small on 
low-beam.   2.  You might as well be driving with 2 flashlights 



Joanna O'Brien ENG 3/11/2019

"Literally just got blinded on my way home this evening by 
several cars on a dark Road. I had to pause driving because I 
genuinely couldn't see the road in front of me for the 

Alan Fowler WA 3/10/2019 "We're almost to 4900! We need 5000!"

Maya Segura FL 3/7/2019

"Feels like eternity when one is blinded by LED headlights, as 
ones car continues to move forward but the driver can’t see 
anything.  The recovery time from the glare is too long. Even 
looking to the very edge of the white line away from the lights 
does not work. It’s scary. I just returned from a short drive 
home and was blinded by 4 SUVs that sit higher than my own 
SUV. I was so enraged, I figured I can’t be the only one who 

Maya Segura FL 3/7/2019

"It’s a scary feeling when your car is moving forward at 
whatever speed but you, the driver, can’t see a thing because 
you have been blinded by LEDs of oncoming traffic, especially 

Heather Spiller ENG 3/7/2019 "Stop this dangerous practice"
Michael Smetko IL 3/7/2019 "This is crazy!  Beam the lights properly on the road, not into 

Paul C NY 3/6/2019

"Totally agree 100% with this petition. I am literally BLINDED 
now at night - both as a pedestrian and a driver. I now HATE 
driving, and even walking around at night. The daytime 
running equivelants are also just as bad, ruining the “peace” 

Paul C NY 3/6/2019

"“it was obama”.. LOL. amazing what you brainwashed 
republican trolls will do to inject your divisive hate speech 
everywhere. This is happening EVERYWHERE! pushed by the 
auto manufacturers and most countries outdated legal 

Jennie Goldstone CA 3/6/2019 "These headlights are distracting, blinding, and painful!!!"
Rob Templeton AL 3/6/2019 "I have astigmatism and they blind my vision."
Ellyn McCue MI 3/5/2019 "These lights are horrible and make it extremely difficult to see 

Denise Spencer 3/5/2019

"These headlights are way too bright. They are blinding either 
behind you or especially coming toward you.......they are 
dangerous and a safety hazard. There should be a li.it on how 

Dawn Jaggers MI 3/5/2019
"I am signing because I have been temporarily blinded by 
these headlights both from oncoming traffic and from the 

Jamie Lynn 3/4/2019 "headlights now are blinding and causing dangerous driving"
John Babbitt OR 3/4/2019 "The new lights are just too bright and should be banned for 

Richard Rogers WA 3/3/2019
"I'm tired of coming home from work and these new extra 
bright headlights completely blinding me and I have to slow 

Paolo Pescatori 3/1/2019
"Le luci led freddissimo sulle autovetture e autocarri 
abbagliano molto nel buio della notte causando una parziale 

Alan Fowler WA 3/1/2019
"people are even blinding me during daylight hours with 
Daytime running lamps that are laser bright!  WTF?  

Marco Bruno 3/1/2019 "Alcuni dei nuovi fari a LED provocano abbagliamento e sono 
Audrey Fischer IL 2/28/2019 "Bright blue-white  blinding lights in headlamps or streetlights 
Lou Rugani WI 2/28/2019 "I'm on the roads at night a lot. Nine out of ten refuse to dim 

Lisa Kosowski IL 2/27/2019
"I have an astigmatism & I suffer from migraines.  The 
excessively bright headlights are painful & potentially 

elaine bachman NM 2/27/2019 "it's a matter of saving lives"



KAREN HEWELT MI 2/27/2019 "They are a big safety hazzard."
Bill Wilson CA 2/27/2019 "Clearly I am not the only one who has experienced this 
Darla Dollman AZ 2/27/2019 "I believe these lights are unsafe and should be banned."

Ron Mical IL 2/27/2019
"They hide behind the apron strings of some loophole, but 
their 'right' to them ENDS when the safety of the public (let 

Stephen Hosking 2/25/2019
"I've noticed that it's much more difficult driving at night than 
it used to be, and more dangerous. Modern headlights are too 

Alan Fowler WA 2/25/2019 "LED and HID headlights are hazardous!"

Elaine Crouch OH 2/25/2019
"I now have to turn my mirrors down so I’m not blinded by the 
cars behind me let alone the cars in front of me!"

Lori Lagerstrom CA 2/24/2019

"I agree that these blinding lights are not necessary and are 
even dangerous!  What happened to the times when people 
were considerate of others by dimming their “bright lights” 
when ANY oncoming vehicle was visible? I also agree that the 
angle of truck lights are even more blinding especially if one is 

Jennifer Tamang SC 2/22/2019 "LED headlights are painful and dangerous!"

Cynthia Cuatchon FL 2/22/2019
"I can’t drive at night now because it’s I can’t see with these 
bright headlights. It’s not necessary."

Nikoma DeMitro FL 2/22/2019 "I’m tired of being blinded by headlights as I drive"
GRISELLE GELPI NY 2/22/2019 "save a life"

Phillip Green WV 2/22/2019

"The issues that are even larger than simply having OEM 
installed xenon or LED headlights is the positioning of the 
lights themselves. There is no federal standard for maximum 
headlight height, large vehicles should have a maximum height 
off the ground headlights are allowed to be designed into the 
vehicle. Additionally, the inexpensive aftermarket pieces that 
people are adding to their vehicle are absolutely ridiculous and 
the biggest part of this nationwide issue! For $50 someone can 
go on eBay or Amazon and buy a xenon light kit and install it 

Randi Hoffmann WI 2/22/2019
"I, too, get blinded by these lights. It actually HURTS my eyes. 
Perhaps these drivers can now see for miles ahead of them. 

benedict patrick HI 2/21/2019

"I have to turn my bright lights on when those cars approach 
me, so it's dangerous for those drivers as well. at times I cant 
see anything so I just follow the speeding traffic in front of me 
and somehow manage not to crash into anything. true story 

Hali Gallagher SC 2/21/2019
"And people with these headlights will say just look at the line 
on the road. Nah duh. I can't see the line when you have the 

Sandy Jacobs PA 2/21/2019 "Blinded by the light of the headlights and the roadside signs 

VICKI WEISSFLUG MO 2/20/2019 "I'm a migraine sufferer."
melinda moore MS 2/20/2019 "Same problem can't drive at night anymore because of this."
Alan Fowler WA 2/20/2019 "#banblindingheadlights"
Alan Fowler WA 2/20/2019 "https://m.facebook.com/groups/304594800386308?ref=boo



Melissa Stickford AR 2/20/2019

"It's an absolute FACT, the intensity from these headlights not 
only temporarily blind for some drivers but also migraines with 
visual aura.  The light feels like a laser.  As for the street lights, 
I describe the most common ones as glare bombs, no matter 
what "color" they are.  They are excessively too bright, with a 
glare the most offensive attribute.  I am a lighting professional 
that is confident with my justified reasons for signing this 

Melissa Stickford AR 2/20/2019 "Thank you for signing!"

Melissa Stickford AR 2/20/2019 "Thank you for signing!"

Melissa Stickford AR 2/20/2019 "Thank you for signing!"

Melissa Stickford AR 2/20/2019 "Thank you for signing!"

Melissa Stickford AR 2/20/2019 "Thank you for signing Al"
Alan Fowler WA 2/20/2019 "Thank you, Melissa"
Alan Fowler WA 2/20/2019 "Ban the fuck out of them!"
Susan 
Kindelberger PA 2/20/2019 "Blinding headlights are a dangerous."
Alan Fowler WA 2/19/2019 "#banblindingheadlights"
michele dunn TN 2/19/2019 "I suffer from migraines and these lights st night are a serious 
Sheryl Bianchi OK 2/19/2019 "I hate these lights - they make driving dangerous."
Mike Pritchard WLS 2/16/2019 "These lights are a danger on our roads, please ban them."
george lincoln ENG 2/16/2019 "I don't want to go to jail because of somebody else's bad 
Alan Fowler WA 2/15/2019 "https://m.facebook.com/groups/304594800386308?ref=boo
Joan Burden MA 2/15/2019 "It’s obvious. These lights are blinding."
Fred Pursley OH 2/15/2019 "Lights are blinding"

Alan Fowler WA 2/14/2019
"We are getting so close to 5000 signatures I can taste it!  
Come on, people, sign that petition! Share that petition!  Ban 

Stephanie 
Maltzman MO 2/13/2019 "I'm sick of the blinding lights. No reason for them!!"

Kirk Johnson CA 2/11/2019
"I’ve literally had to come to a complete stop because light 
from oncoming cars was so bright I couldn’t see the road.  

Ginger Gunter MA 2/11/2019
"I'm signing this petition because blinding headlights cause 
epileptic seizures. And rather the car is fully equipped, or 

James Oerther CA 2/11/2019

"As a bicyclist, I agree that LED lights should only be so bright 
as traffic signals on automobiles so not to blind other drivers 
and others on the road. However, I rely on LED lights on my 

Sydney Paddock WI 2/9/2019
"As a chronic sufferer in general, I couldn’t tell you how many 
times I’ve been given migraines after being blinded by LED 

Dmitrii 
Khamaganov AK 2/9/2019

"These blinding lights killed and will kill thousands and 
hundred thousands of people. We need to stop this madness."

Susan Connell WA 2/9/2019

"I have personally experienced dangerous blinding, inability to 
safely stay on my side of the road, and even turned off of road 
too quickly and ended up in a culvert due to the intensity of 



Gary Kadziolka 2/9/2019 "They, re annoying and dangerous"

Alan Fowler WA 2/8/2019
"We are getting closer and closer to that magic number 5000 
signatures!  I wonder what happens when it hits 5000."

Timothy Fux CA 2/7/2019 "headlights are bad"

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"It's damaging eyes and we can't see while we're driving there 
is nothing good about led hid headlights.   We had it right for 
so many years.  Why do they change it for no reason.  We 
need to start a Class Action lawsuit against the Government, 
dot,  and the automobile makers.    We need to hire some 
good lawyers.    That is the only way to get change.   These 
terrible lights are not even close either.   They are like 300 
times to bright and I think the rays are too sharp too.  So the 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"We need to All Start a Big Class Action lawsuit.    This is 
rediculous that this has happened.  Some idiot that have no 
sense or cooth is the one that put these on all the cars. 
Actually it was obama.  I remember a speech of his saying he 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"We need to All Start a Big Class Action lawsuit. This is 
rediculous that this has happened. Some idiot that have no 
sense or cooth is the one that put these on all the cars. 
Actually it was obama. I remember a speech of his saying he 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"We need to All Start a Big Class Action lawsuit. This is 
rediculous that this has happened. Some idiot that have no 
sense or cooth is the one that put these on all the cars. 
Actually it was obama. I remember a speech of his saying he 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"We need to All Start a Big Class Action lawsuit. This is 
rediculous that this has happened. Some idiot that have no 
sense or cooth is the one that put these on all the cars. 
Actually it was obama. I remember a speech of his saying he 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"I have blue Eyes too and the rays are sharp and intense.  I can 
actually feel them hit me.    I think it pretty much equally 
affects people with green and brown eyes too. We need to 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019
"yes even the tail lights and blinkers are WAY too BRIGHT.  It's 
the type of ray it used.  the LED's are just bad and probably 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019
"It's Criminal.   These lights are not even close.  It's like 
someone was going out of their way to make everything LED 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"Me too.  It's insane.  I think it's so rediculous that some one 
did it on purpose to hurt people.    I do remember obama in a 
speech about 6 years ago saying that he wanted all cars to go 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"Thank Obama for it.  He preached and ordered all car makers 
and truck makers to have LED HID lights.   LEDs are the same 
tech used to make those green lazer pens that are illegal to 
shine.     Except they just make it White, Yellow or Bluish White 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"They can even cause permanent or more serious damage 
which we don't really like talking about.  This is probably the 
worst problem that has ever happened in USA history probably 



Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"It actually hurts.  The Trucks have lights that are like 1000 
lasers.   It hurts my eyes and is affecting them. Can we forward 
this to Donald Trump to make an Executive order and fix this 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019
"democrats did this and they have no common sense and they 
hate people.  Litterally this is an obama policy."

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"I used to love driving at night.  Now it's just rediculous and 
there is nothing that can be done other than the government 
needs to step up big time and fix this terrible problem that 
obama and his minions caused.   This is criminal and they did it 
on purpose.   everyone already knew that led sucks even on 
flash lights.   Those whitish blue flash lights that they were 

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019 "LEDs HIDs are GARBAGE!!!!!"

Jeff Watson TX 2/7/2019

"They are WAY WORSE.  They use laser technology.   Oh no I 
said the magic word to a millennial "technology" now all the 
millennials wil coming running saying how awesome and hip 
they are.   That is the problem.  millennials don't complain 

John Corkery PA 2/7/2019 "Led headlights screams "I'm a douchebag""

Cheryl Miller MN 2/6/2019
"I, too, often have trouble seeing at night  with these very 
bright lights.  I have thought people are driving with their him 

Brittany Doffyn IL 2/6/2019 "These lights trigger my migraines making it dangerous for me 

Laura Charpentier IN 2/5/2019

"I’m signing because these lights are terrible for drivers and 
the environment. We had to fight to get these lights turned 
away from our house when a new government building went 

Sandra Schairer NM 2/5/2019 "I literally cannot see when LED headlights coming toward me 
susan wilson MA 2/4/2019 "The new headlights are endangering oncoming traffic. They 
dorothy hogge NJ 2/4/2019 "These lights are blinding"
Sarah Garnsey RI 2/3/2019 "This really is a big safety issue, and these lights don’t belong 
Alan Fowler WA 2/3/2019 "#banblindingheadlights"
thomas fris NY 2/3/2019 "I'm going to get in an accident if they don't ban these high 

Rachell Berry AL 2/3/2019
"I have very light blue eyes and these headlights cause actual 
pain when they shine on my face at night. It makes driving at 

Jeffrey Parry CA 2/3/2019
"These headlights cause glare disability and temporarily blind 
drivers in oncoming traffic. Eliminate the blue-rich white 

Alexis Cideron ENG 2/3/2019 "Led lights are too bright and a health and safety hazard"

Carolyn Cerrito NY 2/3/2019

"I drive from Suffolk County to Queens and back again every 
day to and from work, most of the time in the dark. The newer 
headlights are downright blinding in the rearview and side 
mirrors. To make matters worse, the city and counties have 
begun switching the amber streetlights to bright white blinding 
lights that hurt my eyes and make actually seeing the lines in 
the roadways (or lack thereof, especially on Queens Blvd and 

John Pearce ENG 2/2/2019 "These bright headlights (and even tail lights too) make night 

Shari Guzman TX 2/1/2019
"I'd like to get home safely without being blinded by overly 
bright headlights as I'm sure others would too."



Carmelle Jean-
Paul PA 2/1/2019

"It is blinding! I have been thinking that people are just 
insensitive lately and must all the sudden be driving with their 
high beams then thinking something must be wrong with my 
eyesight since all of the sudden everything appears to be so 
blinding only to find out that it’s not me that people are now 
driving with these high powered lights which are blindingly 
dangerous. The blue lights are the worst offenders. Please ban 
use of the blue lights and even the high powered yellow lights 
(I am not talking abought high beams) or find some way to 
make them safe for the public as this is becoming a real danger 

Diane Maxwell NY 2/1/2019 "The lights are blinding my vision"
Jeff Clayton TX 2/1/2019 "My eyes are being damaged by these uneccesary blinding 

carmen chavez CA 1/31/2019
"We recently traveled and drove  during the night, the blinding 
lights made it very dangerous, it was very difficult to see the 

Alec Long PA 1/30/2019
"The new trend of blindingly bright headlights over the last 
few years is making it harder for other drivers to see at night."

Illienne Martin NY 1/30/2019
"These lights are blinding creating very dangerous situations!  
After being blinded by the light, it's hard to see the road, deer 

Stephanie Sovar MO 1/29/2019
"When these cars are coming at you it is almost impossible to 
see through the lights and you are temporarily driving blind"

rhonda hunt OH 1/29/2019 "I want to see at night not to be blinded by the light"

Rachel Ingles TX 1/29/2019

"I was almost in an accident when making a left hand turn 
because the car across from me at the stop light had such 
BLINDING lights (not adjusted, not facing the road, but straight 
ahead so as to be dangerous) that I temporarily couldn't see 
the road. When the lights are on oncoming traffic, they are 
horribly dangerous. I am not alone in my complaint with this. 

Jason Haslow OH 1/28/2019

"Twice in the past week I was almost involved in accidents due 
to these lights. One because a car behind me had them and 
their glare off my side mirrors made it difficult to see the road 
in front of me. Another time another driver drove off the road 

Linda Moxley VA 1/28/2019

"People such as myself that have what is known as night 
blindness is a struggle in itself trying to drive at nighttime, add 
rain in that mix it’s twice as hard to see your side of the road. 
So when you meet the blinding lights of oncoming traffic (even 
on dim) some of the later model vehicles with LED headlights, I 
personally have to concentrate to the right side of the road or 
I totally lose vision. I have a 2017 Ford vehicle and upon 

Alan Fowler WA 1/28/2019 "https://m.facebook.com/groups/304594800386308?view=inf
Debra Schnyder 1/28/2019 "Debra Schnyder"

Marc Nelson TX 1/28/2019
"LED lights are blinding! I swear people were driving around 
with their brights on. These lights can't possibly be good for 

Sonja Darling OH 1/28/2019 "Sonja Darling you get blinded by the bright led lights it makes 

roberta pies OH 1/28/2019

"I have been blinded to the point I run off the road more times 
than I can count. They are dangerous,  and honestly dont 
understand how lights so distracting made it to  production.  

Dave Garand 1/27/2019 "These lights will also create accidents"



Amber White WA 1/27/2019
"I'm signing because those lights OBVIOUSLY should be illegal, 
they are TOO bright and it is difficult to drive at night when 

Jason Walker 1/26/2019 "I have experienced temporary blindness several times due to 
Alan Fowler WA 1/26/2019 "Ban the fuck out of the blinding muthafuckas!"

Julianna Mayfield VA 1/26/2019

"Those bright white LED lights in new cars are so blinding that 
it makes it hard to see the lines of the road. It has nothing to 
do with drivers with bad vision. I have 20/13 vision, and have a 

Claire Berslow NY 1/26/2019
"I almost swerve off the road each day from people shining 
their not-high-beams at me. I am sick and tired of putting the 

Michelle Neidiger OR 1/26/2019

"I have to reposition my rear view and side view mirrors when 
one of these cars with blinding headlight lamps is behind me.  I 
have perfect vision and light sensitivity and this is a very 
dangerous and irresponsible design of these vehicles.  It is as 
dangerous to other drivers as cars with poor braking systems.  

Jim Walker MO 1/26/2019 "DRLs were never intended to be a safety device."
Robin Scott TN 1/25/2019 "I'm tired of being blinded with bright lights also!"
Mark Morgan TN 1/25/2019 "I suffer from night blindness and have to pull over so my eyes 

Jeff Alan Fowler WA 1/24/2019
"#banblindingheadlights #banledheadlights #banhidheadlights 
#banlaserheadlights #recallcarswithblindingheadlights 

Linda Patterson NY 1/24/2019
"These lights are worse than someone having their bright 
lights on. Make these lights illegal and take them off the road 

Cathy D'Angelo NJ 1/24/2019
"These headlights are blinding when driving at night and it’s 
unsafe for drivers either in front of you or opposite side 

Donna Thompson ENG 1/24/2019 "It stops me driving at night"

Donna Page NY 1/24/2019
"It's very dangerous. The blinding glare from oncoming 
vehicles with these new headlights are a concern to me and 

Ann Meister IL 1/24/2019
"These lights are blinding and dangerous. I can't imagine 
driving at night when every car has them. Let's use some 

Patrick DonEgan HI 1/23/2019 "People need to have good vision at night, and intense light is 

Geramica Wilson TX 1/23/2019 "I thought I was the only person that notice this."
Laurie Holland NY 1/23/2019 "I feel the headlights are very blinding and dangerous to 

Brunilda Ortiz 
Robledo PR 1/23/2019

"I am signing this petition because I am tired of being blinded 
by the lights of oncoming vehicles while I drive at night.I can't 
use the visors to shield my eyes since they won't go lower.I 
thought car designers were placing high beams higher up on 
SUVs and 4x4s.Please make changes so driving at night is safer 

Caileen Lyle MI 1/22/2019 "I CANNOT SEE"

Lilly Hunt TX 1/22/2019

"I've head people claim that only the elderly are blinded by 
these headlights. That's not true at all. I'm only 25 and I have 
to shove my rear view mirror out of the way (dangerous!) in 
order to see when a truck with LED headlights is following me. 



Lilly Hunt TX 1/22/2019

"Some people claim that only the elderly are blinded by these 
headlights. That's not true at all. I'm only 25 and I have to 
shove my rear view mirror out of the way (dangerous!) in 
order to see when a truck with LED headlights is following me. 
It's a constant struggle to see at night while driving. Every year 
LED headlights become more popular. It's gotten to the point 

Lilly Hunt TX 1/22/2019 "Me too!"
David Wright HI 1/22/2019 "I signed it because I’m not a selfish idiot and neither are you !  

Stephanie Alcee FL 1/22/2019 "It's dangerous and I'm tired of being blinded at night."
Trevor Mallett ENG 1/22/2019 "It is vertually impossible to see when blinded by these 
Eric Smith ENG 1/22/2019 "They do blind you as they approach and you lose your night 
Madeline 
Rodriguez 1/22/2019 "I agree"

Carol J Mcmillan 1/22/2019

"I'm  blinded every night by oncoming drivers of newer 
vehicles with LED headlamps. So Bright that i signal the 
oncoming driver to turn off his high beamsonly to have the 
driver toggle his high beams and absolutely blind me. To the 
point that i have to pull off the road way because i can't see. It 
scares me. Even on low beam LED headlights are disruptive to 
other drivers ability to see. In fact Even when a driver behind 

James McKee KY 1/21/2019

"I’ve been a truck driver for almost 37 years people driving 
today don’t know what a dimmer switch is or how to adjust 
there lites or if the car come with driving / fog lights in the 

Patrice Barry NJ 1/21/2019 "Patrice Barry"
Diane Gola NJ 1/21/2019 "I’m afraid to drive at night because of these lights"

Mike Hall TX 1/21/2019

"Let's Make Blinding Lights Against The Law & punishable by 
PISTOL WHIPPING AND ARREST!!!  This problem has become a 
"cancer" because as young generations begin driving, they 
think these blinding lights are "normal" because this is all they 
know. New generations of drivers don't know any different. 
My Opthamologist STOPPED driving at night because it was 
damaging to her eyes!!! The above article is Spot-On when it 

Alex Scheck NY 1/21/2019 "PLEASE THIS IS INSANE VVITH THESE LIGHTS!!"

Cynthia Slate WA 1/21/2019

"What we really see in a city like seattle with pedestrians and 
people on bikes is other drivers can’t see them because they 
are in the glare-zone-of these awful unsafe high-lumen-High-

Al Dimond 1/21/2019
"These lights are as bright as high-beams used to be and 
catching one in the face as a driver crests a hill can be totally 

Kevin Bedard CO 1/21/2019
"The blue-rich glare from these high kelvin lights are a safety 
hazard. We must change this dangerous trend!"

Daniel Dauth MN 1/21/2019 "I have been blinded many times by LED headlights especially 

SEAN JORDAN NY 1/20/2019

"Every night i drive and have to divert my eyes from the 
blinding effects of these lights on the road ahead or reflected 
in my mirrors from behind. I can see the shadow of my own 
car infront of me from the illumination of these bright lights. It 



Randall Glover AK 1/20/2019
"These are blinding and very dangerous. I drive a school bus 
and these lights produce intense glare to the point of no one 

Gail Devine 1/20/2019
"I have a hard time driving at night because of all the glare and 
feel like everyone has their brights on. My husband feels the 

Roberta Anderson MI 1/19/2019

"I drive a long way to work and I am encountering more and 
more vehicles with these types of lights.  I cannot believe they 
are allowed.   It appears engineers only considered one side if 

Brandon 
Deherrera TX 1/18/2019

"Countless near misses from LEDs and hids in the wrong 
housings on these jacked up trucks."

Nicolle Fritz AZ 1/16/2019
"I have almost run into cars several times when trying to 
change lanes, due to being blinded by LED lights on vehicles 

Rainan Hash IN 1/15/2019 "I'm glad you can see into the future and all, but I'd like to see 

Eric Arnold MI 1/15/2019

"The increase in the brightness of headlights produces 
frequent situations in which even the "low beams" from many 
cars are dangerously bright and distracting, often making lane-

Brendan Lafferty NC 1/14/2019

"For the record, it is not a senior's problem with a brightness 
of these halogen headlights!... It is a common sense problem! 
I'm in my forties and I've had terrible frustration at these 
headlights for years now. I am a former professional truck 
driver of many years and I have to say, the worst are tractor 
trailers with these headlights as they set up higher than 
regular cars and are terribly blinding when they drive behind 

Melissa Boswell AL 1/13/2019
"I suffer chronic migraines and they definitely trigger them, 
but they also cause eye pain and difficulty seeing at night."

Alyssa Schroeder TN 1/11/2019

"I have been complaining for a couple years about these lights. 
I can't believe they are legal. I literally have to shut my eyes 
when passing a car with HID/LED lights. I have almost ended 
up in the ditch from being blinded. They are straining to the 

Mark Finhill CA 1/10/2019

"More cities are switching to LED street lights to increase 
energy efficiency.  There is absolutely NO REASON—other than 
pointless vanity—why people in our cities need LED or HID 
headlights on their vehicles.   It doesn’t help that auto 
manufacturers are abetting this unnecessary and dangerous 
trend by fitting their vehicles with HID headlights that are too 
bright, even when meeting current code.  And though blue-

Russ Shack OR 1/10/2019 "These are a danger to public safety."

Lindsey Baccino VA 1/8/2019
"I am unable to see when they are coming. I have gone off the 
road because I have lost the road in the light. They also cause 

Michael 
Townsend MT 1/6/2019

"I have nearly been in accidents because of being blinded to 
the point where I can't see the road!"

Tracy Chartrand WI 1/5/2019 "Those lights blind me !!"

Karen Willoughby NY 1/5/2019
"I'm signing because I have a similar problem being blinded by 
headlights!"



dan swift IN 1/4/2019

"just signed it they are so damn dangerous last week I was on 
a 2 lane road about 9 pm and some asswipe coming from the 
other way blinded me so bad i had to stop the car and wait for 
him to pass i flashed my high beams at him from over 100 feet 
away because they looked like they were on then he flashed 

Tammi Ruselowski MI 1/3/2019
"I'm getting tired of getting blinded by these headlights.  They 
may work for the drivers of these vehicles but are dangerous 

April Phillips IN 1/3/2019 "Those damn bright lights are gonna kill someone one day"

Christine Curtiss MA 1/2/2019

"When a car with those bright bluish lights is heading straight 
towards me on a winding country road, everything else 
becomes completely invisible. I no longer will drive those 

Wade Laird MT 1/1/2019 "These things are like staring into and aircraft landing light."
Khaled Khan NY 1/1/2019 "It hurts the eyes, it takes longer to adjust the eyes after 

V M GA 12/31/2018

"The new headlights on cars and trucks are absolutely blinding 
to me when I'm trying to drive at night.  I cannot believe these 
are even legal!  I have seen trucks with additional LEDs added 
as a third front light that are SO BLINDING that  have to shield 
my eyes from them, almost running off the road.  When I was 
learning to drive many years ago, it was STANDARD practice as 

Christine Kielb NY 12/31/2018
"I am often blinded by these lights and it seems to be getting 
worse. There seem to be more and more vehicles on the road 

Frank De Block-
Burij VOV 12/30/2018 "because I trust Martin Cohen"
Michael Pavlik IL 12/30/2018 "Preserving vision and saving lives is important"

Pamela Bibb TX 12/30/2018
"I live in the country and drive on dark winding roads.  
Oncoming blinding LED headlights make it dangerously 

Tracey Matthews NJ 12/29/2018
"It makes it very difficult for me to see! I can't wear sunglasses 
at night and it's truly hard to keep my eyes open with some 

Martin Cohen CA 12/29/2018

"Imagine you are driving along a winding canyon road, in the 
dark, no lights except the stars and the moon.  You have very 
good vision, but you have the normal visual reactions of a 
person 65 years old.  You have an excellent driving record.  
However, a car comes around a curve from the opposite 
direction, with headlights that send a blinding, searing light to 
your retinas, and completely wash out your visual field for 5 
seconds or more.  You know the curve up ahead, you are 
familiar with the road, and so you gently come to a stop (an 

Audrey Trauner 12/29/2018 "Yep! Always a problem, here too!"
Marjorie Roen NY 12/29/2018 "They are very bothersome."

Doug Schmitt PA 12/28/2018
"These lights blind me, not to mention  Science shows us that 
blue spectrum light contributes to macular degeneration."

Eddie Lyons 12/28/2018

"This is an international epidemic affecting road users as a 
result of very poor design decisions by car manufacturers. 
Their drive towards making a car seemingly safer for a driver in 
fact is making those very cars a lethal danger to other road 
users, including other car drivers. Glare is lethal. Blinding, blue-
white headlights are lethal. The trend towards ever brighter 



Ellyn Giordano FL 12/27/2018 "These headlights are hazardous! There should be light levels 

Katie Allen MA 12/26/2018
"I do not have any sensitivity to light, lack of vision, etc. and 
these lights are still extremely blinding. Who is to blame when 

Rinat Bekbulatov PA 12/26/2018 "Those lights should be banned."
Eric Wallgren MD 12/26/2018 "I'm tired of being blinded in traffic. It's dangerous."

Joyce Lacovara VA 12/26/2018
"I'm being blinded at critical driving decision moments by cars 
with these lights. The blinding effect lasts after the car has 

Damian Lohrenz MN 12/25/2018 "They're too damn bright!!!"
Syed Multani 12/23/2018 "It's simply blinding."

Martha Swafford TX 12/23/2018
"I drive a winding hilly country road frequented by caravans of 
tire testers. If they have LED lights it is punishing and 

Rachel Stoner TN 12/23/2018
"I have chronic migraines & driving at night has become 
impossible. Because these headlights trigger them instantly."

Michael Corbit NH 12/23/2018 "They should not even be legal"
Safia Slimane FL 12/22/2018 "trump Is dumber than a head light, and even he had taken 

Kenny Bourbeau NH 12/22/2018 "We need these banned"

Lathrop Danielle MA 12/22/2018
"It's very difficult to see driving at night. I have children.  Those 
lights should be banned!"

Greg Bond 12/22/2018 "greg bond,it's to much light and distracting on the road!"

lyneshia coleman SC 12/22/2018 "I'm a driver"

Tatiana Lust MN 12/21/2018

"Whether it's a vehicle coming towards you (blinding direct 
lights) or a large vehicle behind you (blinding through the 
rearview mirrors), these HID/LED/blueish lights pose a huge 
safety risk to other drivers. A few seconds without being able 

charles Hawn KY 12/21/2018
"I get blinded at night with these lights . i have sensitive eyes 
to bright lights and cannot drive at night because of these 

Isamar Rodriguez TX 12/21/2018
"My epileptic partner can't even be in the passenger seat 
without getting a seizure cause of these stupid lights."

mary morello NY 12/21/2018

"I wear glasses with an anti glare protection.  They do not 
work with the new blinding headlights.  The glare is blinding, 
the range of luminescence / beam is to far outward blinding 

Marianna Roberg UT 12/20/2018
"I hate the ultra bright headlights so much! They might help 
the driver possessing them to see better but the rest of us are 

Dan Guignard 12/20/2018

"These lights are irritating honestly arent high beams enough 
when you need bright lights to see the road. I have to wear 
sunglasses at times to be able to make it through my drive 
home from work. I've had spots in my vision and had to pull 

Lois Gagnon MA 12/20/2018
"I'm signing because I'm tired of having pick up trucks behind 
me in my car blind me with their LED headlights. They are also 

Thomas Cho NJ 12/20/2018

"I am signing this petition because with car sales down and 
SUV sales up, these exorbitantly bright lights are increasingly 
difficult to avoid. I don't see how they make driving safer when 

Alan Fowler WA 12/20/2018 "I'm sick of being Blinded by headlights.  Blinded by a douche 



connor cook ENG 12/20/2018

"On multiple occasions I have been close to either going off 
the road, or even hitting head on with another vehicles due to 
the ridiculous brightness of LED/HID headlights. For the safety 

Amanda Carney OR 12/20/2018 "Those lights are blinding"
crystal morris OR 12/20/2018 "I prefer to be able to see when driving at night."

kelly adkins OH 12/19/2018
"they are dangerous.  My car sits pretty low and when trucks 
or jeeps are coming toward me I can not see."

Toby Hiebert TX 12/19/2018 "I’m tired of being blinded and almost wrecking every night 
suzanna bares NH 12/18/2018 "these lights are way too bright."

Joe Wellington NH 12/18/2018

"I had the same thing happen to me a few weeks ago. At first I 
thought I had at least two vehicles behind me. The 6 
headlights (3 on each side) also had the smaller bulbs 
surrounding them. The smaller bulbs alone put out more 
candlelight power than my high beams. In all, I would not be 

Joe Wellington NH 12/18/2018

"I think it is funny that not too long ago you could get a ticket 
for having your high beams on when approaching oncoming 
traffic. Now, one of those bulbs is 10X brighter than the old 

Joe Wellington NH 12/18/2018
"Makes you wonder how the auto industry got these okay'd? 
How much did they have to pay someone off to get these 

Cindy Tupper PA 12/18/2018

"I have complex migraines that are triggered by light.   Driving 
at night has been made unbearable due to these headlights.   
During a 7 hour road trip recently I was so afraid I would 

Lou Collins NY 12/18/2018
"I'm signing because if nothing happens and the only choice 
left is to be forced into having the bright lights, we all lose."

Stephen Lambert CA 12/17/2018
"I find it unbelievable that we allow these horrific blinding 
headlights to create a peril to drivers.  Please ban them."

Thom Smith ENG 12/17/2018 "It’s completely true. Everyone is saying it."

Berkley Williams VA 12/16/2018

"This truly is a serious threat to our society. While new types 
of lighting help in certain situations, the end result is causing 
more harm than good. We need a more gentle spectrum that 
accomplishes safer driving for all. Go NHTSA and save us. 

pat walden AR 12/16/2018 "Hate the bright lights"

Jeff Fowler WA 12/14/2018

"People don't see the bigger picture here.  They think if they 
have brighter headlights it makes everyone safer.  That 
couldn't be further from the truth.  When you blind oncoming 
traffic with your blinding headlights it makes it harder for them 
to see pedestrians crossing, makes it harder to see potholes in 
the road, makes it harder to see curbs.  Many things!  And 

Jeff Fowler WA 12/14/2018 "That is exactly the point I try to make to people."

Jeff Fowler WA 12/14/2018
"I was trying to turn into a business parking lot recently and 
ran over a curb because i got blinded by laser headlights.  I was 

Jeff Fowler WA 12/14/2018
"I'd like to follow them to where they park their vehicle, and 
then spray black paint over their shitty lights!  But I don't want 



Jeff Fowler WA 12/14/2018

"I got "attacked" a couple nights ago by a Jeep coming toward 
me with 6 headlights, and they were all blinding LED's.    They 
had the 2 blinding headlights, plus 2 blinding foglights, PLUS  a 
light on each side of the windshield that hung out above their 
rear view mirrors, and those ones were seriously blinding 
because of their high mount, and total disregard for proper 

Chris Johnson OH 12/13/2018
"Those lights are blinding and dangerous at night! I have eye 
problems and because of those lights, I can't drive at night. 

Sue Russo VA 12/12/2018 "I hate those headlights"
Paul Rine OH 12/12/2018 "Cataracts make night driving difficult. Bright lights cause halos 

Darlene Slatton TX 12/12/2018

"I've never had problems with oncoming lights until recently. 
To me these new headlights are more of a problem than the 
older lights on high beam. Please ban these lights and create 

Wendy Froggatt WA 12/12/2018
"Bright LED headlights actually make it harder to see at night 
because of the glare. Please take measures to lower the 

Yuuta Adachi WA 12/12/2018

"I live out in a rural area. At night, when an oncoming vehicle 
has HID/LED headlamps, about 90% of the time, I’m blinded to 
the point of barely being able to see the white line. Much less 

Christine Knight 12/12/2018
"As everything else concerning safety is regulated on a vehicle 
, it is baffling why headlights are not! Some of these lights are 

Richie Czach NY 12/12/2018
"General Motors, pickups are blinding, GM is the worst must 
be cheaper headlight setup as gm will blind u to save .50¢"

Katharine Pierson CA 12/12/2018 "I’m terrified to drive in the evening because of this!!!"

Tracy Zajdel NV 12/11/2018

"These headlights are causing me to be blinded so often it's a 
wonder I haven't gotten in  An accident yet. It's a matter of 
time. . This is ridiculous they are a danger to everyone on the 

Dana La Falce KS 12/11/2018 "It's dangerouse to be blinded while driving"
Some Guy VA 12/11/2018 "I sometimes literally end up seeing spots after a car on the 

Emily Giorgio MA 12/10/2018
"These headlights are extremely dangerous and uncessary. I 
can see the road just fine at night with mt regular lights."

Amethyst 
Beveridge MA 12/10/2018

"because my eyesight and anxiety are bad enough already, and 
i don't need your jackassery to fuck the road up for me"

Laura VanSickle 12/9/2018 "Those headlights are blinding to oncoming traffic!"

Sarah Thompson ME 12/9/2018

"A police officer had a car pulled over on the side of the road 
with blue led lights signaling. I slowed down to go around but 
thought the officer was in the vehicle. I was HORRIFIED as I 
drove past to suddenly be able to see that the officer was 
actually outside his vehicle and that I was unable to see him 

Eileen O'Neill CT 12/9/2018 "It's so hard to drive at night with these glaring lights.  
robert dennis PA 12/9/2018 "Lights are to bright and cause others to be blinded"

jan kuchel TX 12/9/2018

"When I come upon headlamps and police cars that have 
blinking lights, these days those colored lights blind me for 
several seconds .. seriously impairing my ability to safely 
navigate for a ways down the road. It’s frightening. There is 
serious enough risk in recovery time That it might as well have 



Jaime Aguirre CA 12/9/2018

"I am a car and motorcycle enthusiast   I fitted off road 
Halogen lights to my vehicles for decades   I remember getting 
tickets for using my lamps on a highway   Never blinding others   
Late night   Dark conditions   Still the officers hidding behind a 
tree will find the excuse to issue a citation Well   Today we get 
500% more glaring and blinding lamps on the road and those 
are used as regular headlamps   Those blind and glare to 
extreme lévels   Needless to say a corrupted DOT has allowed 
those lamps to be used on cars putting safety on the side   I do 
not see policemen ticketing drivers BMI ding others with their 

Sharon Woronka FL 12/9/2018 "They are too bright and dangerous"

michelle hobbs MD 12/8/2018

"Some jerk tailgating me for over ten minutes caused 
nightblindness in my one eye that couldn't avoid the glare. And 
I legit cannot properly see the road or its markers when 

Julie Smiley KS 12/8/2018

"I live in a fairly rural area where many of the roads are 
narrow, lack white lines and have little to no shoulder.  
Wildlife in the road is also a big concern.  These lights make it 

Tracy DeCarlo PA 12/8/2018
"Because I am blinded to the point of getting in an accident at 
least 4 times every morning and every night.  I don't want to 

Mark Baker CA 12/7/2018
"LED headlights and taillights are a catastrophe.  It's 
unbelievable that our government is allowing this.  How are 

Trent Haling TX 12/6/2018

"We used red lights in the Army for night operations. They 
don't over stimulate your eyes and allow quicker recovery 
when going back to darkness. This has been known for a very 

kate beynon ENG 12/6/2018 "It's really bad now"

Véronique Brien 12/6/2018

"Les lumières des voitures  me donne beaucoup de migraines , 
depuis que j'ai cesser de conduire lorsqu'il fait noir je n'ai plus 
de migraines. C'est très aveuglant et donc très dangereux de 
conduire en étant aveugler, car les voitures en sens inverse 

Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018

"How is paying $10 going to get this seen to 150 more 
people?I think this petition is a scam to make money!!!I have 
over 13,000 followers, on one of my google accounts - it does 
NOT cost $10, nor $5 or even $3 to &quot;help&quot; get this 

Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018

"I have a few things to say about this *BLINDING HEADLIGHT* 
&quot;petition&quot;...1) there are a number of different 
issues here. Not only are the BRIGHT lights SO WRONG, they 
are ALREADY suppose to be under so many candle power set 
from the factory. THEY ARE ILLEGAL ALREADY! We do not need 
to &quot;petition&quot;!!! If the DOT did their job, they would 
have been changed already.2) Lights that move, are illegal! 
They were banned back in the 50's! Lights that move up or 
down are STUPID and the people who have them looks like 
they are flashing their brights at me/us when they 'float' up 
and down!!! Even the COPS have these on the Ford suvs! THEY 

Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018 "It's actually against the law to have more than 4 (four) lights 



Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018

"It's actually against the law to have more then FOUR (4) 
forward white lights one at ANY given on the road. They need 
to be reported then. EVEN MULTI-BEAM LIGHTS are ILLEGAL! 

Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018

"It's actually against the law to have more then FOUR (4) 
forward white lights one at ANY given on the road. They need 
to be reported then. EVEN MULTI-BEAM LIGHTS are ILLEGAL! 

Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018 "same here"
Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018 "same thoughts exactly!!!"

Gary Tanck WI 12/3/2018

"For whatever reason my comment was not posted, so 
entering it again: 1) there are a number of different issues 
here. Not only are the BRIGHT lights SO WRONG, they are 
ALREADY suppose to be under so many candle power set from 
the factory. THEY ARE ILLEGAL ALREADY! We do not need to 
&quot;petition&quot;!!! If the DOT did their job, they would 
have been changed already.2) Lights that move, are illegal! 
They were banned back in the 50's! Lights that move up or 
down are STUPID and the people who have them looks like 
they are flashing their brights at me/us when they 'float' up 
and down!!! Even the COPS have these on the Ford suvs! THEY 

Michele Scelza NY 12/2/2018
"Sick of these LED lights blinding me at night on the road. It 
doesn't matter if the vehicle is oncoming or behind you. Lights 

John Young NJ 11/30/2018

"Every state needs to reaim headlights during the annual 
vehicle inspection, if they don't have inspection institute one!  
Also the truck drivers with the 36&quot; wide light bars on the 
front need to go.  If you are the only one on the road light it 

drew Moran 11/29/2018

"Even when people get behind you these things blind you, I'm 
not saying they should ban them for off-road use but on the 
road it shouldn't be allowed, what was wrong with the old 
headlights? They're so bright and every vehicle turning the 
glare changes direction and hits spots causing a glare to where 
drivers can't see, anyone can easily get blinded with the sun as 
it is  and run off the road, into other vehicles and then who's 

Joe Wellington NH 11/28/2018

"I had a pick-up truck on my back bumper the other night. The 
truck had 3 lights on each side. It lit up the interior of my car 
so bright I could have read small print on any contract. These 

Anne Uyeda VA 11/28/2018
"I wear screenvision/blue light reducing glasses when I drive at 
night, but I shouldn’t have to do that.  The lights are the 

Noreen Ciurran NJ 11/28/2018 "I am blinded at night by these glaring lights"
Linda Jensen TX 11/26/2018 "They are too bright; everyone knows that!"

Rebecca Strauss MA 11/25/2018

"I'm signing this petition because I find the glare from 
headlights of oncoming cars blinding and dangerous.  I hate 
driving at night now and am concerned that I will get into an 
accident due to the brightness of the headlights.  It feels like 

Prashant 
Vemireddy KS 11/25/2018

"I'm being blinded by headlight glare in my side view mirrors 
from newer, whiter headlights. We need to limit the color 

Pamela Campbell TX 11/22/2018
"I've nearly ran bbn off the road or into several cars due to 
these blinding lights!!!!"



L RUTE WI 11/17/2018
"It's hard to avoid objects and people or cars in front of me 
when I can't see because of someone's blinding bright 

Steve Brandt OR 11/17/2018

"I signed for all of the same reasons as others.  These LED 
headlights are dangerous!  I don't believe the problem is the 
LED technology itself, but how it is constructed (i.e. color, 
lenses, etc).  More safety checks are necessary before 
dumping such things into the marketplace.  In some cases, I 
have been blinded by these headlights even at a location ~30 

Natalie Andrade TX 11/16/2018

"I am only 20 years old but I seem to have a light sensitivity 
issue with bright LED lights popping out of nowhere in the 
dark. The bright lights hurt my head and when I walk at night I 
need to cover my face or direction of where the bright light is 
coming. I noticed it’s abnormal because it bothers me much 

Cassandra 
Mouton TX 11/16/2018

"I drive every night on a narrow two lane road to get home 
from work. I know the common rule is to look down at the 
road lines whenever an incoming car is in sight with lights, but 
there's no point when the car has bright LED lights that 
completely white out my vision. There have been several 
instances where I, and several of my friends and family, have 

Kim C. TX 11/16/2018
"They should be for emergency vehicles only IMO. Too many 
nuisance drivers,  with no regard for public safety, blinding 

Dreama Willmarth TN 11/14/2018
"I hate those lights. I have almost wrecked many times over 
bcuz of them."

Danielle Anders PA 11/13/2018
"Three lights are blinding, especially in single lane roads. 
They're dangerous and  unnecessary. Common sense laws 

Jessica Andrews TN 11/11/2018 "The LED lights can be blinding and can make driving difficult."

Nick Bishop 11/11/2018

"I can't stand these HID headlights. I've almost went off the 
road cause they glare so much. Both my cars have normal 
halogen lights so now every time someone with HIDs is coming 

Art Priebe TN 11/10/2018
"I very nearly hit a pedestrian who was walking on the side of 
the road wearing black clothing, I didn't see him until the last 

Edward Olsoe WA 11/10/2018 "I'm 68 years old and when driving at night, bright headlights 
Jason Schakosky MT 11/9/2018 "Bloody bright lights cause accidents ."

lisa e NY 11/9/2018
"THEY ARE SOOOOOOOOOO BLINDING, MAKE ME SICK AND 
ARE DANGEROUS AND DEADLY. IT IS HONESTLY HORRIBLE 

Maureen Mullins CA 11/9/2018 "Saftey While Driving"

Jesse Segura Sloat VA 11/8/2018

"While I'm all for a person customizing their vehicles with 
aftermarket parts, I don't see the need for these overly bright 
lights as regular driving headlights. Especially as factory 
headlights. I have almost been in a handful of accidents 

Zonia 
Haydymowsky 11/8/2018

"I'm signing this petition because I am FED UP CONSTANTLY 
BEING BLINDED by these blue-white LED HEADLIGHTS!!!They 
HURT my EYES, NEGATIVELY AFFECT MY DRIVING since I can't 
'see' the road at night (and day) after having the horribly 

terry quesnel WI 11/7/2018
"Xexon and LEDs headlights should be banned. Today's 
halogen headlights are bright enough.    The AMBER daytime 



david morrison OR 11/7/2018
"everything in our environment is becoming ugly.  why does 
this have to be the new normal.  headlights are intimidating, 

Annie Petrova MD 11/6/2018 "I hurts my eyes!"

EILEEN RALSTON FL 11/6/2018 "I have night blindeness and these completely block my vision"
Xinyu Zhao CA 11/5/2018 "LED sucks. Xenon is much better if you want the look."
Susan Lieber NC 11/3/2018 "I too have been blinded by these lights"
paul moylan CA 10/31/2018 "These light cause actual pain and eye damage."
David Dunham MS 10/28/2018 "I’m tired of being blinded while driving!"

Brenda Wilkerson MS 10/28/2018 "Brenda Wilkerson"
Agnes Brenson NJ 10/25/2018 "I have noticed this as a true problem for myself and believe it 
Walter B NY 10/9/2018 "These lights have blinded me nearly causing an accident 

Deborah Schell MI 10/1/2018

"I am signing this petition because the number of bright 
headlights on cars in my area is increasing rapidly. I have a 
serious medical condition that makes my eyes sensitive to 
bright lights and as a result I am prone to visual disturbances, 
auras. These lights are not just in at night but all day long. They 

Suzanne Bassette WI 10/1/2018
"As a newspaper delivery person, I find myself constantly 
blinded by oncoming lights. In my job, it's important for me to 

Jacqueline Co 9/29/2018

"The blinding headlights are not only an issue for oncoming 
vehicles,  but also for the cars driving immediately in front of 
said vehicles.  While many rear-view mirrors have anti-glare 

Draco LePage MA 9/22/2018
"These headlights are not only blinding and dangerous to 
drivers but are also hell for those of us with extreme light 

Kira Barnes NY 9/21/2018 "I can't drive at night with these crazy bright lights!"

Mike Mayer ENG 9/20/2018
"I'm pissed off being blinded by some person who has not got 
a clue about road manners. Cyclists have these now front and 

Bob Ross 9/18/2018 "i hate these damn things"
Colin Oakley ENG 9/18/2018 "I've seen the effects on sufferers."
Colin Jones ENG 9/18/2018 "I find the modern lights very distracting and the very small 
Devin Horn GA 6/27/2018 "If only Donald Trump was annoyed by these lights too."

Cynthia Slate WA 6/25/2018

"Some of these lights are color temperature of 10,000K.  If you 
care about #lightpollution please follow @IDA international 
Dark Sky association.  If your in #Seattle please follow 

Louise Milner 6/19/2018 "Bright low beam headlights are dangerous"

Jeremy Perkins AL 6/19/2018

"It's no coincidence blue light is  harmful to us during the night 
and the gov't and dot has allowed the steady increase of these 
blinding blue lights on trucks and cars. I'm pretty sure even car 
manufacturers are installing them  on their new models and 
now at least 1/4 of all cars and trucks have them. But it's not 
only headlights it's street lights store lights lights for your 

Denise Kackley VA 6/13/2018 "I'm tired of becoming "blind""
Ernest Kitowski IL 6/9/2018 "Led lighting should only be for off road use."
Eileen Dudash WI 6/1/2018 "Because these lights are terrible"



Linda Patterson GA 6/1/2018

"These LED lights are literally ruining my life. The combination 
of LED streetlights and car headlights is literally unbearable to 
me.   I can only go out at night if someone else drives and I 
wear an eye mask.  I am so freaked out by these lights I don't 

Alan Fowler WA 5/28/2018 "Write a reply...people are so rude! bright blinding lights were 
Alan Fowler WA 5/28/2018 "Toyota, BMW, and many other cars should be recalled to 
Joseph Misener WA 5/22/2018 "Thank you..."
Anastasia 
Shamina CA 5/18/2018

"Some LED and HID lights are more intense than high beams 
and they should be used accordingly on deserted highways.  In 

Clayton Crawford MN 5/14/2018

"I have a vehicle where I am constantly being flashed by 
oncoming traffic. The headlights were adjusted, there was 
nothing in the back to make the headlights point up towards 
the sky, so I decided to get out and in front of the car to see 
why this has been happening. It wasn't so much the actual 
light beam, but rather the &quot;stylish&quot; LED crap that 
overtakes the headlamp assembly. There is no way to turn 
these things off. I flipped the switch to parking lamps and 
attempted to drive down my driveway with only the LED 
accent lighting and parking lamps on. The LED accent lights did 

Darryl Howell TN 5/13/2018

"People are being Rude and Obnoxious and are Absolutely 
Absurd.Its is Being Used as a Tool to be Overly Aggressive to 
Other Law Abiding Citizens that are Following State 
Laws.Re:Posted Speed Signs On Interstates and Residential 
areas.People are using the BRIGHT LIGHTS without a necessary 
cause or REASON ,NO ITS NOT THE HEADLIGHTS,ITS THE 
PEOPLE THAT ARE GOING OUT OF THIERWAY TO PROVE WHAT 
AN ASS THEY CAN MAKE OF THEMSELVES TO WITH NO 

Andres Rodas 5/6/2018 "#savelives"

Benjamin Collins GA 4/26/2018

"During the day I have to adjust my rear view mirror to night 
position due to so many bright daytime headlights which 
makes any car without them essentially invisible. They are so 
bright, I frequently see drivers forgetting to turn on their 
normal head lights at night. Daytime lights should NEVER be 

Saqib Anwel IL 4/26/2018

"The trend towards high intensity headlights and other high 
intensity LED light sources is dangerous to the health and well-
being of human and other animal races. Our next generation 
may well be partially blind if something is not done soon. 
Blinding of our current and next generation will be detrimental 
of our economic and creative potential. These high intensity 
lights make our environment highly prone to accidents, they 
affect wild life that is struggling to cohabit with us and share 
our planet. It’s becoming hard to drive at night and even 
during day times. We must bind together to stop this craziness 

Michael F WI 4/25/2018

"I drive to work everyday at night. I am disgusted at the 
amount of people putting these LED aftermarket bulbs in their 
halogen housings. They're made for a little halogen filament, 



Emmanuel Sakala UT 4/18/2018 "The glare bothers me tooAnd I drive a lot in the night"

Eileen O'Neill CT 4/18/2018

"This is one of my biggest pet peeves.  These LED lights are just 
bad.  On cars or houses or streetlights doesn't matter. They 
are brutal.  I drive home from work sometimes later and they 

Calvin Crespo FL 4/16/2018

"I'm really having an issues with Toyota vehicles and also even 
as far as new Silverado trucks.These headlights are blinding 
when behind you. In front isn't as bad because they will pass 
eventually. But behind if they are matching you speed you're 

Calvin Crespo FL 4/16/2018
"Yes it's like a swirling array of blue and orange colors being 
emitted from those headlights. RIP my eyes to toyota 

Eddie Ruane IL 4/7/2018 "Hurts my eyes"

Don Pake 4/6/2018
"New Toyota Corolla S model was so bright in my rear view 
mirror I pulled over to let him pass.  Oncoming traffic flashed 

Clifford Egel IL 4/4/2018 "These headlights are blinding!"

Amelia Edwards TX 3/28/2018
"I have been driving more at night recently and have been 
blinded by oncoming headlamps to the point where I've had to 

Katie Indermuehle MO 3/26/2018
"It takes a second to dim your headlamps. Be kind and dim 
your brights for an oncoming vehicle."

Katie Indermuehle MO 3/26/2018
"This is a pet peeve of mine. It’s dangerous and unkind to not 
dim your brights to an oncoming vehicle!!"

Janet Sederberg WI 3/25/2018 "These are a hazzard."
Judy Scholtes WI 3/25/2018 "The lights are blinding"

Ann Wood SCT 3/24/2018

"I’ve had times when oncoming headlights have completely 
dazzled me and they are not on full beam as its inner city.It is 
especially bad on duel carriageways and puts you off driving at 
night .l hope something is done.Many people arent even 

Paul Parsons NY 3/24/2018
"I find that I need to squint my eyes and turn away from on 
coming traffic. Basically, I'm taking my eyes off the road.  After 

Renee Flower CA 3/24/2018

"LED headlights send out flickering radiating rays of light that 
expand outward from the headlights of oncoming vehicles and 
make it nearly impossible for me to see the road and the 
edges of the road or even the markings on the road or 

John Cockaday ENG 3/24/2018
"In the UK there's a trend to using fog lamps all the time. This 
is actually illegal here, except when visibility is bad, but many 

Julie Jones IN 3/18/2018

"These are blinding to other drivers.  They cause oncoming 
drivers to lose full field of vision especially on dark country 
roads.   It's looks like they are coming at you with brights on. If 
they are behind you, there is a very bright glare in side and 

Alice Riedmiller CA 3/17/2018 "Aside from night blindings, I regularly get blinded during the 
Elizabeth Herb GA 3/17/2018 "They are blinding to people.  They actually make my eyes 

barbara bellovich HI 3/16/2018
"I can no longer drive at night, these lights cause me to lose 
my ability to see the whole field of vision."

Lorn Scardigno NJ 3/14/2018 "I agree!"

Endeshia Kareem GA 3/10/2018

"I am sick and tired of being temporary blinded by oncoming 
traffic, and light glare from my rear-view and side mirrors. 
Driving at night has become an absolute nightmare because. 



John Halley SCT 3/7/2018

"I am now blinded on a daily basis by these things particularly 
at roundabouts and have had &quot;near things&quot;. 
German marques are the worst. I have contacted my MP and 

John Halley SCT 3/7/2018
"I am now blinded on a daily basis on these things and have 
suffered some &quot;near things&quot;, German marques are 

Deborah Moran TX 3/6/2018

"The auto industry says that half of all new car headlights have 
a poor rating.  They include the effect on the oncoming driver.  
If these are not stopped, driving at night will be next to 

ratib baker MD 3/6/2018 "I have noticed this problem has gotten worse over the past 

Ruby Rubley MI 3/4/2018

"Unbelievably dangerous. I would like to see lumen limits 
place on all exterior lighting personally. It is one of the many 
ways we are wrecking our environment, creating personal 
health and safety issues, and behaving irresponsibly. I am 

douglas burk OR 3/2/2018
"too bright is dangerous and painfully glaring to oncoming 
traffic. ask yourself if my lights are bright enough to see the 

Kathryn Berry MA 3/2/2018

"It’s absolutely debilitating to so after these light hit your eyes!  
They are finding out more and more how harmful these lights 
are. Yet have not got to the long term effects yet.  They need 

Joseph Berry MA 3/2/2018 "These headlights are a danger."

St Brian FL 3/1/2018

"I want to see laws implemented that makes it Illegal for 
automobile manufacturers to put in auto lighting that blinds 
other drivers. It's completely unnecessary to have such bright 
headlights. I also would like to see legislation passed that 
makes it Illegal for individuals to install aftermarket headlights 

Rodney Kerrick NY 2/26/2018

"It wasn't stupid enough to allow the auto industry to place a 
turn signal next to a BLINDING headlight. Now there allowed 
to make those lights so bright you can't see in front of you 
when one of those vehicles is behind you. I kind of got used to 
the spots in front of my eyes for 30 seconds when looking for a 
turn signal, but now with this intense brightness, the turn 
signal is a much smaller problem. If it's night and someone 
with these lights is behind you, it's best to pull over and let 

John E. PA 2/25/2018

"I drive a school bus and these lights have blinded me where I 
have had to stop the bus for a couple seconds...AND THERE 
ARE CHILDREN ON THE BUS!Ban these lights. They are NOT 

katharine Acord MA 2/21/2018

"Worst LED lights ever ,like they need it ?  My biggest fear is 
the road construction on those police cars ( holy god ) !!! I was 
totally blinded on the highway! Yikes I was pissed because it 
took me eyes FOREVER to be back to the normal sighting 

Kenneth Lewis MI 2/21/2018
"These lights are blinding, especially at night. I have to turn my 
mirrors down and have to shield my eyes to oncoming traffic. 

Cheryl Scott HI 2/19/2018 "hideous blinding lights, last thing we need to have blarring in 

Darla Kottlowski IN 2/15/2018
"These lights are blinding me every time I drive at night. For 
anyone who have a difficult time driving at night, these only 



Dawn Cullen GA 2/9/2018

"There seem to be more and more cars with these headlights 
on the road, so much so, that my eyes can't seem to get a 
break in between the glare of oncoming traffic.  Even looking 
away doesn't seem to help so I have to put my hand up to 
shield my eyes or I will have spots in my field of vision for a 
few seconds.  I am driving a car mind you and those few 
seconds could mean the world of difference.  I choose not to 
text or talk on the phone while I am driving because I don't 
want to be distracted but these HID and LED headlights are 

Daniel Dougherty ENG 2/5/2018
"Headlights are too bright. They are becoming a safety 
hazard."

Tyler Higgins MO 2/4/2018

"I've created a Facebook group called LED's:The Sun of Hell, 
because of this blinding, hellish light. I have done extensive 
research, the AMA recommends streetlights be shielded and 
below 3,000 Kelvins. Headlights cannot be shielded, and they 
are often twice the AMA recommendation regarding Kelvins. 
We are being subjected to criminally dangerous ignorance by 
city officials, building managers, and the automobile industry 

Ronald Planiden 1/30/2018
"LED and Zion lights were designed by technology to be 
brighter, BUT OUR EYE BALLS ARE STILL THE SAME."

Johnson Dillashaw TX 1/28/2018
"This has to be fixed-new car low beams are brighter than my 
high beams. Another great example of stupidity beating out 

Tina Le Mieux OR 1/28/2018

"I am so tired of putting up with having to decide if whatever I 
need to do after dark is worth a 2 day headache or puking! 
Especially since the city of portland Oregon in its infinite 
stupidity put up led streetlights. It's REALLY scary trying to 
drive here! You can't see pedestrians, the blinding effect of the 
headlights odds much worse, and to top it all off... The police 

Shulamit Lazarus NJ 1/25/2018

"The situation is intolerable. Driving was once my expression 
of freedom but with the blinding headlights coming at me and 
if not coming at me, bouncing into my rear view mirror. I have 
to shift my eyes from the glare which makes me unable to see 
pedestrians. Street driving after dusk is more anxiety 

Kate Schoonover IL 1/25/2018
"I find them difficult on the eyes, they are blinding and hurt 
sensitive eyes.  Obnoxious!"

John Bramblett AL 1/23/2018
"They are extremely unsafe especially when tractor trailers 
have them. Most people that have them that I know laugh and 

liz malin MD 1/23/2018
"It is extremely difficult to see at night while being bombarded 
with these headlights. The lighting used by crews doing road 

Deborah Kramer MD 1/23/2018
"PLEASE BAN THESE BLINDING LIGHTS ON CARS! They are 
lethal!"

Matthew McLean CA 1/17/2018
"This must happen. Some models low beams (eg. Cadillac 
Escalade) are brighter than the high beams on most cars."

Alli Larkin WA 1/17/2018
"They sure impact my eyes badly. I have to put my hand up to 
block them when driving at night. Not good!"

Con Rad 1/16/2018 "Also blinding when they're tail gating you"
Kerr Lordygan CA 1/15/2018 "These lights are extremely dangerous, especially when driving 



William Smith NJ 1/15/2018

"I have been forced from my job by LED lighting and now 
struggle just to drive. I can see just fine with my halogen 
headlights, incandescent flashlight and incandescent lighting in 
my home but the LEDs give me an instant headache, brain fog 
and eye strain. Even Apple acknowledged the problem with 
LED lighting by giving a &quot;Night Shift&quot; mode to the 
iOS devices that tints the display to a warmer yellow tone. We 
have laws against distracted driving due to cell phones but 
they allow LED / HID / Focused Beam headlights, LED taillights, 
LED brakelights (especially the ones that pulse on emergency 

Melanie Galand PA 1/12/2018
"I am blinded every morning on my way to work to a stop. I 
can see the vehicle coming 2 minutes before I can actually see 

Rick King 1/11/2018
"I have personally been blinded by these overly bright lights 
and I think that they should be discontinued."

Nathaniel 
Johnston NY 1/6/2018

"I’m a total gearhead and love all things “car”, and I have 
never understood why these lights are legal. They’re totally 
blinding and potentially dangerous for everybody on the road 

Derek 
Cunningham MN 1/4/2018 "Wayy to bright"

R Forbes PA 1/3/2018
"Can’t tell the difference between oncoming brights and hi-
intensity headlights anymore. They are definitely 

gerald birbeck ENG 1/3/2018 "i love astronomy and light pollution spoils it"
kerry pflugh NJ 1/2/2018 "These lights cause accidents from their blinding glare."

Holly Abbott CO 1/2/2018

"I am definitely having issues driving at night. The lights of 
many oncoming cars are so blinding i am actually taking 
strange and possible dangerous steps to be able to drive. 
Sometimes i put my left hand up or look mostly to the right. 
This really prevents me from seeing anything to the left. I also 

steven lubow PA 1/2/2018
"Signing because headlight glare is becoming more of an issue  
with the addition of high intensity headlights."

Ed Frankel NJ 1/2/2018 "These light hurt my eyes"
Mara Parker CA 1/2/2018 "These need to be outlawed"

Francine Schreck NY 1/2/2018
"They are blinding to everyone sitting up front in a car.    I 
don't want to die from something that can be prevented."

Colin Henshaw ENG 1/1/2018 "This is an example of light pollution which is a major threat to 
Wendy Joseph WA 1/1/2018 "Being blinded by headlights is dangerous."

David Wiltmore OH 12/31/2017

"HID and other high intensity headlights need some serious 
regulating (such as Australia's Design Rules). Many auto mfgs 
now have HIDS stock in their new vehicles.  They cause 
annoyance from vehicles behind you, which is not only 
dangerous, it is also a severe annoyance which can be 

Joesph Vennera NY 12/30/2017
"These lights are ridicoulusly dangerous. Great job consumer 
safety for the automobile industry. Great job. lol smh"

Siyoul Noh 12/29/2017 "What is the purpose of lighting ? If you think that lighting is 
Sue Bell ENG 12/24/2017 "I have experienced being nearly blinded by these  lights and 
Caterina 
Evangelista MI 12/23/2017

"These lights are insane! For glasses bearing people it’s creates 
an undeniable glare!"



Kate Jewell ENG 12/23/2017 "This needs to happen in Europe as well."

Gordon Mallett ENG 12/23/2017

"I am dazzled by these blinding lights on a daily basis. I totally 
agree with Donald. There is also a new trend amongst cyclists 
to have similar blinding LED lamps that flash or strobe. These 

Jerri Andreasen WA 12/22/2017
"I've almost had accidents because of these intensely blinding 
headlights. They should be banned and removed from the 

Victoria Young IL 12/22/2017

"Thanks Auto Industry...you have ruined being outside at all. I 
despise your blinding headlights. Join our group to raise 
awareness and to ban these horrible LED lights. 

Tyler Barthelemy MN 12/22/2017
"I get migraines from these horrible lights. They make driving 
unsafe due to temporary blindness!"

Christine 
Matthews ENG 12/22/2017

"There are more and more of these lights and I find them 
unbearable.  I don't have a problem with the lights on older 
cars.  The daytime lights become quite horrible if the driver 
omits to turn on the headlights when it gets dark and these 
tiny glaring lights become more intense.  Something should be 
done to regulate car (and street) lights, which are now also 
being changed to LEDs and which cause bright spots on one's 

Dave Holden 12/21/2017
"Good luck, keep up the good work.  
https://www.causes.com/causes/793537-ban-drl-s-all-

gin Lewis ENG 12/19/2017
"I almost had an accident because of these headlights , they 
are blinding and you cannot see in front of you when a car is 

Paul Kalish CA 12/17/2017 "It is dangerous and really disturbs my eyes trying to drive."

Maria Sharpe NY 12/17/2017
"It’s an issue of safety. If it will save lives or simply make 
driving at night easier for people, then let’s make that 

Carolyn JUSTICE WI 12/17/2017
"i am carolyn justice and i am from boiling s.c. may GOD BLESS 
YA .from MEMAW. NOTsure of what i am looking at"

Roberts Chris MI 12/16/2017 "I have personally had issue with blinding headlights from 

Jay Astarte ENG 12/14/2017

" These new LED headlights are horrendous for drivers with 
any kind of light sensitivity, and probably not great for anyone. 
I literally put my hand in front of my eyes when a car with 

James wishert SC 12/14/2017

"These LED lights on the new vehicles and the aftermarket 
LEDs are just watching to bright they do more harm than good 
also the LED strobe lights on emergency vehicles and even 

James wishert SC 12/14/2017

"These LED headlights on new vehicles and the aftermarket 
head lights also the LED strobes on emergency vehicles and 
utility vehicles are way to bright and blinding they do more 

Judy Fast MI 12/12/2017 "Have seen accident happen because of bright flashing lites on 

simoane Serrano IN 12/11/2017 "Its super annoying and is worsened if you wear glasses."
meredith lay-
smith IN 12/11/2017

"This is important because many accidents could and have 
happened with blinding headlights. very annoying and very 

Jade Tibbetts IN 12/11/2017

"this is very important to me because this is a dangerous to be 
driving with peoples car who have very bright lights. they are 
very annoying and  and to bright and a detraction to all drivers. 

Kenneth Moore IL 12/8/2017 "Yes get rid of them"



Adam Kurschat 12/8/2017
"Recently I’ve had many cars flashing their brights at me in my 
bicycle. MY BICYCLE LIGHT IS DISTRACTING DRIVERS. Hilarious 

Tamara Sims WA 12/7/2017

"I tried everything i even put my high beems on them and its 
bad living in kent washington and federalway area. These 
drivers dont have respect at all i think it the older people who 
be driving at night in their 60s and above thinking they are 
young. They should have a age cut off limit on elderly 

Jeff Alan Fowler WA 12/7/2017

"This is important because... https://m.facebook.com/Ban-LED-
and-other-blinding-headlights-
1246601765483383/?ref_component=mbasic_bookmark&ref

Kevin Walters NY 12/6/2017 "You got to be kidding me!!It will most had 10 accidents 
Bethaney Beach OR 12/6/2017 "They have always caused issues for me and my husband"

Adrian Ledgard ENG 12/6/2017

"I find these high intensity lights dangerous and annoying. I 
believe they are on a par with main beam headlights of 
old.There is no need for them. On poorly lit roads there is 
main beam to use.I did a test on a lit motorway with no other 
traffic around and turned my lights OFF, I couldn't tell i'd 
turned them off.  So in other words on lit roads there's no 
need for these eye ball melting headlights. These high intensity 

Angela Martin OH 12/5/2017

"I would love to see them ban these new lights had some 
idiots run me off the road cause they seem to want to ride my 
bumper with these lights in my eyes and I couldn’t see my turn 
for them being so blinding!! I think the real reasons for them 

Michelle Ching-
Kjos OR 12/5/2017

"These lights give me a migraine near immediately and blind 
drivers on the road. It's known blue light has negative effects 

Lois bryan KS 12/5/2017 "I get migraines easily and these headlights do not help."
Travis Michelle 
Sizemore OH 12/5/2017 "I want to help save more lives"

Evelyn Athanas RI 12/5/2017

"For the longest time, I thought it was just me.  This problem 
affects all age groups.  Sometimes I turn my eyes to the right 
to avoid oncoming 'spotlights.'  When the bright lights are 
behind me, if I turn the side mirrors to just the right angle, the 
reflected light goes back to the person behind me and they 
back off.  In slow-moving, bright traffic I use my left hand to 
shield my eyes.  None of this should be necessary.  Last 

Katherine 
Williams SC 12/4/2017

"I understand that headlights are important for drivers to be 
able to see at night, and in the rain. However, extra bright 
lights make it harder for other drivers to be able to see, 
making the roads more dangerous for everyone. They can also 
be a trigger for migraines in some people. When a migraine is 
triggered, it often affects vision and reaction tome, and is 

Marsha Young TN 12/4/2017 "LED lights are blinding and cause migraines for me and many 

Anne Lawson GA 12/4/2017
"I suffer from chronic daily migraines and I’ve all but stopped 
driving at night because of these headlights."

Melissa Dowhie AZ 12/4/2017 "They trigger migraines."
Katie Gregory SC 12/4/2017 "Blue lights causes me to have migranes, and that can be 



Jamie Pietropaolo CA 12/4/2017

"I suffer from photophobia and it triggers debilitating 
migraines that last for days! I also have to drive at night as a 
courier since my migraines prevent me from having a full-time 
job doing my regular work. In confronted with these blinding 
lights each night and have to wear special glasses in order to 

Candace Skeen TN 12/4/2017

"Because I have Multiple Sclerosis and since losing my sight 
then regaining that ability after the passing of an exacerbation 
years ago I have had a very difficult time driving at nighttime 
as well as at “twilight”. The lights used now are horrific and do 

Zelma Norvell TX 12/4/2017

"There are many times the brightness and glare blinds me, 
either being at a single lane two way traffic lanes or easily and 
most common method from behind. I've flashed the upcoming 
vehicle from opposite direction assuming their headlights were 
on "high beam" so they can turn down their headlights. 
However, I've been flashed back to let me know it is not their 
"high beam" lights, rather their normal "low beam" lights. I 
have taught myself to move positions in the seat while driving 
to avoid headlights from behind to strike me through the rear 

pamela irvin PA 12/4/2017 "I suffer from migraines and driving home from work is 
Jimelle Mader OH 12/4/2017 "These lights are a hazard to others on the road."
Alexandra Celio PA 12/4/2017 "I have migraines and blue light is a major trigger for them."

Deanne Chapman IL 12/4/2017 "I get severe migraines and am very sensitive to light."

Tara Furman MT 12/4/2017
"I have severe migraine disease and these lights trigger a flare 
up of my symptoms. It is difficult/dangerous to drive once the 

Shelia Epperson AR 12/4/2017 "These are blinding and dangerous and are a trigger people 

Jessica Archuleta NV 12/4/2017
"I suffer from migraines and these lights give me an instant 
migraine."

Cynthia Mitchell TN 12/3/2017

"Night driving continues to get worse.  People with fog lights 
and the brighter LED lights are ruining my eyes.  I have friends 
who also complain.  It is so hard to see with those lights 
coming right at you.  I drove 3206 miles in Oct. and over the 
week had to do night driving.  By the end of the trip which was 
a very long night drive of 8 hours home, my vision was so 
messed up.  It's been a couple months and driving at night is 
no fun.  The reason for the original yellow cast on the lights 
was to avoid all of this eye damage we are experiencing.  I am 

Jeannie Wade 11/29/2017

"I totally agree !! I also started a Petition myself in Canada. I 
thoroughly read your posting Donald Berry. Thank you for 
doing this !! We need to keep supporting this and sharing it so 
that manufacturers stop making these headlights, it causes 
accidents , casualties and damages peoples eyes. We need this 

Richard Angell FL 11/27/2017

"When I drive at night, I encounter many vehicles that have 
hid/blue-white headlights that are too bright and cause pain 
and temporary blindness. I have to hold up my hand to block 

Lory Lazarus NJ 11/24/2017
"I am TIRED of being BLINDEDby oncoming LED car headlights. 
It is difficult to see the road in front of me!"



Amy Seever WI 11/24/2017 "Sorry to hear ... I signed, hopefully more will too"
ariella Ingraffia MI 11/24/2017 "I agree they are unnecessarily too bright"

Melanie Nygaard OR 11/23/2017

"LED street lights and headlights cause dangerous glare and 
brightness that make driving after dark dangerous. 
Additionally, individuals with migraine disorders find it difficult 

Rita Johnston 11/22/2017 "These new headlights are blinding in the night time while 
Yelena Shuster NY 11/22/2017 "Driving without seeing is dangerous to me and you!"

H Butt ENG 11/21/2017

"I hate these dazzling lights with their blue tinge.  They may 
help those driving cars fitted with them to see better what is in 
front, but they blind the rest of us whether the lights are 

Dawn williams NY 11/17/2017
"LED lights hurt my eyes while driving and should be banned 
before they cause more accidents. They also cause migraines 

Lacie Elgin OH 11/16/2017

"I work 50-60 hours a week driving on the road half of those 
hours are after the sun goes down and then my evening/night 
is constant blinding, headache, road rage sometimes, 
frustration and seeing dots for many seconds! It’s getting 
ridiculous this should never ever be ok or legal to us regular 
citizens! Police I can understand more but when lately all I see 
is bright bright blinding headlights in front of me and behind 
me blinding from both directions at same time and also cora 
buses, fire trucks these are huge trucks 10 times bigger than 
my small short Toyota Camry! Please stop the use of these for 

Brandon 
Townsend OH 11/16/2017 "Hate them"
Kat Beaulieu CA 11/14/2017 "I can't see the road when these things are blaring in my 
Rycke Brown OR 11/13/2017 "I find these lights blinding."

Daniel Joyce IL 11/13/2017
"Extraneous lighting, especially in wavelengths shorter than 
610 nanometers, has nothing but harmful effects, particularly 

Patricia Lawrence CA 11/13/2017 "They blind me too."

Benjamin Slayton SC 11/11/2017

"HID and LED lights, especially of the blue-ish colour 
temperature and a public safety hazard.  They should be 
banned.  Vehicles that are equipped with them should be 
required to have them removed, even if they are installed by 
the factory.  why is there not already a standard in-place that 
restricts the brightness of these lights?  HIS lights create a 

anthony 
spaccarelli NY 10/29/2017

"Coming at you , behind you , if the police knew haw many 
tickets they can issue for this offense they would be right on it 

anthony 
spaccarelli NY 10/29/2017

"Is there anyway to go after the manufactures or stores 
hawking these...."



Josh j CA 10/26/2017

"I have been in too many blinding situations that could have 
resulted in an accident or worse as of late.  Seems allot more 
cars this year have them then before.  I get anxiety close to the 
end of work knowing I will soon be in traffic.  Nowadays it 
seems every other car has their high-beams on and pointed 
right in my face.  I run a computer repair shop and i am looking 
at screens all day, so going into what feels like a police search 
light right in my face is beyond scary and just plain dangerous 

Erich Breidenbach CA 10/18/2017

"It is important for this campaign to ban not only the 
blue/white (LED) headlights but also the white ones with too 
much luminosity, and also the two lights below headlights that 
are white and almost as bright as headlights. There are also 
wreaths of lights around headlights and other candlepower 
embellishments that apparently appeal to people's egos.  They 

Anna Daniel ENG 10/7/2017
"I really struggle with the brightness of car headlights in the 
UK, they really make my eyes hurt to look at them. At the age 

Dawn Ross 10/3/2017

"I am regularly blinded while driving home at night, especially 
when I am on my motorcycle.  The effect of multiple high 
intensity headlights from several oncoming cars behind one 
another is so painful that I have to look off the road to the 

Ann roberts MI 9/27/2017 "This is problematic for me as well."
Cheryl Leighton MI 9/27/2017 "Stop the accidents!!!!"

April Phillips NC 9/26/2017

"I'm absolutely tired of not being able to see the road as these 
types of lights pass, not to mention, tailgating issues. It causes 
headaches and spots in my vision, along with anyone else I 
have conversed with on the subject. We've seen fine for years 

Ammy Kogan FL 9/26/2017 "Very dangerous"

Mike Broughton 9/25/2017

"blue light is classified as a class 2a  carcinogen in night shift 
workers. WHO. White LEDs are rich (30% or more) in blue 
light, shown to inhibit melatonin and disrupt circadian 

Scott Lockwood CA 9/21/2017
"I've had to put up a curtain behind my front seats to drive at 
night because these damn LED lights light up the inside of my 

Floris Freshman AZ 9/6/2017

"i believe in preservation of vision. the laser/tazer from the 
driverless cars have also blinded me. so did the strobes from 
the redflex defective photo radar cameras. flashblinding, glare 

Floris Freshman AZ 9/6/2017

"the led's and rf bulbs are designed to blind, the smartmeters 
also have sonic and tazer capabilities, the driverless cars 
invading arizona run on lidar- laser and radar- designed to 

Steven Robarge NJ 9/6/2017 "I'm tired of being blinded on the road at night."
Juliette Smith NY 8/28/2017 "I can not say just how dangerous this is, especially for the 

Valerie Gurioli VA 8/25/2017

"I have autism, and am already extremely sensitive, especially 
to lights (some can give me migraines- bright LED xmas ones 
are a hazard if I get carried away with Christmas spirit and 
can't help but look).  When someone has their brights on, even 
during the day, my eyes are still reeling for minutes after.  
With the new LED blue, purple, etc lights,  I can't even look 



Ron Fowler WA 8/23/2017
"I am literally blinded by the light! Turn down those high 
beams. Seriously. If your eyesight is that bad, you shouldn't be 

Shasha Gong 8/20/2017

"I'm hoping this will bring change across the world, because 
they too have arrived in Australia!First I thought it was high 
beams, but the sheer amount of cars with these glare emitting 
lights have increased significantly.It's completely unsafe, as a 
frequent driver at night, oncoming vehicles with these lights 
blind me, like a camera flash ... I have to squint and slow down 
my driving.If it's a car behind me, I fear changing lanes because 

Chandler Hart GA 8/19/2017 "I'm tired of being blinded on major highways and/or 

Nabil Wareh CA 8/18/2017

"Blinding tail lights on most new vehicles and big rigs can 
impair your vision even at a distance and are brighter than 
stop lights. News media should be involved in the subject.Auto 
manufacturers and departments responsible for driver safety 

Nicole Vasquez ON 8/17/2017 "It's true and very distracting. Needs to be regulated"
Julia Nicci 
Mendoza's UT 8/16/2017

"The blue lights not only cause an instant headache but also 
induce vomiting and the bright leds cause temporary 

Daniel Phelps NY 8/10/2017
"It dangerous to drive blinded. I turn all mirrors down/away 
when driving at night, and look away when passing."

Daniel Phelps NY 8/10/2017 "Audi and Volkswagon headlights are especially nazi."

Czerny Auyang NY 8/8/2017

"Many times I've narrowly avoided going off the road or 
driving into oncoming traffic because I was blinded by blinding 
LED headlights.  These lights are endangering everyone on the 

Andy Whiteman NM 8/8/2017
"The new daytime headlights are way too bright!!!! Correct 
beaming of headlights would make a big difference!"

John Jordan TX 8/3/2017 "Hurts my eyes!"
Charis Woods MO 8/1/2017 "I am so blinded and feel roadrage toward oncoming cars with 
Nicola Jenkins WLS 7/30/2017 "I suffer chronic migraines and bi polar which is severely 

Lorraine Burney NY 7/26/2017
"It's not safe for us it necessary to have these blinding lights on 
cars....the roads are unsafe as it is.....stop the lights"

Scott Wells NY 7/26/2017
"These abusive auto lights must be banned asap while we still 
have some peace of mind on our public highways. Please 

paul delnero NH 7/26/2017
"I can't drive at night anymore. The blinding lights in front of 
and behind distract and make it impossible to navigate my 

David Matthews NJ 7/20/2017

"Yes, please ban these lights. Much too bright at night. Also 
they really are an irritant during the day. A bright light coming 
towards you when it is already sunny is quite the distraction 
and we don't need move distractions while driving. It is 

Daniel Vaughan CA 7/19/2017
"LED headlights are incredibly bright and can be blinding, 
including in sideview mirrors.  LED taillights can also be 

David Matthews NJ 7/19/2017

"Yes, please ban these lights. The lights are so bright at night. 
My eyes hurt during the day when these stupid lights are on in 
the first place. It's one thing to have the lights on when it is 
rainy or really cloudy or snowing but its altogether when it's 
already bright and then you look behind you and you have this 
bright light in your eye. It's really irritating and I wish people 



David Matthews NJ 7/19/2017

"Yes, please ban these lights. The lights are so bright at night. 
My eyes hurt during the day when these stupid lights are on in 
the first place. It's one thing to have the lights on when it is 
rainy or really cloudy or snowing but its altogether when it's 
already bright and then you look behind you and you have this 
bright light in your eye. It's really irritating and I wish people 

Jeff Hicks MO 7/18/2017
"I was in an accident where the blue headlights on one vehicle 
caused another driver to cross the median, sides wiping my 

Taewook Rho 7/17/2017 "Ban Blinding Headlights and Save Lives!"

Barbara Beck VA 7/10/2017

"No one should be blinded by someone else's headlights at 
night while trying to drive. When I go out anymore at night I 
have to wear tinted clipons over my glasses in order for me to 

Susan Turner NY 7/8/2017 "My friends and I do not drive at night if it can be avoided.  
Carly Hutton 7/5/2017 "It's just to hard to see when there's oncoming traffic abs then 
angelo nogara 7/5/2017 "cause I do not like blinding headlights, it is dangerous and 
Kyra Xavia 7/4/2017 "Safer lighting is needed."
Kyra Xavia 7/4/2017 "Hazardous, harmful and unacceptable, especially when there 
Cindy Schuetz MI 7/2/2017 "These lights are bothersome when i drive at night.  Some 

G Barrington ENG 6/28/2017

"When driving towards cars with HID lights it is like driving 
towards a vehicle with main beam on. With these lights I have 
to look to the side of the road. DAMNED DANGEROUS!!!  and 

terry quesnel WI 6/19/2017

"Todays' halogen headlights are bright enough. LEDs and those 
blue Xexons should be BANNED! Along with foglights and all 
headlight type Daytime Running Lights (except motorcycles). 

Anthony 
Lombardy PA 6/18/2017

"In addition, all LED emergency lights on law enforcement and 
first responder vehicles need to banned, especially roof 
mounted emergency lights. They blind motorist, pedestrians, 
cyclists, and emergency responders, including law 
enforcement officers. Federal and State laws require motorists 
to move over while approaching an emergency zone or traffic 

Janet Hawthorne ENG 6/16/2017
"I DRIVE AND TOTALLY AGREE WITH THIS PETITION.GOOD 
LUCK."

Christine Ayres AR 6/15/2017
"As someone who has some severe migraines, I almost 
desperately want these high intensity lights off the roads. They 

Julie Remold CA 6/14/2017
"Bright lights are an obvious safety issue with a simple 
solution. I rarely drive at night in places where there is 

Borek Puza 6/14/2017

"Lights on vehicles, and elsewhere, have, generally speaking, 
become WAY too bright in recent years, as regards both 
comfort and safety. This is a worldwide phenomenon which is 

Borek Puza 6/13/2017

"Same for me. It's like a catch 22. I am forced to view traffic 
situations indirectly, which is potentially dangerous. Never had 
a problem in 30 years of driving, and then almost suddenly this 

D Herman FL 6/6/2017

"Thank you for starting this petition! These headlights annoy 
this sh*t out of me!..Everytime someone gets behind me 
driving with these bright LED lights, I feel like having a 
extremely bright light in back of my car to shine in their eyes 



ellen stuart ENG 6/4/2017
"I want to drive in safety like I used to be able to, particularly 
at night-time. I've had to give driving after dark!"

Dean Kurth IL 6/4/2017 "I have been temporarily blinded by the led headlights"

Dee J. NY 5/29/2017

"Even for non-drivers the lights are visually painful as well as 
obscuring. I have problems in my eyes as it is and I do not need 
to have another issue with my eyes because of these lights 
that sometimes I think are high beams. Whoever thought 

Susan Redmond NY 5/28/2017

"I cannot see when these super bright lights are approaching 
me!  They should be illegal because at the very least it is 
distracting and forces me to look away.  At that point I've lost 

Virginia Morgan MO 5/28/2017 "I am blinded on the road by these types of headlights."

Neo Wilson WA 5/28/2017

"As a person who is hypersensitive to lights and knowing many 
others as well also affected, these are very dangerous and can 
cause side effects that last hours if not more, even to those 

Richard Burton CA 5/27/2017

"I have been against these absolutely stupid lights since they 
first came out. I get black spots in my eyes from them as if a 
flashbulb went off. Not good for driving at all! Who was stupid 

K B CA 5/26/2017
"These headlights need to go.Headlights originally were 
shining forth a beam, now it has flood light appearance which 

Misty Morse WA 5/26/2017 "I hate these. You cannot see anything with these behind you."

Lisa Whistlecroft ENG 5/23/2017
"They're dangerous - they are blindingly bright and destroy 
normal night vision for seconds after passing."

Doreen 
Ostapchuk CT 5/22/2017

"I'd like to enjoy driving at night again.  If I look away from the 
blinding headlights, I'm distracted.  If I look at them, I'm 

Jeff Coulson PA 5/21/2017

"I feel like my safety is being compromised when people use 
the extremely bright headlights, and I also living in 
Pennsylvania, where they have strict window tinting laws on 

Kurt Visser PA 5/10/2017 "My eyes are strained by looking into car lights at night."
kim west CA 5/9/2017 "I have been a victim of those blinding lights"

Mark Godden CA 5/9/2017
"I'm signing because the HID & LED headlamps are dangerous 
and annoying. Studies say light above 3000k is bad for your 

Ana M CA 5/8/2017 "I hope the government listens"
Sandy Mulligan CA 5/8/2017 "I am tired of being blinded by these dangerously bright 

Sergio Ramos CA 5/8/2017
"These lights are too bright and are a hazard they are blinding 
with oncoming traffic, as well as traffic behind me"

Stephen Clark CA 5/8/2017 "I have a hard time seeing,on,the,road at dark with over bright 

Wayne Stark CA 5/8/2017
"i AM BOTHERED BY THOSE PAINFULLY BRIGHT ON-COMING 
HEAD LIGHTS. tHEY ARE A ROAD HAZARD. WHY HAVE THEY 

Annonymous 
noname CA 5/8/2017

"The trend of drivers converting their headlights to HID & even 
just installing 5500K & higher Bulbs to Halogen type headlight 
housing can be very dangerous to other drivers. The Halogen 
housing has no filters and the light is spread out too widely 

Lowell White CA 5/8/2017 "These lights are dangerous, blinding and irritating."

Jesse Langston FL 5/8/2017
"Blinding headlights at night are annoying and dangerous.  Too 
much blue light is also dangerous.  Check Harvard Medical 

Gary Lane CA 5/8/2017 "The blinding headlights are nothing but a hazard... No way, 



David 12th st. 
Wood CA 5/8/2017 "To outlaw high intensity headlights"

Catherine Stevens CA 5/8/2017
"Those bright night lights are blinding and can cause a moment 
of blinding sight and could result in an accident"

Jose guzman 
Guzman CA 5/8/2017 "Jose Guzman"
yvonne schiffer IL 5/7/2017 "It's dangerous"
Mike Weasner AZ 5/7/2017 "These lights are dangerous to other drivers and a source of 

Maria Grieco NY 5/7/2017
"I don't drive but as a passenger, especially a front seat 
passenger, I find these lights to be blinding, almost hurting my 

JOANNA KELLER CA 5/6/2017
"THOSE LIGHTS ARE BLINDING!!! ALMOST GOT INTO SEVERAL 
ACCIDENTS BECAUSE I WAS BLINDED BY THOSE LED LIGHTS.  I 

Patty Mathews CA 5/6/2017 "Those lights blind me!!"

Sarah Dowler CA 5/6/2017
"I can't see when people are driving towards me with those 
headlights. Then I'm blind for a good 10 seconds after they 

Constance Engle NC 5/6/2017 "They are like looking straight at the sun!!"
Marcia Lind CA 5/6/2017 "Can't see in those headlamps! Blinding."

Ed Abdill NY 5/6/2017
"These lights are horrible, and they due cause accidents 
because drivers and pedestrians are blinded by them."

Mark Whitney CA 5/6/2017 "I've been complaining about this very issue for well over a 

Keith slanser CA 5/6/2017

"It make sense.  Typically it takes 30 minutes for eyes to be re-
adjusted after being expose to bright light [simple test, how 
long does it take your eyes to be readjusted after walking into 
your house from a bright sunny day WITHOUT WEARING 
SUNGLASSES.  There is still no standard for how strong those 

David Heran CA 5/5/2017

"FOOTCANDLES are the measurement of light that comes out 
of a headlight. Low beam/high beam intensity was established 
when the modern yellow light headlight was first invented. All 
new headlights outside these long-established standards are 

Michelle Salazar CA 5/5/2017

"Yes! These after market headlamps are becoming brighter. 
There have been times where I'm unable to turn left because 
the previous oncoming car was so blinding it left spots in my 
eyes. When it rains the ground becomes a shiny mess, to the 
point the lines are nearly invisible. And the height standards 
for the headlamps need to also be accounted for, because if 
they point straight ahead like an arrow, even the cab of the car 

Darryl Spivey CA 5/5/2017 "The  headlights are too bright and can cause accidents. 

karla marquez CA 5/5/2017
"I commute 65-75 miles one way. I see a lot of cars with 
blinding headlights and I agree it's dangerous. It's hard to keep 

Pearla Kitten CA 5/5/2017 "Very dangerous lighting and causes accidents"

Stephen Baldwin ENG 5/5/2017
"Too bright and blinding. Also turn indicators set so close to 
day running lights you cant see them even though they should 

Nelson Mills ID 5/5/2017
"Bright headlights are very unsafe for other drivers. Especially 
where I live, it makes it hard to see other road hazards like 

Janet Heitman PA 5/5/2017 "These headlights make it difficult to see but almost 
Steven Rojas CA 5/5/2017 "I hate the led lights. They make night driving very unsafe."



M Wilson CA 5/5/2017 "THE LIGHTS ARE BLINDING and a safety hazard!"
Ana Reed CA 5/5/2017 "they are blinding!!"

John Osborn ENG 5/5/2017
"In the UK we have exactly the same problem. You have said it 
all above. I do ask the question what sort of driver, 

Alicia Perez CA 5/5/2017
"These headlights make it so difficult to drive at night! They 
are blinding and dangerous. I do not feel safe with these lights 

Carlos Loera CA 5/5/2017 "I'm signing because driving while temporarily blinded is 
Arthur Powers NV 5/5/2017 "It is a dangerous trend."

Vicki Fielden CA 5/5/2017
"The bright lights force me to turn my eyes away from an 
oncoming car or, if the car is behind me, I must turn my rear or 

Rod Koepp NV 5/5/2017 "Yes, these new LED headlights are a hazard;  Especially the 
Shawnee 
Schneider CA 5/5/2017 "As a migraine sufferer this is a HUGE issue for me."

Christopher U CA 5/4/2017
"I cant stand driving and all you see coming or behind you blue 
tinted lights! These lights make it extremely hard to see the 

Debi Breul CA 5/4/2017 "These lights are dangerous and blinding"
Paul Attanasio CA 5/4/2017 "its to hard to see pedestrians so lets save lives!"

Rocki Crisostomo CA 5/4/2017
"I'm tired of being blinded by LED Headlights. Please pass this 
ban."

Eva Allen-Neldner CA 5/4/2017 "It's dangerous to blind on-coming cars"
Esther Rydell CA 5/4/2017 "The LED lights blind me, and are unsafe to other drivers"

Annie Vas CA 5/4/2017

"Thank you for starting this petition. My husband and I we find 
it hard to drive at night because of the new glaring headlights.  
It is an obstacle especially for aging eyes.  We were wondering 
how this could be allowed.  I stopped driving at night.  This 
means no shopping.   I wonder how many people like me are 

c frank NJ 5/4/2017 "Those LED lights are blinding!!!  They need to be outlawed!!!"
doug wrathall CA 5/4/2017 "I'm tired of being blinded when I drive at night"

Deborah Martinez CA 5/4/2017
"These are blinding and trigger my migraines. No lights should 
be so bright as to cause a person to feel tortured"

LESLIE MAHONEY CA 5/4/2017

"The new LED headlights are to bright, especially when shining 
right into a rear-view mirror. I drive a sedan and always have 
to adjust my mirror when an SUV is behind me with the LED 
lights because the brightness is overwhelming. It also seems as 
is the brights are on when a car in on-coming traffic is driving 

Paula Guerrero CA 5/4/2017

"It's so hard to drive at night when you have these bright 
headlights behide you or even on the frwy the opposite traffic 
headlights...those brights lights make me turn my head or 

Tammy Helton FL 5/4/2017 "They r blinding"

David Evans CA 5/4/2017
"Rather than making night driving safer, brighter headlights 
encourage drivers to drive even faster! In California, the 

Genevieve 
Lawson NY 5/3/2017

"Thank you for starting this petition!  The bright white 
headlights are awful whether oncoming or in your rear view 



Mark Ferraro NJ 5/3/2017

" They're blinding. And makes me drive slower because at 
times I can't see the road. Worse during the rain. Yeah good 
for the driver using it.. BAD & extremely dangerous for the 
defenseless on coming traffic.  Headlights were just fine years 

Tim Prior ENG 5/3/2017
"I believe new legislation is required to control acceptable 
levels of vehicle lighting on today's roads. This includes all 

Ian Willsher ENG 5/3/2017

"There is such a chronically diverse range of headlight colours, 
brilliance, degrees of glare and intensity on cars on the road 
today, they are becoming a danger to all road users. 
Therefore, it is imperative that these concerns are addressed 
and the manufacturers should not be able to dictate the 
terms, purely as some sales gimmick to attract potential 
buyers. Lights can and are, frequently, used aggressively, 

Linda Heasman ENG 5/2/2017 "I am often blinded by bright headlights. It's putting me off 

Peter van Beelen 5/2/2017
"I sufer myself and find many siuations where I know to be 
unsafe because of this."

G. F. KARCNIK NJ 4/24/2017 "This is one case where signing this petition (to me) is 
Roy Milnes WLS 4/20/2017 "These headlights are killing people"

Louise Keiller SCT 3/28/2017

"I'm signing this petition because these headlights are blinding 
and dangerous. I would like the UK government to ban them 
too and perhaps if this petition is successful the government of 
the U.K. will take some action too.  Please sign, especially 

Melanie J Hanick PA 3/26/2017
"These annoying headlights are blinding. I have migraines and 
they make them 1000x worse!! Please get these headlights 

Margaret Murphy ENG 3/26/2017
"Glare from these blinding headlights make it difficult to focus 
on the road. They are painful to the eye and completely 

alice nierenberg OH 3/24/2017

"I stopped driving at night, due to glare, missed out on many 
club meetings, had to leave xmas and thanksgiving visits 
before dark, affects my ability to drive all winter when sun sets 
early. Couldn't see lady walking dog on side of road one night, 
this is definitely a health hazard for people of all ages. No need 

Kathryn Francis ENG 3/22/2017 "I am signing because this is a world wide problem and we 

FrankJohn Snelling ENG 2/25/2017
"Blinding White LED lights on vehicles are a lethal hazard and 
should be banned forthwith! :("

Ron Fowler WA 2/12/2017 "I thought it was against the law to drive with high beams on."
Jeff Alan Fowler WA 2/11/2017 "I don't wanna go blind!"
Helen Dykeman NY 1/24/2017 " I have been blinded by the glare of LED headlights.  Their 

Nathan Wagenet CA 1/21/2017
"These headlights cause headaches for both me and my 
fiancée. We always have to darken the rearview mirror or 

Victoria Young IL 1/18/2017
"These lights are a misery to other drivers. They are 
completely over the top too bright, glaring and painful to look 

Diana Umpierre FL 1/16/2017 "I'm tired to seeing blinding headlights that put our lives at 
June King KY 1/14/2017 "I am not bothered by normal headlights at night but the first 
scott gregory IN 1/14/2017 "too hard on eyes"

Timothy Huguenin WY 1/12/2017

"Headlights are so bright now that even looking away toward 
the shoulder makes it almost impossible to see in oncoming 
traffic. I have to slow down almost to a stop until the car goes 



P. Lavrentiev NY 1/10/2017

"It is very strange that the U.S. government, which did so 
much to legislate better vehicle safety over the years, 
nowadays seems to ignore one of the biggest driving hazards--
those insanely bright LED and HID headlights!! For anyone 
driving at night, these lights are a nightmare to deal with.  
When these first came out, the designers thought they were 
helping things by brightening the driver's field of vision--mostly 
a superfluous concern because the older headlights were more 
than adequate for most driving conditions--and drivers had 
beams anyway for the darkest conditions, and could get fog 

alan barr MO 1/4/2017
"I was blinded by the LED headlights and ran off a two lane 
Highway. In Missouri the pickup trucks seem to be having a 

Chad Rowe PA 12/31/2016

"I cant say enough against headlight use during the day. It is no 
wonder fatalities have increased when ignorant motorists 
make it painful to keep your eyes on the road. I refer to it as a 
visual equivalent of nails on a chalk board. I have 

Jill Ann Ryan PA 12/24/2016

"I have excellent vision, but since about 2-years ago, I have 
had hot pain when cars with those horribly bright lights are 
near. Driving at night now takes longer, because I simply pull 
off the road to wait until vehicles with such painfully bright 
lights pass me. How can drivers with these lights not know the 
dangers these lights pose?! If you are behind another vehicles, 
you NEVER need to have high beam lights on. I have been 
dreaming of a light up sign that says. Get off my bumper with 

Suzanne Coleman, 
MD IL 12/14/2016

"Years ago I spoke with NHTSA regarding this very issue, 
including advising them that the already noted increase in 
fatalities was likely due to these unregulated lights.  Now they 
care?  When I talked to them they said "a lot of people will 
need to die" before they act at all on this issue.  Fools and 
sociopaths.  Read my articles below.  NOTE that limiting light 
emitted to that of traffic signals is a very bad idea as our traffic 
signals are also blindingly glaring and those are the ones 
placed by IDOT (IL DOT).Dr. Coleman<a 

Tammy 
Samuelson VA 12/13/2016

"They blind me and cause headaches! It is not only oncoming, 
when these headlights are behind me, they are just as blinding 
no matter how I adjust my mirrors! And do not think about 
replacing them with the proposed laser! Why cant we just go 

Samuel Watkins IN 12/11/2016

"How has this not passed yet? Come on 11 more signatures! 
And how have SNL not mocked LED lights yet either? Am I the 
only one that wants to drive around with a baseball bat and 
blow out every Nissan Truck's LED lights that blind people as 

Todd Hamilton IL 12/11/2016

"I'm signing because I don't want one blinding ray hitting my 
eye, every night, for 362 nights for the next 20 years until I 
prematurely go blind. Shall we take all the odd farts in 
congress and shine bright lights in their eyes and just do it, for 
a full year, great test.  Chicago is about to put these in 

Pat Mouch IL 12/11/2016 "Politicians who vote for LED's because of lobbyist, should be 



Heather Moyer IN 12/11/2016
"I have children, and driving is becoming more difficult, and 
I'm worried for their safety if I get blinded by these things and 

Jurgen Klopp AL 12/11/2016
"In German, would call people who use LED lights, slightly 
evolved monkeys. Blue light rays, high frequency rays are 

michael lewis NY 12/11/2016
"We stare at computers all day admitting blue light, now we 
have them on cars as we drive home. May as well just shoot us 

Steven Jobs TX 12/11/2016 "America sucks"
Paula Newhart CT 12/11/2016 "This is getting ridiculous"

Fredrick Donghart TX 12/11/2016 "These are blinding!"
Hope Solo KS 12/11/2016 "I'm signing because its better than throwing the users of LED 

Blinded By The 
LED Light Douche CA 12/11/2016 "Fuck you congress."
Angela Smith TN 12/11/2016 "I have to drive to work and see this bullshit every morning,"
Henry Adams IL 12/11/2016 "Because they're fucking stupid"
Henry Adams IL 12/11/2016 "How has the goal changed from 200 to 500? joke?"

Pat Watkins IL 12/7/2016
"Can we speed this up, I'm 29 and am loosing eyesight by the 
minute. How dumb are these people allowing this to happen? 

Terry Reid TN 12/5/2016

"I cannot see at night!  This is getting crazy.  I'm 51 and over 
the past 2 years these lights have gotten brighter and they, the 
people who have them (after market ) lights seem to gain joy 
out of getting behind your vehicle and blinding you !  This is a 
crime in my opinion.  I've almost wrecked on several occasions 
and try and slow down so they will get the message but they 

Patricia Gibson ENG 12/4/2016

"I'm signing because this year I was afflicted by pain in my right 
eye from an LED light outside my window. This week I am 
moving house at great financial and emotional expense. Too 

Eric Stamper IL 12/4/2016 "Tired of the bright white/blue headlights all night, every 

Mary Ellen ENG 11/30/2016

"It is a miracle I have not been involved in an accident, which 
would have been through no fault of my own.  Every day I am 
dazzled and blinded by these extremely dangerous headlights.  

Jeff Cheatham OH 11/29/2016

"I have been increasingly blinded at night by new cars with 
projector headlights and know many others especially my age 
and older who say these cars are making driving at night 
hazardous enough to make them wonder if they will have to 

James C SCT 11/27/2016 "It's causing deaths"
Connie Mattson CA 11/27/2016 "I'm signing because this has been a serious problem for me 

Tanja Rebel ENG 11/26/2016

"These lights are horrific and very debilitating. As a cyclist, I 
regularly have to get off my bicycle as I lose my orientation 
due to a an oncomer's bright lights. This is ridiculous! What 
has happened to good old-fashioned consideration? And what 

Tanja Rebel ENG 11/24/2016

"I am signing this because binding vehicle lights - whether from 
cars or bicycles -  are an absolute hazard for road users.  We 
urgently need to get back Due Diligence as well as good old-



Chris Longrigg ENG 11/24/2016

"I'm signing because I'm fed up with having to dip my rear 
view mirror on bright sunny days because some idiot comes up 
behind with lights blazing.  Also fed up with lazy drivers who sit 

Cynthia Chandler CA 11/24/2016

"As a sufferer of frequent migraines, with bright lights being a 
major trigger, I stand behind this 100%. I am also the only 
licensed driver in a household of three, one of which often 
works nights, which means I cannot simply choose to not drive 

CHRISTIE 
WAGNER-STARLEY MD 11/24/2016

"I couldn't figure out why I was suddenly being affected by 
these lights, especially at night. I thought it was just me--even 
though my vision hadn't changed--until I read all these 

Daniel Lowy VA 11/24/2016 "I believe it would serve driving safety and would save lives."

Elaine D 11/24/2016

"They give me nauseating migraine just to catch a glimpse, I 
can't go outside at night now because of LED car lights (and 
LED street lights -separate issue). Never mind that many 
drivers I know feel they are bullied off the roads by LED and 
HID headlights and break lights. It's so difficult to see what's 
around that particular oncoming car or what's coming behind 
it, be it another car, pedestrian, cyclist. They are absolutely 

Elaine D 11/24/2016

"They give me nauseating migraine just to catch a glimpse, I 
can't go outside at night now because of LED car lights (and 
LED street lights -separate issue). Never mind that many 
drivers I know feel they are bullied off the roads by LED and 
HID headlights and break lights. It's so difficult to see what's 
around that particular oncoming car or what's coming behind 
it, be it another car, pedestrian, cyclist. They are absolutely 

norman jones WLS 11/23/2016 "day time running lights are extremely dangerous"
Jan Foniok 11/23/2016 "Automatic cornering lights should also be banned."

Scott Wells NY 11/22/2016
"Seriously people - we need to stop this dangerous trend 
before it creeps into all new vehicles! Read, learn, and take 

Mary Anne Berry CA 11/22/2016

"I recently took the written section of the Driver's License 
Exam in California. One question asked what you should do if 
blinded by headlights. The correct answer: look down and to 

Mary Jo Springer TX 11/21/2016
"Scares the livin' daylights out of me !For safety sakes, I try to 
pull over to the right and stop till the driver disappears from 

Janice Mccombs KY 11/21/2016 "I have a hard time driving at night because of the blue LED 

terry quesnel WI 11/21/2016
"I would like to see all daytime headlights (except 
motorcycles) banned and replaced with the Amber daytime 

Kimberly 
Genereux MA 11/21/2016

"They are so bad, many people won't drive at night. (Me 
included) Please ban these blinding headlights. Terrible 

John Marino CA 11/20/2016
"I am sick of being blinded by the light of some new cars--
these lights are a hazard on the road and need to be recalled 

Jenn Thomson 11/20/2016
"Dangerous & blinding. Would have thought automotive 
companies would have tested them before making such a 

Kim Nameny CA 11/20/2016

"This is a pet peeve of mine. We used to distinguish between 
normal headlights and "brights", the latter being appropriate 
only when you found yourself alone on the road. Now many of 
the new cars have "normal headlights" the exceed what 



Basilio Badillo CA 11/20/2016 "I'm a truck driver & am blinded all the time"
Ralph Reed OR 11/19/2016 "Blinding headlights and daytime lights are a menace to public 

Don Wooten CA 11/19/2016
"these lights are dangerous the low beam of today is brighter 
than the high beams of yesterday, and laws were written to 

Makensy Sealy CA 11/19/2016 "Please sign this"

Robert Bennett CA 11/19/2016
"Very distracting and dangerous from all angles (oncoming, 
rear or side views), especially raised vehicles."

Reinhard Metz IL 11/19/2016
"Particularly the LED headlights need to be better regulated or 
banned if they can't be made less blinding. You can always tell 

Robert Starkey CA 11/19/2016 "I'm signing because these headlights have been blinding me 

Daniel Brenner CA 11/19/2016

"I have been a bicyclist for 30 plus years, and cannot figure out 
why there is a need for even brighter lights when I thought the 
existing headlights on cars were good enough.   If the number 
of accidents hasn't gone down this should be the most blatant 

Greg Prohaska CA 11/19/2016 "There are way too many vehicles with headlights that are 

Lori Cosgrove ME 11/19/2016

" LED and HID headlights are so blinding, I've actually had to 
come to a complete stop on the road until they are past me 
because I cannot find anywhere to set my vision that allows 
me to safely continue until they are past me. They obviously 

Gianna Messina NY 11/18/2016 "These LEDs are simply blinding, dangerous and not 

Jo-Anne Forshaw WLS 11/18/2016
"I am signing because I agree that headlights are so bright and 
blinding.  They draw the eyes when you are driving and makes 

Nabil Wareh CA 11/18/2016
"All auto manufacturers are responsible to recall autos and 
modify lights that do not meet safe DMV requirements.It is 

Lorraine Burney NY 11/18/2016
"There is absolutely no reason to have these lights except for 
someone wanting to make miney on a fad. get rid of 

Janet Bond CA 11/18/2016 "I am signing because I can no longer drive at night because of 

Marja Erwin VA 11/18/2016
"I have sensory processing issues. Many of these painfullt 
bright headlights blind me, and flashing turn signals cause me 

Kelley Britton CA 11/18/2016

"I have had many problems with these types of lights, 
especially when a truck comes behind a car and the lights now 
blind everything in your mirrors and make it very hard to see.  

William Shepard CA 11/18/2016
"LED lights are especially blinding for the elderly as our eye 
gradually deteriorates."

Ryan Mascilak CA 11/17/2016
"I'm signing because I daily get headaches from these blue 
headlights. My near-accident rate is also increased due to the 

Kenneth Magnone CA 11/17/2016 "I am a daily bicycle commuter."

Borek Puza 11/17/2016

"I totally support this petition against the "lightmare epidemic" 
that has swept the world in recent years. Headlights, DRLs, fog 
lights and even reverse and brake lights have  become WAY 

Tania Malven AZ 11/17/2016 "I hate the blue headlights!!!!!!"
jim delton AZ 11/17/2016 "DRLs are a hazard due to the glare they cause."
nigel slade ENG 11/17/2016 "The sooner they ban these LED lights the btter"



N A 11/17/2016

"This is an issue that concerns people across the world - and it 
is so unnecessary! I write as a non-driver living in the UK, who 
is regularly dazzled by the headlights and daytime running 
lamps of passing vehicles. If this affects me, as a pedestrian, 

Cliff Wardle ENG 11/17/2016 "Can't stand bright headlights"

Glen Johnson ENG 11/17/2016

"As a migrainer (and as such being very sensitive to these new 
kinds of overly intense and blue-rich white lights) and also 
flashing lights at high frequencies - I find these kinds of lights 
on both cars and bicycles not only trigger many multiple ill 
symptoms, but are also a major deterant to my ability to be 
able to drive or cycle on the road safely. Lighting on vehicles 
and bicycles has gone senseless - we don't need such intense 
and overly bright blue-rich white lights to light our way at 
night.LED Bike lights flashing at fast speeds are actually highly 
annoying and very uncomfortable. In short - These lights are a 

Glen Johnson ENG 11/17/2016

"As a migrainer (and as such being very sensitive to these new 
kinds of overly intense and blue-rich white lights) and also 
flashing lights at high frequencies - I find these kinds of lights 
on both cars and bicycles not only trigger many multiple ill 
symptoms, but are also a major deterant to my ability to be 
able to drive or cycle on the road safely. Lighting on vehicles 
and bicycles has gone senseless - we don't need such intense 
and overly bright blue-rich white lights to light our way at 
night.LED Bike lights flashing at fast speeds are actually highly 
annoying and very uncomfortable. In short - These lights are a 

Robert Erickson NY 11/17/2016

"YES,  Please put a ban on all headlights that are over 3200k. 
Higher temperature light is blinding in the dark and simply a 
hazard to drivers as well as damage to our eyes. LED lights, 
sodium vapor lights, should not be used for car headlights or 
brake lights. Also the tint of headlights (blue, pink, green, we 
have all seen them) should also be banned.   When light of any 
intensity is reflected in rearview mirrors it is amplifed and 

James Walker MI 11/17/2016

"I am signing this because I have been an opponent of too-
bright lights for a long time.  NHTSA lied to me in writing that 
they would do something "soon" about the too-bright daytime 
running lights when first allowed in the 1990s.  Some 17 years 

David Catlin-Birch ENG 11/17/2016

"I've had to stop driving at night because of them, and that 
includes blinding brake lights too. As a working musician, 
they've ruined my working life, and I now think LEDs, over 

Donald Darnell IN 11/17/2016

"As an electrical engineer who has investigated in detail 
outdoor lighting issues, I see the current trend toward brighter 
automotive lights with higher blue content as innovators 
exploiting a dangerous regulatory loophole.  LED technology 
offers plenty of solutions with lower blue light content at only 

scott brunson CA 11/17/2016

"These headlights are very dangerous for Motorcyclists and 
bicyclists since while blinded by these lights motorist do not 
see smaller vehicles.  If you cannot see at night with normal 



Samuel Watkins IN 11/17/2016

"Thank god, these lights are so stupid. The mercury argument 
is weak, the higher frequency light is blinding. This is the most 
no brainer, and I'm stunned that we continue to elect 

Bob Cohen PA 11/17/2016 "I have been terrorized by blinding lights of oncomimg 

John Brophy CT 11/17/2016
"Cadillac in the 1960's used to have a sensor on the dash to 
dim lights to on coming traffic automatically.  It would be a 

Roy Milnes WLS 11/17/2016
"These lights are dangerous. Medical evidence says the 
automakers are exceeding safe limits.  Why are they allowed 

John Osborn ENG 11/17/2016 "I have written to the British government 5 times., and every 
Amy Cohen PA 11/17/2016 "I agree that this is dangerous"


